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Contributors to This Issue
ETHEL W. MUSGRAVE has made her home in Arizona and New Mexic • where she
has grown familiar with the pueblos and with .the Hora and fa na of these
Southwestern states in the company of her husband who is Game pecialist. for
the Forest Service.

\

MARGARET PAGE HOOD is both poet and journalist, having a profession 1 contact as
feature writer for the La8 Cruce8 Cifizen. She is a member of
e Board of'
Regents of the University of New Mexico.
JOHN COLLIER is Commissioner of Indian. Affairs 6f. the United States Department
of the ,Interior. His article in this issue of the QUARTERLY introdu es a discussion of cducdion in the Sout!: west a::; it i,L beI~g" adapted to th Indian and
Spanish rpg-ional background.
"
• L. S. TIREMAN is director of the San Jose Experimental Setool and ]
BREWSTEI' and LOLITA POOU:I' ar~ members of the l~lstructional staff
in Albuquerque. Dr. Tireman is at present in Europe upon. a felo
by the General Education Board for. study in bi-lingual eJucution di
continent.
.

ELA SEDILLO
of San Jose
-hip granted
tricts of the

MA!:Y AUSTIN, of Santa Fe, is a poet and novplist who has made the stu y and interpretation of folk IIt,'rature. Indian. Spanish, Eng-lish, a major intere' in her life.
The American Rhythm and Earth Horizon arc among her many boo s describing
this enthusia,;m. She is a dil'cetor of the ::>an J esc School a:ld ha e\lcuuraged
its plans for educational advance:
HANIEL LONG is a poet of Santa Fe who is writing- upon unusual and sti
themes.
October Scribner's contained "Stephen Foster,"· and November F um "Henry
George." "The Heart is a Vine" is one of the poems to appear in a volume
pntitled Atlantidcs which will be publi8hed as one cif the first series of "Writers'
Editions" by the Rydal Press of Santa Fc in December. .
ALICE CORBIN HENDERSON, poet and 'editor. has been identified with
oetfy in the
Southwest since 1916 when she came to Santa Fe after being asso iated in Ijhe
editorship of Poetry. A Magazine of Verse. She is chairman of he group in
Santa Fe which is co-operating in the publication of "V\'riters' Editi ns," orig-inal
manuscripts of poetry and prose ~rinted and marketed by what
ill .constitute
almost a guild of authors and printers. Mrs. Henderson's new volu e -of poetry,
"The Sun 'rurns West:' "Foretaste," a fircit book of poems by Peggy Pond
Church, who is lmown to QUARTf.:'RLY readers, and "Pena!osa" by Eu ene Manlove
Rhodes are included with Long's "Atlantides" in the first books
be printed
before December 15.
HAROLD HUFFMAN and ALFREDO GALAZ are students of the University
ico,. who are specializing in Spanish studies.

f 'New Mex-

MAUD CROSNO is an Albuquerque poet whose work' has appeared in ot er issues of
the QUARTERLY. She has completed a volume of poetry entitled Earl Dust.
DOROTHY HOGNER was in first hand contact with the Indian Emergency Conservation
Work initiated last summer as apart of the general program for mllian Relief
and Indian educational advance. She is enrolled in Upper Divisi n courses of
the University of New Mexico for the Fall 'semester.
V AN DEUSEN CLARK and OTTO REUTINGER are Graduate Students of t
of New Mexico. Each has pJ.bli8hed poetry in previou:l numbers
TERLY.
KATHERINE POWEllS GALLEGOS lives at Los Lunas, New Mexico,
some tilpe been writing of the people among whom she liVES.
MAUDE USCHOLD is an Illinois poet who has written' poetry of both her
and the Southwest. She is no neWcomer to this contributor's colu

iUniv~5ity

the QUAR-

she has' for
region

l'

RoY KEECH is an archaeologist and allthor of fiction who has published
and has recently had a book accepted for publication which
riences of the war with the story 'Of a little French girl.
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In Hopiland

By ETHEL W. MUSGR~,

the narrow ~treet which' wtit~ed t~h the
_ pueblo atop' the hIgh mesa, Ta~old pottery
maker passed. Her feet, brown and bare, rustled on the
smooth white stone like withered oak le~ves. They readily
found the familiar path over which t~e:y h1fd gone since
childhood, but her eyes found strange
the place they
now
.
.
entered. BefQre an open doorway Tapa~o pa~sed, gazing in
,,:ith childlike cur.i?sit~. In the room ,ere ,~wo young IndIan women, neat In gInghaI\\ dresses; itnd,: as the¥. talked
in the language' of the government schoon, one ran a sewing
machine in humming accompaniment. :ijIereused to sit the ;.
women flat on the floor weaving ba~~ts of stout yucca
fibres.
.~
, .
I)
.
A wail quavered for an instant, and the old crone,
turning, saw in a corner a baby asleep l n a high and ugly
iron bed. She noticed the clfr-ve ofjoth J springs under its
trivial weight. How could adepQshoy .l grow sturdy with
straight ahd beautiful back craciJld iniuch a way? And,
its bl,anket-it was from the whitf man's)oom. She thought·
of her own swaddling robe, wove of strJlis of softest rabbit
fur and made large so that s .estill :J sed it. Why" did
mothers no,,!]on~er 'weave ~or heir ba~ies? Was it .that
they knew too lIttle? BewI1de ed by thi' strangeness of.a
room long-known, she slipped 1 to the Istreet once more,
mumbling as she went.
! .
. Two girls approached, the hard'heel
~ of their stiff black
"
.
shoes clicking on the stone roadwaY.i \ had not been so
when Tapayo was a maiden. Then,' w~th feet enca~ed in
soft buckskin dyed warm bro~n and~ ~~stened about her
ankles with beautiful silver buttO.DS bouI:htfrom neighboring Navajo smiths, she had stepped as li '. tly as a fawn..
Now from the head of the street : rill voices sifted,
voices which Tapayo recognized as comi [go from the talking
.[ 199 ]
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box of the white man. ,Her wrinkled fa'ce twisted ·n anger.
What did the youths mean by bringing this Bcrea ing devil
into the pueblo of their fathers? Sutely little bro her Coy~
. ote had slipped through the tiny doors of the box and was
howling to deride' the red man. Hopis living on e rocky
wind-swept mesa high above the desert knew no usic of
gurgling brook nor whispering fore~t,; but their vo ces, high·
and sweet as they chanted the legend of the moon maidens .
or the song of the flute dance, blended in stirring s mphony
with whirring rattle of gourds and regular mo otone of
tom-toms. When, at full moon of August, the cha t of the
Snake Clanltarose, swelled by thunder~makers an'd hythmic
padding of feet, its sounds swept across the s rings of
Tapayo's inner being until she vibrated in aching esponse.
The songs of the fathers were sung half-heart ly now;
. the rites of the sacred dances were performed ith little
understanding. The youth of the village distruste lthe old
even as he doubted the new.
:
At the edge of the mesa, where the street abruptly
ended, the bent figure paused, her unkempt gray ~ir and
short woven skirt fluttering' in the wind. Far a r~ss the '.
desert the setting sun flun~" long red ribbons of ewarting
glory, but already t4e evening air blew cold on her ithered
arms and the left shoulder, bared in the dress of eli' tribal
mothers. A few feet below her in a pockek; on th face of
the p:r:ecipice, a wee burro shifted in his tin~ stall: from a
nearby housetop a captive eagle screamed. ~apay ¥iewed.
the village with dim, anxious eyes. All seemed at tnis moment as it had been for hundreds of years, but s knew
that within those age-old houses a new life was b~i lived.
"Outside it is yesterday," she muttered. "In i .e it is
tomorrow."
. !'
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, The Night Wind

I

I

, By MARGARET PAGE H ~D
The wind creeps down at nighJl
On lacquered paws of whitel
Bare bone~ Creeps down from ~eep
Sunk mou~tain caves where sleet
Discarded (shapes of beasts and men
,
Who lived upon the mesaswhen:J
An age golle by. the sun, swung sYvift
And mountains rose and fell likei drift
Of spume' across the sea.
~
The wind creeps down to say to ~e
·"Hug close your sorrows of toda~i!
"Rejoice that you can cry,' can fe~l, can pray.
"For soon, like those within my dJ~k retreat,
"You too will crumble in. defeat." ~
!
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New Policies in Indian Education '
'1:

\

,."'""'"

:

By

JOHN COLLiER

Ii

of trying to furnish a comprehensive rview of
the Indian schooling situation, I believe it will e mor..e
useful to state a few of the controlling facts and co sider~"1
tions of policy.
- 'i
lndjan Service Money

I

NSTEAD

0-

The Indian Service is working within a reduce
-cut $12,500,000 from the fiscal yeaT 1931 .to t e fiscal
year 1933. The regular budget for the fiscal yea:p 934 can
probably not exceed that for 1933.
Yet the Indian is not adequately served. The
cies are extreme. The health service remains ver inadequate, quantitatively speaking, and, on the whol , below i
par Qualitatively. The means for the relief of dist ess and
for the care of the aged and infirm are grossly ins fficient.
.. The devising and financing of a, modern cr~dit sys em ,~or :
Indians is still in the future. IndianE? to the nu, b~r <?f1100,000 are wholly or virtually landless; and 7,000,0 O.acres ;
of land belonging to deceased Indian allottees are
'aiting I
disposal to whites. Between 12,000 and 15,000 chil re1l are
denied schooling opportunity.
,
Even were all of the needed capital investmen in behalf of the Indians to be provided 'outside of the budget
appropriation, still there would be' a deficiency of s rvices:
And still it remains true that the per capita e penditure for Indian service is disagreeably~large. - .'
-The solution must be found throllg-h the redist ibution
of expenditures within the diminished budget. T's fact, :
among others more prominent and humanly more
~ rest- ;
ing, drives the Indian Service toward the substitutio of day
schools for boarding schools~
\
A d~y school costs, on a liberal bas.is, $1.L25.00 a year
per pupil. A boarding school cos.., on a niggardl basis,
$360.00 per year per pupil. If the unschooled Indi ns are
[202 ]
i
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to be schooled, ~nd if funds are tp be ,released- for urgent and\
negle~ted health work and other needs,' the substitution o~' .
day schools for boarding schools must go ahel!d and must,
if possible, be expedited.
:.
We aDe now expending $1,500,000 of PublicWorks '
money for the cOJlstruction of day schools, mostly in Ari,~ona and New' Mexico. These day schools shoul«;l accommodate 4,500 children, approximately. The fi~l result is interesting. To school in day schools, rather than in boarding schoolg, 4,500 children, means a net saving of about
.$1,060,000 a year continuously. The capital investment is
liquidated in a year and a half.
There remain in -boarding schools more than 18,000
Indian children. If the number be reduced .by 10,000, the
total of appropriation which can be released for other uses. •
can be computed by any interested reader.

.

~

>c'

The Social Policy Which .,ought to Control, the
School Policy
For purposes of simplification, what follows is limited
to the southwestern area of the Indian country.
.
The. Indians are largely pure bloods.'·· Their cultural
heritage has not yet beG,ome a 'mere folk-lore. It is, on the
contrary, organiG, institutional; psychically, 'socially and
industrially, it is a dynamic reality:' .
i
To the Indians themselves, and· to civilization, this
cultural heritage is of fundamental:'-'-urgent importance.
Its potentialitjes, in the way of future development, can only
be speculated a-bout. Personally, I am convinced that these
potentialities are, or might l1e made, intense and profound
-.exciting to the lover of life and the explorer of the human
spirit. But this, which might seem the romantic view, need
not be insisted on. The moral and industrial "values" of
the Pueblo' and Navajo heritage are acknowledged by all.
One common error must be rebutted. It is the error of
believing that a choice inust be made' between the archaic
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thecontempo~ary.

History makesno such Choit'':.

'~he

contemporary, psychologically speaking" is nothing but an
adjustment carried out by th~ archaic. The arch,ic outlives the contemporary, age by age. Many cross-f rtiliza-"
tions, many evolutions have brought the P~ehl;S 0 their
present moment. Navajo industry has been'revolu ionized
within the past seventy. years. r:fh~ ~{archaie'~ has }) en adjusting to the' contemporary all the time.,
Indian policy must rest on a detailed and affilmative
recognitiqn of what is implied aHove. Indian policy cannot
substitute a newly decreed life or way of life for tha which
exists. It can only help the exi$ting life to make 'ks myri'
career.
~
Actually we still are, in the main, although unconsciously, trying to decree Indian ~ife out of our own values
and habits.
And we are continuing to bring. to bear on Indi::;tn'
education t}uit false assumption which we have so disastrously applied to our own educaJtion, J:lamely, the o. nipotcnce of the school. The school is not omnipotent. p orced
from the community, the school is in fact largely
,otent.
And this impotence may be a saving grace, so long as the
school remains, on its p~rt, unilluinined by the real Ii e, Le.,
the community life.
Reduced to a practical statement, the remark here
ventured would mean:
.'
,
The Indian schools" should primarily b'e desi ed to
discover Indian life, and' to discover to that Indian ife Us
own unrealized needs and opportunities.
If such a formula be adopte<;l, are our Indian s hools,
as now conducted, to be c'onsidered successful or nsuccessful?
The Problem the Indians are Facing

im

",

a

It is the use of their land in such :r;.nanneras t conserve and improve, their land; the ,acquisition of more hind;
the use of inherited and native traditions and talenI . s for
'~
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economic betterment and for the enrichment of personal and
commuJ:lal life; and the raising o,f the material'standard of
living without a corresponding disintegration of those social
and psychic achievements which are, in the case of the
Navajos and Pueblos, beacons to ,a, distressed world.
.
These tribes as communities,'and their individual members, must become effectually conscious' of a wide range of
-facts which, as yet, they are only slightly aware of. I
refer, for example, to hygienic facts. Again, to the facts
having to do with purchase and 'market. Again to the
facts having to ,do with the wastage of la.nd through e sion.
Again, to the ,facts having to do with financial edit.
Again, to the facts as to the relatioilbetween populations
and areas of land.
This widening awareness of their own practical life
must come about not tlirough' preachments but thrQugh
·successive actions. Thought, even in the experience of
highly, individualized Aryans, :rpoves only a little way ahead
of action. And thought, among peoples still living the
ethnic life, moVes only ,as action moves~ Hence, what may
be called the social education of the Indian tribes must be
pursued through enterprise, and in most cases the school
should be the center of tliis enterprise or a leading partner
-in i t . . ,
' .
Yet here, a di~rent peril thru'sts itself into attention.
I have said o~our schools (for whites and Indians
alike; our schools as they are, not as they might be) that it
may be a saving grace that they are comparatively power. less, because were they powerful':;theymight sunder their
pupils from the realities of life.
But if our sch~ols (here, I refer to our Indian schools
only) are' to become social promotion agencies, and if they
promote not wisely but too well, there may ensue a disruption-a veritable slaughter--of the anthropological and
communal values of Indian life.
.
There is, between the archaic and the modern, no ne'c,:

.

o

'
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A
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essary confl~ct. But bet:veen Indilan, hfe and a too-ufhfb~g
f and too-naIve communIty reform effort by com unIty
~ schools, there might be a devastating conflict.
'
Wisdom, knowledge and a right instinct ~ould be our
safeguard. How can we 'achieve these far ideal -wisdom, knowledge and a right instinct?
.
A Suggestion from Mexico
I
Mexico, not too ambitious fOir booklearning amcrg her
~
Indiar:s, and financiallYaPoor as Mexico is, struck oqt on a
new hne ten years ago. Young men and womerl were
brought, in local norm.al schools, into contact with tte best
scientific and esthetic minds of the Republic.
These young men and women, after :two or thre, years
in the normal schools which themselves were India communities, returned to their own people and beca e t~e
teachers. In these 'Mexican schools, the teaching f r chil:"
dren and for adults and the community enterprise f rand
with the whole population are part of one activit ; and
the school's efficiency is measured by its social prod' ctive" ness, not 'by the scholastic grades which its students a hieve.
Thus, in these Mexican schools the wi.sdom of t e folk
and the right instinct of the folk are fertilized and somewhat guided by first-rate sociological, anthrof}ologic I and
esthetic minds of cosmopolitan backgJ;ound. In fur , they
restrain the zeal of the innovators. .
1Can we hope, in our Indian Service: for the free~om to
make a similar ,endeavor? Is there any reas~Qn hy it
should not be successful?
-'.
I believe that our hope in Indian educarrton, f r the
southwestern area at least, is to' be fulfilled on this ine if
at all.

I

ff

f'

i,
I

--
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The San Jose Project
By L. S. TIREMAN, MELA SEDILLO BREWSTER '
LOLITA POOLER
.',

" GEOGRAPHIC and economic factors have contributed to
, keep the population of New Mexico largely rural. In
a state with but one city, of 30,000 and with only three or
four of 10,000, the educational problem must'be~la:rgely one
of rural education. In the rural districts the
anish-speak~
ing people predominate. The educational f c~
e, then,
faced with the difficultproble!lls of rural
tiq:n mplicated by the hi-lingual problem. The sol ·0 to these
, problems can best be reached by an experimenta fPproach.
To this end, the San Jose Training and Experimental School
was created.
This San Jose Project is the result q~ the combined
efforts of the State Bosrd of Education, the iGEmeral Education Board, the Honorable Bronson :M. Cutting, the Bernalillo County Board of Education, and the University of New
Mexico. Its control is vest!'ed in a Board of Directors ap-'
pointed by the Regents of the University~ Members of
the Board of Directors are: Mt:s. Mary Austin, authoress;
';'~Major Herman Baca, Disbursement Officer.; Mr. Kenneth
Balcomb, realtor; Dr. H. L. Ballenger, head. of the Teacher
Training at Normal University; Mr. John V.\ Conway, President of the Spanish Americ~n Nprmal; Mr:s. Grace Corri.:.
gan, State Rural School Supervisor; -U. S. Senator Bronson
M. Cutting; Dr. H. W. Distad, head of the T~acher Training
at New Mexico State Teachers College; Miss IMargaret Easterday, Bernalillo County SchooLSuperinterldent; -Mr. Gilberto Espinosa lawyer; ,Rabbi A. L. KroQ~, President of
the. Bernalillo C~n'ty Board of gducation; ~udge Milton
J.
...
Helmick; Mr.. Ralph. Hernandez," business rPan; Mr. Raymond Huff, President of the State Board ot'Ejducation ~ Mrs.
Georgia L. Lusk, State Superintendent of Public InstrucJion; Mr. John Milne, Superintendent of-~.~Albuquerque.f:Ji'"
,
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Schools; Mr. Ray J. McCanna, realtor; Dr. S. P. Nan
Dean of the College ot Education; IVlr. Camillo P
editor of Sancho Panzo; Mrs. E. A. Perrault~ M'em
t,he State Board of Education; Mr. George I. Sanchez,
tor of Division of Information flnd Statistics; Mr.
Sewell, State Supervisor of Vocational Education
Clyde Tingley, Mayor af City of Albuquerque; Dr.
Zimmerman, President of the University of New Mexi
The work of the Project falls under five major
.
SlOns:

dilla,
er of
irecrice
Mr.
J. F.
o.
divi-

1. Experimental/
. The school is located· at the southern edge of Albu uerque. It is typical in that the rooms are over-crowde', the
equipment meager (except for books), :and the comm nity
chiefly Spanish-speaking.
Here is provided a laboratory in which certain ess ntial
data concerning the Spanish-speaking pupil can be sec red.
To this purpose an extensive test program has been in ugurated. Group and individual intelligence tests as \w II as·
accomplishment tests are administered under the dlre tion
of a special research assistant~ In .tl1iS way, a cOlle~ti n of
data, covering a period of years, is b.eing.accumulate' hich
will probably be th~ ~ost complete tha.t· has been ec red
for children of SpanNh-speaking descent. In addi~on the
staff is constantly preparing new instructional mate· ial and
evaluating its usefulness. Since SG little is known a ou the
best method of teaching non-English-speaking children, this
~

J

;i

' . '

;

,

,

1

Dirtc~r~

1. Members of the staff in 1932-33 .were: Dr.. L. S. Tireman,
Mr.
Harlan Sininge.r, SupeJ;'vising Principal; Mrs. Marie ~. Hughes, Field W6rk~ ; Mr.
J. E. Earl, Research Assistant; Mr. V. H ..Cutler, Se~retary; Mrs. Ruth~Phi rick,
8th; Miss Eula Spillers, 7th; Mr. Adolfo Chavez, 6th; Miss Frances 'Smith,· 6tH Miss
Aurora Vigil, 6th; Mrs. Pauline Brewer, 4th; Miss'fhelma Adams, 4th; :M: s ' . lle S.
tone,
Gr.eene, Srd; Miss Niles Strumquist, 3rd; Mrs. Jgabel Lucas, Srd; Miss Gert
2nd; Miss Tony Lucero, 2nd; Mrs•.. Margaret Bigelow, 1st; Mrs. Rose Prieto 1st Miss
Newell Dixon, pre-1st; Miss Vera Wood, kindergarten; Miss Beatrice COfales kindergarten; Mrs. Lolita Pooler, part-time Spanish: ·Mrs. Mela Sedillo Brew?:er, part·
time Arts and Crafts; Mrs. Jennie Gonzales, Cedro, one-room mountain sehool, Mr.
William M. Kunkel, part-time, direetor of orchestra; Mr. Brice Sewell, !part ime,
director of Arts 'and Crafts.
:

d~
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part of the program should e~entualiy be~~lpful to the
teachers of the state.
I',
.
During the -past year the staff worked i intensively in
the field of ~anguage-instruction. ~xample~;of prevalent
language errors were assemble , analyzed, ~nd classified.
As typical errors were located, they were aliocatedto the
several grades for concentrated rill.
~", '
,
"
u
,
Another piece of curriculu research dealt with begin- .
ning reading. Specific steps r levels or a~hieveme~,jrt
preparing primary pupils fOIl r adingwere i~~ntified ) Th~.
is particularly valuable for th! teacher of th~:
'glishspeaki~g pupil~, for progre...s s ·s,' f~ster whe i,ft~iIIS ar .a?a.lyzed Into theIr component arts -and d 11Ite pr ISlOn
made for the mastery of each part.
'1'
The experience o{ the children' of the sJhool ha been
limited. Accordingly, the teacher's are const~':ritlY e deavoring ,to provide situations where' broader'lewpoi11f ca
be secure,d, of' life in gen,era!. Excursiohs, ips, creatIv~
work are used gen~rously to supplement th "vicarious experience ~ecun~d from reading. "The-w.~,!.I ,re j 'ognized principle of learning through active participatW-~1 is well illustrated in the various grades.
"/
~
II. Spani~h Colonial Arts aDA Cr fts. Ii'.
, , Where Spanish Colonial Arts an Cra~ts' are being
introduced as a completel,Y new subject, it t"~ essential to
emphasize the existence of beauty' and practi, bility in the
, very building in which the subject is to be\ t wght. There, fore, the course has offered as part of thetC~,001· work the r,
actual building of a one-room school house'
loying, where
necessary, community labor an'd sup'plying II :the work by
the students themselves.
!.
The purpose in doing this was to interes ,I, Ildren and
adult members of the community in the wfrk-to make """them feel an appreciation for the type of d;1 ellings most
suitable to New Mex;ico, and to thus overcome; e now prev¥
:,',,

f

•

1.

'

1

l

Contributed by Mrs. Mela Sedillo ,1Jrewster.
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alent feeling 'that uDless a building has a tin
mail-order-house furniture it is sometp.ing of w
ashamed.
The first semester of the ,year was devoted t' th completion of the building; the last semester to' t e ctual
introducti,on of the cra,fts. '. Wh~re conveniently arr nged
a part of the work of the second sem~ster might av been
introduced during the first semester., For exam Ie, when
and where there are too many hands for the 'wo k f the
day, or not enough tools, other work-washing f 001spinning-tin making-could have heen begun by extra
\1mnds. This point 'is. mentioned bec..a. u~e above all. t?e ~u.rse
! should be made flexI,ble.
The, graI!d Idea of wrItIng ut a
daily pr.ogram a year in advance a~d following.it to t e let·
ter day in and day out is, as the janitor would sa , a lot of
"chorizo." One never knows when Carmelita's gr ndf ther
is going to die and leave her embroidery to be nis ed a
week late, nor can the teacher ever figure exactly at hat
hour and for what length of' time the tio Crespi an tia
Maria will drop in to visit and to learn. And whe ti and
tra ..arrive, nothing is too important to be allowe to wait
while teacher and pupils interest'them in the WQ k. For
after all it is the community and the adult that t e s hool
wishes to reach through·this program,. '!There will 0 oubt
be much wailing and tearing' of thehafr from th' se who
insist on routine and system, but 'after all they ha e 0 be
sold to the idea just as years' ago p'e'dagogues wer so d to
the idea that the children"should not be made to stu y heir
lessons by shouting them out':'loud..
.
A plan for a typical building with detailed inform tion
as to adobes, vigas, etc., can he secured bywritin$' t the
San Jose Training School. (You see, we' are really! ho ing
some one else will build.)
: .
With two men from thecomrnunity doing the.I "1 ad"
the building was begun. TwentY-1;ive hundre~ adobes can
be made in a week by men and boys. N.o definite tUne as
set for the actual completion of the. laying of the walls, but
I

11-

_

~

•

'-
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by the end of the first semester, walls', roof, flo r, fireplace,
plaster, and a suffic~ent number of coats of yeso J'n the walls
were finished. • Both boys and girls helped in ,!he building
for as a rule the true child will enjoy mixing ~ud, plastering, white~ashing, feeli1g that his own hands ;ftve, made a
place from which warmth and sh~lter ,will be :eceived. It
is well, however, to have' boys .an'd girls come pn different
days. 'PreferablYl several days in .succession ~ather than
every other day.
.
"
~ 111
With the beginning of the second semes4~ilr the boys
were started with the woodwork. Obviously ij here were
reasons for this. Tables for working, benches ~I r washing,
stools ~nd chairs, lacenas, and' for the weavi~g-'.spindles
•
"I
and looms-were very much in demand. Thel boys were
not made to practice on pieces of lumber metli~ds of joinery or deCQ,.l'ation, but using a cheaper grade of ~mber'they
began on whatever ~iece they were to make. (pro, Juanito,
this is not a course in manual trainin,g.) BI'f?ers were
m~,de, naturally, but rather have a few blunde ~ In the finished article coupled with a desire. to continue 0' something
else than a feeling of discouraJiementat tryin' 'to work on
one piece until it is perfect.
i
Wash1ng the wool with arnoleafter it has ~e,en carded
and spun and thus prepared for the vegetable ' y~ing is in
itself a project that can be used not only for th: girls while
the looms are being constructed but it 'can lea :I-toa whole
community craft within 8. very short period. r~n .San Jose
this was done and today several families are eawbihg
money
J"
by spinning. wool on. hand spindles duri-ngispare time.
Again must it be repeated that no set hour w'~h a "please'
pay attention to what teacher will say" is going'to be of anyvalue. Comadre Juana or friend Cuca can, if -hey care to,
discuss all about their children's measles, their': reat grandfather's loom, or their :dJ.other-in-law's grouc befor~ approaching the cards or spindles. It may reqJ,ire a whole
~'aft~rnoon or a whole week to get them "'start'd, but once
I
!
,

'
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~
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started it is amazing with what nicety and 'speed h
is done. One whole hour spent in discussing the bu p on
Tomasito's head more than repaid itself when a t e end
of two months to the day Tomasito's mother h~d urned
in over twenty-four pounds of beautifully sp~nlw ol-so
finely: a~d strongly spun that it could be used for 'fa p.'
Tin making and tanning can be introduced sim ltaneously with an effort to allow the child to select tliat which
appeals mostly to him.. It is interesting to note t at . although tanning is not the 'most pleasant member f the
crafts, and c~rtainly not the easiest, no "backing t" or
laziness was displayed py pupils in San Jose when it became obvious to them that they could make beauti I and
serviceable garments from cast-away, stiff hides.
e recall particularly one very windy afterno'on whenT· a and
Ramona insisted on dehairing two big hides (this w rk had
to be done outside of the building) in spite of the w at~er.
They were very anxious to make pocket-books.
By the end of the year, we '-tried to have ever child
experiment ~ith each of the crafts so that upon his return
to school the following fall the teacher may know which
particular craft is most suited to each Child. 'Fh s may
sound like a very broad task, but, as the days go by i is not
difficult to see that' Gomez is positively hopeless :\~t wood
but very expert at tanning,- that Venerand11 is rest . ~s until'
she starts to embrojder, that Maria is at her best ~ aving,
that Hermenez can paint beautiful corn designs an
lk dotted pigs on the walls, and that spirited, cute lit Ie Carmen can do nothing at all, so we let her go back to er conjugations and history with the hope that~chers till not
be too harsh with the child.
.
May we repeat that with this w~rk ~ne canno, be too
particular about hours? . We are thankful, indeed, hat the
children at San Jose are too poor to have annoyed ar€mts '
waiting impatiently for them when the bell rihgs.
hus if \
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the'children feel Jnclined
so
can re: aiit and wor
as late as they please..
j
This, in general, is the type of work ~hat has' been
done at San Jose. By the end of the year 'our girls had
developed into exceptionally fine, spinner. their work
actually m~rketable.. Twice t~at number ( ~ys 'and girls)
.were weaving, and all of them could disti ' nish between
Indian and Spanish weaves~ the old desisrn ,1la~egetable
"
dyes, Pine furnitur.e, Will.. OW and raw.-ihi ;.,e stOo.IS~\W~ere.
made. 'One youngster sold a hundred a~bes. I. two
months enough wool was marketed from'th jcommuntty~
/
make, eight rug;. Forming a quilting grou! sev·eral ~ .
made a woolen quilt and raffled it within .th .community to
help pay for building mat~rial for the sch'ol house. All
their hidden'
the old tin Santo frames weIte·brought out fr
places and carefully studied after being gi len a place of
honor in the ho.mes. ,MotljLer, father, grf ~parents were
" consulted about looms,getgas, santeros,1 "binet-makers,
tanning. A multitud~< of old'songs ~<;l folk;tales, and bits
of folk-information were brought fOrth eit er by the children or the old folks thems~lves in their in brest for' a revival of anytqingthey- felt pertained to the I, elves and the
Spanish peopl~ of New; Mextco.
..
I
As one 'little gr8!ndmQther kept repeing, "At last
they have come to see that lthere ·used.;to b lmany things." .
III. Instruction ~ in~panish-4Bi~ling ; Iism at San
~ I
Jose.
~he tea~hing'~f Spani~h to th~ S~anis ~speaki~g children IS nothIng new, but the teachIngJ!of b . EnglIsh and
Spanish in the lower grade~ is an intiovat· ~1 in the public
schools that, if properly deyeloped, haS unr I; ited beneficial
possibilities in the Southwest whez:e, societ ,I is confronted
with a very special educational problem gr ~ ing out of its
hi-racial population~' \
'~
.
,In so far as the Spanish-Ame.ricans a concerned, it

!
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Contributed by Mrs. Lolita Pooler.
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is necessary- to awaken in them an appreciation f their
lingual heritage. The thought that thi.s might co tribute
something to the culture of the Anglo is not seriou~l 'entertained by anyone, for Spanish, as it is spoken in N w Mexico, is a decidedly corrupt language-a mixture of s xteenth
century verb forms, English words and incorrect u age resulting from t~e omission of the language in th lower
grades.
The bi-lingual project has its qonception in t e belief
that the bi-lingual "tendencies that now operate as an educational handicap to Spanish-American children in general, can ~e transformed into an educational asse by the
simple process of teaching Spani~h along with E glish in
the lower grades. The vast majority of 'Spanis -American children enter schools from homes in which pa'nish,
only, is spoken. For them bi-lingual classes will offer an
added medium through which to reach. their compr hension.
For the English-speaking children, bi-lingual das es offer
'an. opportunity for cultural development. For b th, .they
. offer a competitive field_. in- which group advant goes and
disadvantages are more or"less equalized and in whi h group
barriers can""be effectivel~ broken down. In a ord, the
project is an attempt, not only to find a satisfactor solution
of a very real educational problem, .but aspire , \through
educational chamnels, to solve the broader ~ ia ~probl~em
of the Southwest:
_
It is too early to predict ultimat~ results, bu present
indications point to a growing interest on the p t of the
Spanish-speaking children themselves in their nati e tongue, '
their folklore, legends, and arts. What is neede for full
-realization of the, ultimate obj-ective is more adequ te school
facilities in the way of space, books, and worki g mate-rials, and a more generous and definite place in tho training
school curriculum.
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IV.· Teacher Training.
/'
.
~. Six sC~lar~h.iPs at institu!ion~ 0 jhigher learning
In this state are
Ilable to young~men an !.women of Spanish descent who specially wis~ to PrePu.' themselves for' ,
princi p"81snrp s or·,
erintendenc-ies in t "smaller. towns.
B. Three-month holarships at' the' rrraining Sclloo1
are available to teachers ctually engaged ~n teaching chil·
dren of Spanish descent. During the cu ,:rent year, ese
scholarshi~s have ena.bled tw~n~y-four ~e~fhers, f~o fo~r
teen countIes, to receIve specIalIzed tralliuilg. Th. serVIce
of the work
is potentially one of. the most important ~
at San Jose and should remain so 'until ot ;er teac)1er train·
ing institutions Il}ake 'a mo:r;e determined ~ffort t~' prepare
teachers for service in non-English-spea '~ng communities.
Of special 'significance to those en aged in teacher
, training is the school at Cedro... Ce'dro is Ila little village in
the Manzano Mountainsefst of Albuquer?ue. It is an isolated non-English mountain village. By 'permission of the
, County Board of Education, the San J ose~:Project has \leen
pe,rmitted to assume control .of the littl~ one-room school
located there. A teacherage was built an~ on~ of the regular staff members installed, as teacher. 1 To this typical
situation we sent our cadets so that they rhight see exemplified in actual practice the principles we ~re developi:pg at
the San Jose School.
~
,
~ This work, coupled witH the Key Sc~ool program, including the Field Wor~er, makes a Signi~,cant contribution
to the supervispry s~ce of the State D~partment.
V. Exten:sion Service.'
':1,
"
Through, the efforts of the State Bo~~ of Education,
Jose. It
is her
a Field Work~r was added to thei staff of Sian
.'
\.,
duty to visit the former cadets and assi~t them in adjusting their work to the principles they. had $ee~ demonstrated
at the, Training School.
i
!,
'
This work has become so valuable- ,that seven county
superintendents have asked the eo-operati~n of the San Jose
,,
;

ff"
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t
Project in organizing what is known as Key School. These
are schools geogjrapqically placed so that they ca serve laj
number of adjohdng schools. During the past yea 5~ wer~
selected. Since 1Utis work is confined to centers wh re Span~
ish-speaking pupils predominate, it allows an ext nsion o~
the San Jose service. Mrs. Hughes supplies t m with
some, material, but the most help comes from h r ideas,
plans, and personal supervision. During the past yearsh~
travelled 10,000 miles. Many of the Key Schools a e staffeq.
by former cadets; other'teachers will be &ent to an Jose
as fast as possiijle. This flexible arrangement pe mits th,
influence of Sari Jose to be spread widely throu hout th~,
state.
I '
!
I
- Conclusion
September introduces the fourth year of th Project.
Like other growing organisms, the original plan& ave be~
enlarged from time to time. It is too early to pre ict what
conclusions will be reached, but several things II tand oult'
clearly:,'
i;
L Methods are available for instructing) Spanishlspeaking 'children which will tring better result,s. i
2. Spanish-speaking school children are c pable of
greater achievements than they are now makin in many
schools throughout the state..
3. There is an increasing interest in, and study, of, ,
the problem of the Spanish-speaking child of this
t

..
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thing that occurs to the reader confronted with
the original. accounts of the educational problems in
the .two racial gro~ps, herein presented" i~ that it ,will not
be possible to handle them successfully inl the same program
that accommodates the third plain Atnerican .assembly. .
Probably nowhere else woula so serious an effort be made to
bring them all into one educational undertaking, and yet
what everybody knows who is at all tfamliliar with the New
Mexicari situation, is that the three of them get on with singular friendliness \and a surprising 'amount of mutual
accommodation: Atid that the chief iteIn of the solution is
that they all ~now so well that they get ;on best by sticking
to their differences and avoiding any atjtempt to substitut~
anyone of the individual plans for the others. We have
found that~ out by experimenting, and !by recognizing the
plain fact that the three peoples of NeW Mexico do best by
themselves and each other when they keep to their'-distinctive educational ~eed~. It is noteasy~o say just how 'Wee
have arrived at this conclusion, but jwe have tried the
widely spread error of other states ofl running the three
streams in one indistinguishable puddle,: and the agreement
as to its inutility, its waste and misfi~ing, is' unanimous.
We are not sure how much is owed.to the existence in New
Mexico of a group of citizens w.hose btisiness is so largely
creative, citizens who must somehow Qir other deliver the
goods of their special aptitudes, who can't, therefore, waste
themselves on an'educational scheme which makes no allowance for special aptitudes calling for particular frames ,of
educational behavior.' Certainly the influx in the state of ,
numbers of people who are obliged by"their own necessities
to liN'e creatively, has added greatly to the freedom of creative activity, and the need to mak~ rpom for ii,,, has had ·
[ 217]
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much to do with the recogriition of inherent creat veness
the item demandiIi'g the most of. our education I systems
~li'ogether. It is undoubtedly the recogriition of ative .cret ';tiveness within each group that makes the vari d peopl¢s
of New Mexico so interesteq in each other and so willing to
give room. and accommodation to its various ty es. And
perhaps recogriition has come the more easily a he crea0 s lies
tive tendency ~n both the less favored -racial
closer to the surface than is elsewhere the case.
lies so
Among the Indian peot>les the creative tre
near the surface that it is difficult to understan why the
governmental complex that has to deal with it, ha "been able
to resist for so long the need of reCOgniz~.ng it., I, myself,
whose business it has been for the last fo ty ye S' to hammer at the governmental sources o~ India educ tion, have
not understood w~y it withstood so long the need ,f reorganizing its work in that direction, ot just how iiL fi ally came'
about that we have finally arrived at a gene~al u derstanding that what the India~ needed was to work c~ atively, as
an artist works" rather than as an artisan. And it was the
long app~enticeship I served at learning what w s the matter with Indian educatio:n that. made it easy for me to. ,see
that the worst thing that happened to the Spanis colonists
was to have the creative element in their work sl ghted and
suppressed. Neither of these groups had arri ed at the
point where they could'take an interest in lear, ing which
was wholly divorced from making things that w re expressive as well as useful; that they had each arri ed at the
point in their own development where'the expres iveness of
wha~ they made hact overtaken 'its utility, ha no· doubt
slowed down their processes and m.ade them a litt e more the
victims than they should have been of the new American
system in which expressiveness had been almost completely
overlaid by the rage for utility. And it may e that the
general American sub-dissatisfaction with mer utility as
a goal, has here in New Mexico a little given w y so.as to
I

r'

..,
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let through a rift. of understanding eve~ to the most sophisticated intelligence. Perhaps the reasOIj why we are able to
see here in New Mexico that the crux' ofithe new educational
requirements of these two generally un-American groups '!
is of 'more expressiveness in.the fields \ which. that education is e:x:ercised. And it. comes out ~lO~e sharply in the'
field of activity because both theie ~oups are somewhat
muscle bound in the field of langufge. }One appreciates the
feeling of racial loyalty which iI;J;' botq. cases, the Spanish
and the Indian, has kept the uri-Ameiican speech for the . ·
dear and familiar things, and ~(the ~ame time one is re! lieved to find that the tendJncy~for thd two alien groups to
come together with the American grdup in the more advarlced stages promises a larger releas~. When neither the
Indian nor the Spanish has' to hold onl to his language defensively, when he can let go' of it wi~out feeling that 'he.
thereby cuts himself 4drift from all ~ntim'ate expressiveness, he will find himself released into do larger communality
.
.
.
.
of experience.,
That of course, is what the- Publiclschools should stand
for, communality of experience, but ~t will have to ·come.
from giving way in both directions. qiving both the Spanish and Indian New Mexican children treater freedom with,
what is specifically their own sllould $ake them free with
what is specifically ours;. and that fr~dom is more nearly
attained when each can speak with np shame and greater
naturalness ,~bout what is his own. 1What we all notice
among Indians is the release, along iwith which comes a
renewal of manhood, which he attain~ now that he is able
to talk freely of the thing he makes,l and the same thing
is beginning to be true of the Spanish.1
I
What 'one sees coming througn Mr. Collier's' article is
the saQ1e thing one discovers shining o~t of the work' that iSJ.
going on according to Mr. Tireman, at San Jose: the psychic
release of being accepted on the basislof what you do 'well
naturally. There is also a great relea~elcomingto the Indian
J:l
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through the recognition o~ himself ~s, ah artist yother
artists. Nothing has been so good for him in Ne :Mexico
as his association with painters and designers who ave also'
the largeness to rate the Indian well. in that field . In the
same way one sees the descendents of' Spanish olonists
eomi~g back out of their inferiority complexes th ough the
revival of appreciation of what they have to offe , music,
wood carving, weaving and exquisite needle wo k. And
one feels assured that the capacity to recreate bea ti:ful old'
handicrafts is the immediate result of the apparen, schisms
in educational schemes, the restoration. of natur lness to
Indian activities and the release in schools that h" ve taken '
their note from San Jose of the l>articular Spanis way of
doing things. The renewal of common respect for; he three
racial groups among each other is the open sign 0 ~he success of having three schemes of education going
among
them, education suited to their racial genius, the r native
aptitudes.
, "
I am inclined to think that this could hap.pe in New
Mexico rather than elsewhere, earliest, because her in New
Mexico we are less pressed upon by the machine- ~de pattern of activities and economics. Here, both for I dian and
Spanish, as well as by choice among the i\merican s, farming for the .majority is still a way of life. One wns and
works a piece of ~ound, and on the. side weave , does a.
little wood carving, works in tin, ,.belongs, to tlJ. villejos
allegros, paints, makes pottery" make~ songs, roduces
beautiful and moving dance drama and the inimit Ie farce
of the Koshares. It must be quite obv.ious that fqr omplete
and happy functioning in such' a life something.. other is
called for in the way of education than our formal egimentation of the school program. This is what exp ains our
apparently jum1:}led and variant educational sys em. To
one who sees them from the side of a racially vari d and on
the whole unified social comple~there appears to e working out here through, the mediuthof the ~public s hool, by
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taking adv~ntage of its extreme capaci y for adaptability, a
singularly rewarding type of sogiety. )~hat the rest of the
United SU!-tes, through the barrier of Istrange langu~ges, is
largely cut off from' participating in t-ij} ramatie and intellectually exciting aspects of the N ~w Mexican experiment, is from the onlooker's point of v~e a disadvantage,
but one that is on the whole protective iJ.l i' final 9peration. '
Too easy aCGess from the outside "wowd ndoubtedly put
spokes in the' wheels of the natural pr~cess. Experiments,
of the magnitude and importance of thi$ one are not always
.brought about by.. intention; they hapUen.
It may be we .
,
shall discover what the rest of the S~es have so largely
missed, how peoples of pI;ofoundly di~lering levels of culture and stages of experience can set
among themselves
a thoroughly': rewarding state of sociq~y. I From the two
papers that appear here it is eviden~ t ,:at ~he pa~ts of the
experiment that is going on are to a gre4: extent unaware of
each other. What we cannot miss, ho r eve~ t is the extent
to which and the
intensity with which, i'! is 11 going on.
•
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The Heart is a'Vine d
By HANIEL LONG
The heart is a vine, climbs when it can.
Fences are good for vines. So are walls.
I have a love of vines-green waterfalls,
Jets from a green fountain... My world bega
In a magic webbing of tendrils and leaves .. ,
I like to drive stakes in the ground
For climbing things... tie the feelers around .' .
The heart, in the hreast too has runners. It weaves.
,~

(

Young Girls
By ALICE CORBIN
Spring is a brittle 'pleasure'
To the young girls on the lorna,
Swift as.water running
Through acequias to the valley.
Autumn brings yellowing aspenS'
Thin gold on the tnouIJtains,
Winter the curled white leaf,
Incense o( burning cedar.
~

,.
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Bi-Lingualism at WI> rk
~

~

(Cultural Bridge-Building in the Arrl rican Southwest)
' A ILFRE,fi ,0 GALAZ
.B Y, H AROLD H UFFMAN,
.
I\s'its name implies, the Bi-lingual dlub is composed of,
.I'\members .who speak two langua1' Spanish and .English. From the very beginning one ,I rpose has been its
guiding principle, social adjustment. ..1 s democratic institution of learning, the University of! w Mexico draws '"
its students from different social stra ': t t, superficially •
at least, are widely divergent econo !~cal , socially, and
culturally. Some of our students co
f om large cities,
other,s from small r~ral communities. I ny of the latter
group not only show occasional de .. ' cies in scholastic
preparation, but are separated for the I: rst time from par~ental supervision and plunged into a PI; ogram of activities'
that is of a faster tempo than that to . ich they are accustomed. The club, primarily, wishes t; act as one of th
University agencies whose function i \ to assist the
w
student.in adjusting himself to campus
artly b ntro-'
ducing him to fellow students, a~d par i~y byes ablishing a
more personal contact between instruc1f»r' and student.
Education, especially in the Univer~hy programs, tends
to become formalized; the objectives'inrl ach department of
instruction deal !ather e;xclusively wjth~ ne parth;ular field.
The Bilingual Club offers a mean;s for~ilsoCializing instruction and linking it up with allied cult~ al elements which
. are ess'ential for a true evaluation, ofl the cultl:lre of the
American S.outhwest. Our state Qffers;, aturallaboratory
,for those·interested in the study of S .nish, archaeology, ,
hi~tory of the Southwest, ~olklore, 'art r nd music, g~ology,
botany, and· other of the natural seien~
s.The Bi-lingual
...
;'.
.
Club
was
organized
under
the
active
gUIdance
of
Dr.
F.
M.
,
I
,
Kercheville, of the Modern Languages D partment. Naturally most of the emphasis is on the devel pment of a genuip.e
appreciation of the historical and cultur ;1 background in the

a

J
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I

..~

J
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Southwest. The 'club is vitally interested in the P n-American movement in all the broader aspects impli d by that
term. We consider that the Sp~nish cultur.ftl h ritage of
the American Southwest is as logically entitl~d t claim for
it~ own the literary and artistic masterpieces of pain and
Spanish America, as the English racial element as to consider Shakespeare, Milton or SheHey to be part f the Anglo-American culture. Our purpose 'is not only to ppreciate
the best in the Spanish and Spanish-America literary
contribution but to make it an integral part of ou own culture. We want to make "El Libro de Buen'~ A or;' "La
Celestina," the Gaucho literature of the Argentine the Modernista poetry of Mexico an~ Central l\merica and the
novels of Galdos, Baroja, and Valle-Inclan a f un"dation .
on which to build a part, at least, of our own lit rary contribution of the future.
It'is doubtful if the twelve young men of j niorand
senior rank who met with Dr. Kercheville on
certain
night in October, 1931, to effect theorganiz~tion, fthe Bilingual Club were able tq grasp the f~l1 .extent 0 the program as outlined. Most of us, w,er:e vaguely, co scious of
the fact that there is such a thing ;;tS' "culture," an .possibly
associated the word wifh a knowredge "of how co rectly to
hold a knife apd fork. . Most of us had heard t at there
existed an art colony at Taos. Some' of us kne vaguely
that Mexican "santos," painted in the primitive s ylecommanded fabulous prices.. Least of all· did we con .der that
as "bi-linguals" we were unique or, an education I "problem." Having effected our organization, the next thing to
do was to find something to engage our attention.
.
I.'
Our first meetings were largely devoted to dscussion
and analysis. This was the first occa;sion we had h d to find
out who we were, what we were doing, and wha we expected to do. We were interested in' discovering w at ~ere
the common interests that would tend to hold us' together
and give us a basis for united a~tion. Before this" ycle" of
,

.

-

.
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~red, am~~g

auto-criticism drew to a
we disco
other
, things .that some fifty bi-;,linguals were ;possessed of fifty.
cents each and willi.ng to invest thesame:,1II a banquet. This
banquet marked the emergence of the B [lingual Club from
its period. of ,gestation into tha,t of an act ".~Ie campus organization. This banquet, held in a, down,: Itown hotel, was
marked by the '~local color" (and spice) )1 f a Mexican dinner, tortillas, Ienchiladas, empanadas, ot ~ ,r typical Mexican
dishes. The Club was flattered to have a ~;()ng its guests the
president of the Up.iversity, and the Spa: ish instructors of
the University faCldty. This meeting als I;: marked the'introduction of Mr'. George. Sanchez to the Cl .' . As a group we
have followed the investigation 'and stud~ s of Mr-. Sanchez
'
with the keenest interest and sympathy. ~ ;,
The p'urpose im organizing this club; as not to accentuate differences but: to preserve the best e: ments of. our cultural heritage and to encourage those st ,\ ents who :are for- .
tunat~ enou~h .to ~iossess a practic.al spe1; ing ~owledge ?f
.spanIsh t9 polIsh It up and make It mor~~ ffectIve. And In
, doing this, we certainly do not intend tdl light the signifi-'
cance of the English cultural heritage, i: t to develop both
. uniformly and employ the Bi..lingual Clu) -as a means, as a, .
i
cultural-bridge, to this ~nd.'
,

,

;

:

.

,;.

(;<

·1

,

'(!I,

1

Bi-lingual Conference I
j
"
The significance of the Bi-lingual Clu: was considerably
enhanced-by the Inauguration of an ann: I Bi-lingual Conference July 26, 1932. This confe~ence v/ s opened by President J. ,F. Zimmerman.' Among the no; -fac.ulty ,speakers . .
at the conference'were Congressman De f' is Chavez, Judge
John Simms, Mexican Consul Manuel C. arcia, and George
Sanchez of the State Department of E" cation. Faculty
members'of the 'University. of New Me ' p who a.ddressed
the conference were IDr. L. S. Tireman: ;'Rural 'Schools of
Mexico," Professor Arthur Campa: "La' ancionPopular,"
Dr. Bloom: "Historical Backgrounds ~ th~, American
Southwest," and Dr. White: "Internatioft I Relations
with
: .
.

~

I

~,
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,1Latin America." The second annual Bi-lingual Co ference
was held July 17 and 18, 1933, with topics as diver e as "EI;
Soneto en la Literatura Espanola," and "Economic enetration in Pan-America."
Plans are now being laid for the organizati n of a
Spanish Institute of the Southwest at the Universit of New
Mexico. This Institute will seek to unite the wor of the
Bi-lingual Club and the Bi-lingual Conference wit special
fields of research in history, archaeology, and Spani h.
The Bi-lingual Club and ConfeFence are uniqu in the
Southwest and hav~within the'. th~ promise of gre' t good.

Autumn Pass,ing
By MAUD

CROSNO

Lovely leaves are falling, .
Like bright ,drops of blood and gold
Upon this wintering world.
Beauty is dying.

I

I cannot turn to mountains
Marked with her bright-flung leaves,
Or to snow who barely knew her
To spend my grief.
Beauty is dying before ·my ~oor;
I can only hold her briefly
In stricken, trembling. hands,
But I can do no
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The NavaJ·o Indian and Ed:gcatio:h
~.l

By DOROTHY CHILpS HOG l: R

.

11

Indian teday is viewed as a m: eum show pi ceo
Rich women make &of .him a hobbY'rariJ 'ethnologists inspect him WI,·th the imperfect microsc~ Of"" th~iJj scie ceo
This is all very well, and may lead to mom I t-qps scover es
which will benefit mankind.' But the' In .. n'ea not esta: 'lish hims'elf with any integrity in our ci~liia'·on 'if he is
tre~ted only as a ,co~orful puppet and a bfplog cal ,phenomenon. He cannot forever remain_ the tias inating aboriginie unless he is fenced~in li~~ an aninjl n a zoo. Nor,
,on the other hand, can he surVIve a whol1 sale dose of our
civilization given without any regar9 for'~ he psychological
differences between his race and ours.
j
,On every side cries of the harm don: ill the past are
heard. First, it is argued that the govern : ent made an unpardonable mistake by trying to shove willte man's culture'
down the throat of the red man. Th~ i~overnment took
Indian children from their homes and plac~d them in boarding schools where they were taught by a m~thod suitable for
white children, but entirely foreign to the ~ulture of the Indian. The children were made to discard ~heir colorful native costumes and, were put into the qgly cl~.,',;,fthes of the white
man. They learned reading and writing' and arithmetic.
They were taught codes of sanitation whe~e good plumbing
and bath tubs played an important paJilt, a ~anitation that is
entirely impractical in a country where w er holes are far
apart and where the families live in one..;rop ed hogans.
Secondly, their own religion was condtmn d, and Catholic and Protestant missionaries fought i}o sav the souls
of the primitive. As a matter offact the II)dian 'had iving
religi~n and was' quite capable of s~tVi~g *is 'own soul. .
So much for the past. But why dIg ~1> the past? Is t
not better to face facts as they are today?~ It is too late to
retrace our steps and preserve the culturel of the .Indian as
'!
[ 227]
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it was when the Spaniards first explored the S uthwest.
For better or for worse the contact with the Whl e man's
culture has already been made. A fence should h ve been
erected around the reservation long ago if the ele ents of
Indian civilization, such as integration of life and eligion,
group rhythm and other esthetic qualities so admi able in
Indian life, were to live forever. - As it is, the youd er generation is conscious 'of strong conflicts. In the fun mental
principles by which they live, they prefer by na . re the
ways of their forefathers. They may profess Cat olicism
or Protestantism but in their hearts, most of them till believe in the religion of their tribe. _ Ol,l the other na d they
are puzzled about the different social. and economi principles which they observe in their dealings with th' white
map. They begin to covet the comforts of our in ustrial
age. They -like automobiles and canned food. It i of no
use at this point for the sentimentalist to set up a cr about
a situation which has already been "brought about., hat is
more, were it possible to preserve the original cultur of the
Indian intact, there is much doubt: as to whether it would
be best for the Indian, completely" surrounded, ~s he i , with
',
white man's culture.
We come now to the point of what can be, and is" being,
done today. The Indian in the pa~t has been for ed to
imichoose between two ways of living :": one, to attempt
tation of the white man, and two, to revert back com letely
to his own life in the hogan. What, he needs now is· elp in
transition from the old life in the hogan to a life.in hich
he does not feel hopelessly ~t odds wi~h the commerci I age
in America.
Here, let me say, that the governnlent has learned from
past experience. It is today instituting a sane progr m in
which the Indian will have .more independence. Th ·first
. big step the Indian bureau is taking is to bring about some
correlation between the life of a child" at school and hi life
at home. With money from an allotment from the ublie

.

L
)
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~Uilding

Works Fund, the government is
Jeries of day
schools. Here the Indiah child may learn tlij fundamental
things which will be a part of his'daily life ~i.'a grown person. He will need simple arithmetic to carry,' n trade. He
will need to speak English for the same' re Ion. Beyond
this a transitional program of practical edu~ I tion nfay be"
worked out in which the learning of the child~ t school can·
be integrated ~with the life ~n the reservation which he returns after completing his education.
;
,
The second step which the Indian Burea~ is taking in
the Navajo country is to improve the land. HAs everyone
who is familiar with the Southwest knows, tli~ Navajo reservation is mostly. an arid, semi-desert land iJ~i the states of
Arizona and New.Mexico. Springs and act~re rivers are
far. apart. There are few roads. Using~mqney from the
Emergency Copservation Funds, the Indian! Iagencies are
supervising a vast program
of spring and wenI,.,development,
.
")
,
.
. road construction ..a nd reservoir building. ~he work has'"
been in progress ·for six months. The. progratn will be continued for six more months with a possibility &carrying on
for a total of two years. . The Indians are p~\d' as laborers
to work on these projects under'! competent ~upervision of
trained .construction engineers, and the India~$ are learning
to.,hold responsible positions th~ms~lves. l. J
Thirdly, the government is doing all in i~ power ~o revive the art of rug weaving. The Iridian ~a1' m~de a:!poor
grade article for competition with the machinJe produc~ .. It
is the hope of the \ndian' Bureau to e1\iSoura.,ge fine hand_~rafts by establishin'g a paying market for ha'd-made products. In connection with this,' adult educatio~'is being f~
teredo For example, the older people who knbw the secrets
of native dyes and weaves are encouraged
teach their
friends and' relatives.
"
·1' '.
This, briefly, is' the outline of work und~r the present
I.ndian B llreau, aided by allotments of mon~y ~rom the PU.bhc Works Fund and Emergency ConservatIo1JJ Fund.. It IS,
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in short, a program to help the Indian establish himse f in a
self-respecting position on the· American continent' a it.is
today.
,
In conclusion, it appears that if the Indian Burea continues to carry out its -present programs, and is' not influenced too greatly by the sentimenta~ists,,the ~ducation f the
Indian will be no problem in the future.
'-

if)

People
By VAN DEUSEN· CLARK

People come and people go "
And people act and bow j us!.so
Or tip their hat or place their tie~,
Like other people passing py.

i

, i

1

All the same, all alike',
.
.
" .~
From morning till noon, from noon to nighr.
Even I am afraid to be
'
Different from people passing me."
,
!'

I

I
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The Sewing, M~hine
•

By KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS

the hot road rolled th~ 'little. wago~ tha~ carr·' <l the
chIldren from the out-lYIng' ltanehes to school n the
town. The passengers called it Hie "Covered Wago ."- It
had carried them for many years, guided J?y the p esent
fallen heir to both agon
driver's father. Since Cecilio had
.
and occupation, he had painted the rIckety wooden top a violent blue, and had cut an oblong window in each si e, so
that it lent a sprightly air to the- calm New Mexico landscape.
Cecilio cracked his long whip 'threateningly' ove the
back of the rusty and aged white'" horse that. pulle the
-wagon. He didn't actually hit him,,:for the horse was ather
dearer to him t4an most of his. own brothers and s sters,
an~ besides he knew as well as anyone that his present· peed
was as much as the old horse was ,capable
. of. Even th children realized that something unusQ3:lwas on foot, and speculated shrilly as to the reason for the unnatural urry.
Loud and bitter were their complaints when Cecilio set them
all down at a cross-road, instead of taking each one 0 his
indivi4ual ranch as he did on other days.. ' Their. v luble
Spanish protests and derisive hoots filled the quiet fternoon sunshine.
,
"What do they pay you for, anyway, making us wear
out our shoes with walking?" .
"My father pays a tax; he will go to the School'
and have you fired,'old thin monkey.'"
"I guess your old mother told you to hurry hom "and
you are too afraid to be out late."
To taunts and profanity Cecilio answered-not a ord,
but he hurried' the last brown boy ~n tattered overall out
of the wagon, closed the two swinging doors which s ured
the back, mounted the seat and drove off---"stiff"'llifd aIm,
[232] \
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vouchsafing no reply of any kind to the rai f~f clods that
bade him goadby. .
' ~
A quarter of a mile farther on, he turn 1:' into a bare,
wind-blown, clean-swept yard, white with t\ e alkali that
, was in the soil. Before ,him was his home; a t w, little" obIQng, adobe house, with one white-washed dod; and no windows in front, and, with round timber vigas!~.r~truding at
the top. From these were hung to dry four b Ilhant scarlet
strings of chile pods. Behind the house stre ~. hed a barren
waste of, a field,
ich might pr9duce a littl~ ~~ile and a
patch of beans d orn in summer, although!ilt looked as if
it would hardl pay for the cultivation.,
~I
Cecilio un itched the horse, gave him ;;tn~rmful of hay
and a bucket of "water, and carefully placed ti""e wagon ~
little shed made of brush and branches' lai ~ over rough
boards, where its brilliant' paint would be ~ otected from,
any sudden showers. He did his work daintill', so as not to
soil his clothes, which were new, and were of a style and
,color that might have startl~d a less placid ,: east than his
own. They had caused no lIttle unpleasant' ¢ mment from
the school children the first time he had wori~'them.
,
His trousers were a peculiar purplish H ue; his shirt
was pink China silk, and had short sleeves, l~ om which his
bony, almost black arms protruded; his sho ~ were bright
tan and very shiny. His hair was long and r. iny with oil;
it was cut in exaggerated side-burns that fu : her shadowed
,his gaunt cheeks. ,In Cecilio himself a close ~ server might
have detected an artistic something to accoun,~ for his e~cen
tricities; his features were rather delicate" aid there was,
certain grace in his long, bony fi~gers.
'II.
His old mother came to meet him at the l oor. ~She had
been watching r.orhi~ for the last half-hour~as she did every day. Cecilio was twenty-six, but he was!~er baby. Her
face was dark and wrinkled and soft; she ',~s so thin and
bent that' she app;~red deformed, but it wa; II only with her '
years and years of unceasing work. Her ~es were sunk,
-

1
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but they were not dim. They had a, sparkle that mad them
seem to snap. She had a black shawl over' her head, ,a faded '
gray calicoskirtn and a ragged black sweater buttone 'over
her' thin old chest.
"What's the matter?" She had not missed the .gnificance of the unwonted speed of the, old horse.
"Nothing. Why?" The schpol children's taUlil had
left Ceciilo slightly huffy on the subject of his spee y re- .
turn, and seeing this, his mother questioned him no more.
She started breaking up a SIngle. splintered s ck to
make a tiny fire in the low little iron sto~e..
Cecilio washed his hands with a piece of strong ellow
soap, in a chipped blue granfte basin, and passed a roken
black comb through his hair.
.
Just as he finished, an automobile stopped in fr nt of
the house, and he rushed to oben the door, his face ushed,
with excitement. His mother looked on impassively from
the stove, as Cecilio helped a stout, perspiring, big nosed
man carry in a beau1{iful new sewing-machine, and se it in
the middle of the ~osaic of gun'nysacks that cover> d the
dirt floor.
"Yes, sir," continued the man, puffing, and wipe
red face with a bandanna handkerchief, "that's t
best
sewing machine for the money in t_he United States. '. Well,
for that matter, I better say in the worlq, because yqu know
they don't make none better than in th~ United ;States"
Cecilio nodded encouragingly, . though. he undestood
little of what tpe man said, and was, in fact, gazing d eam-.
iIy into the shiny varnished depths of the machine. '
'·'Yes, sir, you may think a hundred and five dol' rs is
a lot of money, but :jtfter you see how good thatm chine
. runs, and start making your
. own clothes. and doing your
mending on it-. And like you say, you're makin this
thirty dollars a month driving this school bus, and y say
you got paid-today, well, you can just give me the thir dollars down, and then ten dollars a month,
and it will b paid
.....

.

.
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.
f?r before sc~ool's 'over, and you'll have th~ fse of it all the
tIme too. ThIs old lady your grandma?"
l'i
"Mama," mQrmured Cecelio.
:I
"Yeah? Well, now, I guess she's the 0 ',.you're getting
it for-. You ain~t married?"
"No.'"
,
. "Better off. Well, you want me to sh
her those attachments I spoke of,-,tucking, gathering, nd so on? You '
can kinda tell her what I say--'"
I'
"No, sir."
"Well, all right. They're right here ~ this drawer,
and here's that book of "directions, and e rything, s,o I
guess you'll get along fine. Anyway, of co ,rse I'll be back
this time next month and get my paymen ' and I can tell
. you anything you want to know then. Yo' ~eemed to ctltch
on to it pretty good when I &howed it to IOU there where
you were waiting, at the school. Gosh, I ne 'r thought I was
going to make a sale tpere! 'Well, you si Ithis agreement,
and give me that thirty dollar check you s f they give you,
and it's yours."~
,
I
' .When the saJesman had gone, Cecili 'IQPened the machine; inspected wheels and ~eedles and g gets, gewed an
experimental seam in his own handkerchie, he old woman ~
approached and felt the smooth grain of t I elwood with" her
, hard'little hand.' She and her -son under I ood each other
with few words."I'm going to get cloth," Cecilio tol her, 'ffor a few
cerits a yard. I've. heen looking at tho e cl~res~es the girls
order from those bIg books. -I can mak t, em Just as good, . ,/
and sell them to everybody.' Baby clothes, 00... I'll make
enough to pay for the machine, maybe so much that I Can
just ',stay at horrie' and sew .and. not tak the children to
schb(i)l every day."
I',
!
He worked over the machine lovingly: hile his mother
put the supper on the table. There wer' two tin saucers
and two cups. They had black coffee, billed and reboiled
I
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until it retained no semblance of its· original flavor, without
sugar or milk. In their saucers. they had ",war ed-over
beans, and these they ate with pi,cces broken fro a tortillo, made ofkneaded dough rolled flat to,the size f a dinner plate, and baked deliciously on top..of the stov , which
was always' kept wiped clean for this purpose.
After they had eaten, the woman washed the ishes in
.a saucepan, in a cupful of tepid water, and set th m' on a
little shelf. Cecilio puttered over the machine unt it was
time for hiin to go to bed in the corner of the kite
. pile of ancient folded blankets and home-made quil .
Their home had two low rooms. This r'
kitchen, living-room, and bedroom. The other as the
"cuarto de recjbo" into· .which important gues s were
ushered. It had a wide window filled with flo rs and
vines growing in 'lard buckets.. There was an old ur-poster bed for the ,other, and two strai,ght chairs a·g. inst the
wall. The whitewashed, mud-plastered walls had b en decorated with an intricate pattern of concentric re rings,
designed by Cecilio in his spare time. Besides seve al enormous, brightly colored pictures of saints, there we e many.
large pictures drawn on pieces of brow,n wrappin paper
ironed smooth. These were of an~ular houses su ounded
by vari-colored flowe!s, and surmounted by gigan ic ~irds
and airplanes in full flight. These were dra n with
crayons, and were displayed in prominent positio s, some
enclosed in cardboard frames with' scalloped edges.
The next day was Saturday,and Cecilio walked to town
and came home with bolts of pink, green, and yell w gjng-'
ham, bought on ;credit. Day after daY' he labor d, fashioning garments. that sometimes surprized even imself.
His mother cut them out, for her ideas of size w e more
accurate than his. Her old hands trembled as the guided \
the rusty scissors. Cecilio stitched them on the achine,
and then embellished the more elaborate dI:,esses with a
spidery kind of embroidery which was ·his own i vention.
I

,
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At night, when the little oil lamp gare in;, ffie ent light for .
.' sewing~ he oiled and cleaned the machi i 1; n t because it
needed it, but merely for the sensual pIe 1 ur it gave him
to be near its shiny bulk.
\
jI
He found no dffficulty in ,B'elling his
tions., regard, less of his price, but collecting for the l, as a different
t of f~rmers,
. matter-.-- Most of his neighbors were the p j
and saw little cash from one year's end
n~other. Somel
times he would hear that one of his deb , \bad sold a pig,
~:r'·
or a goat, and he would hurry over to c 1~\ :~ut· it always ~. ..
seemed that he arrived too late, and e" 0 ld. be given a
;~:f
little sack of last year's beans or an. 01 ro ~ st r for his troua habit
'ble.· Yet he co.uldn't stop sewing; it ad 19o Ito
I
with him. Every cent he could scr. pe :'gether went for
. I
· i '
more cloth, and he often gave away (lress s, Where he knew
I
they would arouse1he loudest grati ude a ~ admiration:
'I
Very soon, of course, he foun it im ~ssible to keep up
I
his payments. The first month is ardo l~as still ·burning
brirrhtly, and he'had the. ten doll rs read iifor.the salesman . 'i
the day he called. The sec
onth he lput hi/m off for a / .
week, and finally gave him six do lars. B the third month,
the six had shrunk to three, and ,he four.· m..onth he found
.'that there was no possible way i Whic fie c6uld raise any
money at all. The general store had
~hisheed his check
that month, because he owed them for a ~~w overcoat, cloth
and thread, and a sack of flour.
!I
For a week before the colle ·on ;,ay, he had been
~ed with his head
, spending most of ,his time sitti.ng on
in his hands, trying to think of some a 1iin which he could
satisfy the fat little demon. If'the c le1,iG-D day had been'
on a Saturday, Cecilio would have p eke, his mother into
the covered wagon' on Friday evenil]. ,a' hey could have
gone to visit a cousin in Tome u til . te Sunday night.
Nothing so. simple as this would an e 1~1 however, for the
collector was to come on Thursday, nd ~lnight even arrive
before Cecilio got home from school. n~ I ot his passengers
1
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who was in the fifth grade had read and explain d to him
his copy of the contract, and so far. as Cecilio co ld understand its intricacies, it seemed to mean that his failure to
meet the last payments in full was enough to ca se him to
lose the machine, as well as arty. equity he might wn in it.
So Cecilio sighed, ,and tossed in his sleep, an ate only
a little dr~ tortilla and coffee, in a way that aused his
mother, the deepest anxiety, especially ,after she ound him
poring over an old Sunday newspaper someone ad given
him, which contained lqrid pictures, illustratin different
spectacular- ways of ending one's life.·.
She cooked dishe,s which were usually re erved .for
Feast days, trying to tempt him out of his melanc oly mood.
She served big bo~s of dark brown, fragrant bea s,cooked
to a tender su~ence with bits of bacon rind.' She made
dishes of the pulp of the brilliant red chile p s, -savory
with garlic and "oregano,"· an herb she raised with' her
flowers 'in the window. She even made• the sac ed "chiles
rellenos," a mixture of ground cooked pork, -r ·sins, and
green chile made into croquettes, dipped in egg nd fried,
and served with a hot sauce made of brown suga and more
raisins.
Cecilio barely tasted these delicacies, and rna e no comment on their surprising appearance. On Thutsiiay'morn':'
ing he left with the wagon before his mother w~s up, and
without eating br~akfast.
.' ,
,
All day the blackest dread hung oyer her mi,d. If the
man came and took the machine away, what might not
Cecilio do?
At three o'clock, the familiar rickety autom bile drove
into the yard, and the old woman's heart seem.ed to stop as
she saw the horrible scowl on the face of the fa man.
"Is HE here?"
A shrug gave him the answer that he already knew.
"Has he got the money ?-dinero? Tenny
dinero?"
Another shrug\ of denial.
D

I

\
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His mother watched him slyly out of the co ner of her
~e.
.
. When supper was overj and _while she w swashing
the dishes, he took out of his pocket several fol ers, cards,
and booklets~ spread them' out on the table, an pored intently over them, an excited color glowing in hi~ dark face.
When the woman finished her task, she c me to the
table, and looked over his shoulder. I:Ie turn sparkling
'v
eyes to' hers.
"You see this? It's a 'camera'-one of tho e boxes to
make pictures. I can send for it right now wit ut paying
anything, and then just send them five 'dollars in, 0 weeks,
when I get the check. You have to buy 'fillu s,' too,-'
little papers that make the pictures. I can 'buy ·x of them
for forty-five cents; then I can take pictures of weddings,.
tne comand babie~, and everyone. I send them back
pany, and' tbey make them big, for, maybe, fift cents for
the six. Then I can sell each picture for ten cents, and
make,-Oh, ever so much money.' Everyone ants pictures of himself. They will ask me'to all the eddings to
take the pictures of the 'novios.' . Then' there r~ picture
'" .
frames here ... "
His voice lapsed into an indistinct murm1,lr
over the folder.
His old mother- sighed contentedly, and lit a iny brown
~
cigarette.

.
'
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All the Old Me
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By

MAUD

E. Usc

~j'

A violet ,buds on a hill;_
In the vale a daffodil.

~
I~
n

.

,

AU the old men, one by ope,
Venture out into the sun. ij
i'

!~

For all they've seen; for ~1l they see,
Spring remains myster

a

I

•

I

,

Sudden brooks brawl rive:, ward;
uncertai~ thundering is. tardo
.
All
the old men. ,
leave the sun,
,
Seek their.roof-trees
one py
one.'
(
,I'
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New Mexican Clpuds
·1

.By OTTO REUTINf;ER
.
~

They splotch the sage and ~~ite-covered sand
With smoothly sliding shadows Ibn the length
Of infinitely stretching sun-SCOl:hed land.
Swayed by the winds that snap ~nd tear the sky
And shred the billowiness in cha l, ging forms,
They. roam the endlessness .of. ,h11rpened blue,
l
S.weetenin.g the earth with OdO ' fresh and cl~ar,.
Brightening the pine and cedarjs green anew,
Ripping arroyos with the.cloud prst's sear,
Manifesting beauty's greatness ·n
Sublimity to the eye, yet we en WI
"
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Life Forms in Pueblo Potter
f)

OR centuries the Pueblos have been usi

many life
, forms in their pottery decoratfon. some~f ;these ha~
become so conventionalized 'as to ,be almost u ~ognizable.
Others can be proved to be animal or bird f rmsonly by
tracing the patterns back thrOUgh, various st ges11to more
natural forms.
..
,About five hundred different life forms ha e be n found
on the ancient Mimbres pottery' from southern Ne I Mexico
alone ( but only about twen~y-five of these are eco izable.
We find man, swallow, quail, parrot, owl, ante ope, bad~er,
'bear, snake, mountain-lion, thunder bird (e gle) , grasshopper, beetle, fish (although the Pueblos ha ~ Ii t ea~n '
fish for possibly thousands of .years and ow onsider
'"
them, poisonous), and others. The Mimbres p opl painted
these designs in black on a whitish backgroun.
ne bird
(probably representing' a quail) has 'a very atu ,al head
and beak, with nearly round body, and convent onalized tail
much too long in proportion to the 'rest of,the b y.' IThe one
wing shown is very much conventionalized, ut, glives the
.effect of just alighting on the ground. The he d, beak, and
wing are solid black, but the body and most 0 the tail are
covered with diametrically crossed 'black lines '-with a perpendicular wiqe black stripe near the end,' tho gh th~ very
end is, divided into "feathers" ,and these are I ft the color
of the background-merely outlined. .
A thunder bird that I copied from an an~· nt Mimbres
food bowl was a slightly conventionalized he d with beak
open, perfectly square body~ two long ~'i ngular tail
feathers, -and very triang-ular w,"ings. Its hea , s solid black
with one white eye being shown. The win ,and' tail are
solid black. The body is basically whit,e, wi h very thin
lines forming three squares inside, and with solid black
square in the center.
[242 ]
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A Mimbres mountain-lion in ; y note-book is VerY,i
much conventionalized. The body .~ oblong and contains~1
a white cross at the left front shoul er and another incor-:,
porated in ,a geometric pattern wh·~h covers most of the
body. The tail is ,black al)d white: nd dispropo_rtionately!!
• long. The head (turned sidewisi is black with~!'
diamond shaped eye and a white c '~ar at the base of the':
l neck..' In som~ Mimbres decoratio Ilithe tail of the. moun-I]
tain-lion completely encircles the b !Y. . I ' , :
I have also in my note-book a ketch ffOm a Mimbres!, .
food bowl. This apparently represe II.J a grasshopper. Th!
head is very realistic, with open m tlth, white eye, and twO!
antepnae. Th~ body is black with !IWhite diampnd shaped
space containi~g'. a geometric desi _ land dots representin
seeds (for fertIlIty). There' are on f three legs, and these,
The tail is ,white,
protrude from just back of the he'.
1
with a geometric striped design, Io~, and curved like th
blade of a knife. The head' and bo·y of this grasshoppe
are inclosed in a white area. This . bite space has aver
striking resemblance- to the head 0 I a rabbit, with' an in
dentation 'for its mouth, and two big ~ong ~ars. These ({om
plicated designs, with small white ~rossesbetween, them,
encircled the inside of the bowl, mai-ing a pleasingly beau
tiful decoration.
. ~, .
~
Another Mimbres food bowl th~:t I have seen contain
in the center three conventjonalize life forms. What
believe to reptesent a gr{tsshopper s·: nds on two legs wit
its' front legs. 'in the
air. What·!t. IlIre for a' beetle stand
,
on its hind legs on the grasshopper'~ back and holds to th
antennae of the gra'sshopper,with itf front feet. Fastene
to the nos~ of the beetle is a fish, influch the same positio
that a dirigible rides at its moorin ~ All thre~ life form .
.
.-....
contain geometric designs in white.;I
The .ancient Hopi, of the Litt.~ Colorado Riv~r dis'
trict in Arizona, used various parr .~ designs in black an
red. As the people conventionalize~ these parrots, eac
i
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successive design looked'iess and less like bird. It was
only by tracing backward that'their signific nce was discovered. Both ancient and modern Hopi hat made use of
very conventionalized serpents. These ar &aIled "sky
dragons," "winged serpents," "horne~ erpents," or
"Awanyu." This Awanyu is,the qominant etigious symbol of all modern Pueblos. It symbolizes Jundity, the
bringing of rain, and the meeting of heaven a d earth. (At
Unshagi, New Mexico, in August of 1932, excavated a'
beautiful Hopi potsherd with the tail of th Awanyu on .
it. This fragment may have been buried in at rubbish
heap five hundred or more years ago, yet it w ~practically
the same ware that the Hopis are making toqa ) The modern Hopi, by the way, are probably produc· g the most
beaut,iful of all colored Pueblo pottery. This i polychrome
with a soft buff background; the Awa,nyu d ign is used
ext~nsively.
These 'conventionalized serpen were also
used by the people of Pecos~pueblo (extinct sin e 1838).
The ancient Casas Grandes people f Chih ahua, Mexico, use'd life forms in .their decorat· n that" ere unique.
The human, bird, or serpent forms w re usuall within triangular or rectangular spaces of i volved. g ometric designs. The serpents are so extremel conventi na,lized that
they \yould be hard to recognize wlhout the orns, which .
identify them beyond a p<?ssibility of d'oubt. ,<~
One very beautiful geometric design is in t e form of a
perfect square, at the c-orners of which are th triangular
bodies of birds. Each bird has a mere crook a d two lines
to repr~sent its head 'and tail. This is one of the
ancient
.
so called black-on-whites.
These same Casas Grandes people molded any small
polychrome bowls, pots, and jugs inte shapes that suggest
animals or. birds; the decoration on these js geonletric. The
owl figure is probably the most common of th~se. There
are also bear forms and heads of birds and turtl~s (th~ turtle being another symbol of fecundity) for handl s on many
of these pieces.
#'

,'I...;;

.
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t~e p~j~rito
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The now .extinct people of
Plateau, \n
northern New Mexico, used many triangular bird forms on
their· pottery. Some of these were v,ry lifelike; others
were extremely conventionalized.' Thes~ were u~ual1y outlined with a heavy glazed black line, !Which added much
to the decorative effect. The Pajarita+ also made a few ~
pieces. that faintly resembled the shape~of bodie~ of birds,
but wIthout heads.
. i j
,
The ancient people of the famous Mesa Verde area, of
C~lorado, used bird patterns on their ~ottery. These designs were mor~ lifelike than those of C4sa Grall,des.
.
Most of the modern Pueblo pbtters~ make use of some
animal,. bird, or plant life forms. Cochlti incorporates' the
cloud symbol into their hirds and flower~ with pleasing results, thus adding potency to their pray~:rs for rain.
nto
Domingo uses many flower desi~s with distinctiv petals
and leaves in !red and black. There hate been und over
a hundred types of flowers and the sam~ ,appro mate number of leaf groupings, all from simple ba~ic patt ns. Santo
Domingo rain birds can usually be disti.guished y curved
lines representing wings (although I hihve seen e same
type of wings occasionally used on Zi~ birds), ~nd: two
straight litles typifying the beak. In tlle beak, th lower
line is shorter tl~an the upper. These fi*e potters
Santo
Domingo have be&,un to use red' ju.st re¢ently, an -only to
pl.~ase the white peoijle. They stiTI"use t~e black one on a
whitish background.
ij,j
.
The women of Zia make some of thE! best
all Pueblo
pottery. Every niece is made as ·carefully as ough it were
to be used in their own homes and then ~an ed ,down as an
heirloom or buried with a loved one. Nb pains are spared
in modeling, baking; or decorating. Wh(le their pieces are
n5t ~o beautiful .as some from other pu1blos, their ware ~s
probably as servIceable s the best. Th~ most common ZIa
rain bird is a complicat d pattern with I~mall head having
two ears, often three pe ectly straight \tail feathers, nar-
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-row curved wings, two long- bent legs, and a bod with white
diamond design containing egg apd seed symb Is for fertility. I have a Zia water bottle on my shel , however,
which has a typical Acoma parrot -design, alth ugh, othe~
wise, the canteen is the usual Zia type in ever w y.
Sari Ildefonso potters have produced man beaut~ful
patterns containing serpent, feather, and Ie
symbols.
Some of their rain. birds are very fine. Inco porateq. in
these birds we find cloud and altar symbolsr These are
done in black and red on a whitish background. But these
people are now creating mostly the beautiful bla k polished
ware with striking designs in dull biack.- The wanyu is
often seen on these modern piec~s. San Ildefo, 0 is today
probably the best known of all Pueolo ceramics.
Among the modern Pueblos, undoubtedly, th peQple of
Zuni use t,he mo.st bird and animal forms. The Zuni 'deer
is easily recognized anywhere, by its one large hite spot
on the rump, and the red arrow running down it throat ~o
about the region of its heart. The Zunis use se eral relatively small birds, usually in solid red or black. Although.
there are many of these little birds, varying in eir decorativ'e curved lines, nearly' all of them may be ecognized
as representing one species of bird. They are ca ed by the
Indians "road runners," even though there is not he slight~
est resemblance to that bird. The Zunians also m ke use of
the thunder bird, t~dpole, frog,' dragon-fly, Aw nyu" and
others. A thunder bird that a Zuni boy sketche for me,
inaicating the proper colors, is beautiful in itsd sign and
color arrangement. The head is turquoise blue, ith shoJ;'t
neck. The eye is indicated by an inverted black V," with
a yellow dot in the center. The beak is mediu yellow,
large. and curved, with a black curved. line to sh w where
. the upper and lo}Ver parts join. The wings at straight
and solid black, with inverted altar symbols at he ends.
The body is nearly square, and divided into thre sections
(the lines of division curving down from a poi t in the
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top center); th~-left
section is turqti lise
blue, the middle
,
'I
;
b~ack, and the right yellow., ." A blac I and white narrow.
checked
baldric passes from the left " oulder to. the hip. '1I
.
Below the body is a belt of three stri ts, upper. and lower ;!
,white, and the center stripe medium red~ There is a triangui
lar red apron below this. The tail .spr': ads fan-like; white i·
to near the end, ~here it is sc~lloped; ;!hen black with saw .\ I'
teeth at the end, indicating tips of fea ·-ers. This thunder
bird, however, is not used on pottery,': or the Zuni' do not
use the blue and yellow on ceramics.
J;
.
, Of the manY"birds on the~beautifu ~Acoma pottery, exi
cept for the parrot and thunder bird'1there are no recog- . ,
nizable species. <This does not imply ~y lack of observa- . r
tion on the p~rt of the Acoma potters, ,or the Pueblos are
,
natural students of nature. Neither dq~s it suggest a lack
of artistic ability, for their art i.. S based~on sound principles·
;
of design, and much of it is done with ~urprisingskill. It
is safe to assume, therefore, that a cer. in degree of realism was delibet:ately sacrificed to' symho' m, and that their .
ability to paint the characteristic featu~e of the eagle, the
quail, or any other bird or animal was a}ppl ed to the decorative arrangement of the ~ore importadt symbolism.
The 'thunderbird (so important ~n~ a study of the
r
Acoma pottery), ~although we find smhe specimen's of it
on the pottery of the pre-historic Casar Grandes w,ar~, is
probably not extremely old' in the Soathwest. The, best
authority 011 Indian ritualism, symbol~~, and mythology
says that the original rain diety 'of the~iPueblos was not a
thunder.~!rd, but at} old woma~. He fjlso states that the
thunde):" bIrd came from the PlaIns ar~a:~imuch as other cul. t~ral elements have gradually Sift.ed ~11-!rom there sine.
including the feathered headdr~ss'and t~~ (beaded vest. -,
The double thunder bird. is! undoU~dIY. the l"tesi of
the life for,ms to appear on Pueblo po1!ltery. We nr.ve no
definite knowledge of where this originJ!ted or when it ~rst '
appeared in Pueblo decoration, We find~t on no prehistfe
IIi.
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pottery. This, I believe, is a possible'solution to he problem: the Mohammedan COnqUests. carried the dou~le eagle
emblem to Spain. Then, four hundred years a 0, when
, / Charles V was king of Spain and Austria' and HoI Roman·
emperor of Germany, the double eagle became m~ch 'used
in Spain. It was during this reigri that Cortez c~nquered
Mexico. The ~ouble eagle, therefore, became Wide; known
in tha~ country" and gradually worked" its way.) n th into
New Mexico. So far as I know, it is only used a ong the
Pueblos by the ·Acoma potters, where it is called thf.' ~ouble
thunder bird. It is most often seen on their cant ens, or
water b o t t l e s . ' ,
The Acoma parrots are interesting both i'n des·gn and
history. They are usually painted in red, orange~ a d black
on a whitish background. The head is curved, with a large
parrot-like' bill, and a cock's comb on top of the ,hea. The
body and the-one wing are oUtlmed in graceful curv . , Two
or three large tail' feathers are straight with round d lends.
The eye is usually a round white spot with a biack do in the
center. The wing is apt to have two white dots tc> re resent
seeds, and the body usually has"eithErrlcioud or egg S~I
mb~ls.
One may at first wonder where the Pueblos of New exlCO
learned of the parrot. These birds were at one ti e, no
doubt, indigenous to the state. Archaeologists believe that
they were sacred to the Pueblos, for they have been! found
buried in crypts with much care. That the parrot' is' not
new to these people is, I believe, proved by the fa¢t that
~hey have words for parrot in at least three of t~e six
Pueblo tongues; The Towa word is ze-la-ma, the Tewa word
is tan-si, and tIle Keres word is p.hau..wi-ki.
And so, from beginning to end, one "may find the': study
of life forms in Pueblo pottery decoration interesting~ from
the standpoint of ethnology, natura(history, or esthetics.
of

.-
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A COMMENTARY RE: "SANTA FE, A STmt IN INTEGRITY" 1
Dear Editor of the QUARTERLY:,
ti,
HIS screed is not intended to comb4ft Mr. Stevenson's
, thesis which is well taken ~nd abl~~.a~gued. It is intended to shout do:wn the inevitable acc1ar~m with which our
self-complaisant claque of apotheosise~! chamber-of-commel'ce-minded psuedo-cognoscenti and :'Isciolists hail any
i remarks that enable them to feel justi :,d in having fore- ,
gathered more or less permanently in S~nta Fe.' If there '
is anything viable in the ihtellectual lif ~ of Santa Fe it is
yet to manifest itself, .and the avatar, -whch is not yet come
over the horizon, is-a single wotk of ~igh merit whose .,
author has his roots here and not elsewh~ reo .
,
A point of 'light, in the enveloping :night of spiritual! I .~
'~nd intellectual pov~ty i~deed! Does fro Stevenson b~heve that the place of reSIdence of alre~dy mature people
constItutes any kind of: seat of culture., R. L. Stevenson
'
•
r
went to live and lies ~,*ied in the sout .!seas island which.
he loved. Did 'that constitute the islan; a focal point of
i!
culture!? Nonsense! It is to E~giand, there he was b~rn . I:,
and educated that one must look to undelj'stand sqch genIus
I
as Stevenson possessed~ His residence ~in t e south seas
I
'argues nothing save thqt it was a place ~n w ich he found
I
it pleasant to live. And so too ~Gauguin:
What of enduring v~lue has come ou lof Sa ta Fe in the, 'II
more tman ?OO y.ears of lts existence? It~ peo e have lived
through, something of ~n epic during, $riod in its long
i
history~ , If the town 'tas, as is allegei a' , nter of cul!
ture oUJg'ht there not to have. been sometmng a tiny poem, . ~
a thin vol~me of prose, ~ noble building, kpi ce of music, a
I
~

~I ~

,I

T

~

I

i

."

statue, ,a labtOrfatsorYtadi~c~veLry,kafcommjnd hgth~ersonadli~f
-emerge ou 0 an .L'le.; 00 or ~n" Irs
lng, an I
your criteria are rigid e~ough you will l<X!fk n vain.
I

I

1

The fEW

,
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,
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I believe that we of the Southwest are prone to l~e our
perspeetive'in our remote province. The feeble li~ht rwhich
. Mr. Stevenson descries is too pitifully feeble. If you iel~mi
nate our modern group of alien talent '(which i~clud~s Mr.
Stevenson) which, faint'as its genius may be, outlshines any
indigenous culture, what have wfl:? We have 'an 'i!nbred
stock whose artistic heri,tage la~ overgrown and ~ndis
cerned until in very recent years it was exhumed and touted
by university nourished gentlemen and ladies from the East
of whom Mr. Stevenson hi~self is one. Our own Sarita Fe
,bred people, Spanish and Anglo alike, ~ithout a visiWe exception, were building (when they were financially ,able)
brick bungalows and jig-saw renaissance houses, u~tiI a
group of oil pajnters from the East realized that·there was
something worth having that could be done in adobe. '
Any injection of foreign (to San1a Fe) skill which is
not nurtured by the actual milieu of the place is no index to
any local vigor. Italy, in the days of her spiritual risorgimientQ welcomed Byzantine artizans' and <ireek scholars.
Do our local folk love or understand the artIsts and the intellectuals from elsewhere? It is Olily a people w.hoare on
the ascendant in the harsh world of political power and
empire who welcome and nourish tpe ar~s and sciences.
Athens was a great military power in her days of artistic and cultural greatnes~, so' was Florence, so was
France, so were Rome, and China, and Egypt, ana Assyria,
and Babylonia, and the Arabic world, apd so to~ were the
Mayas, and the Aztecs, and the Peruvians. '
}.
l
We here aJ:e ~evoted to a decayi'ng past, which in its
inception was a peripheral appendage of a world-~onquering
spirit, that of sixteenth century Spain, (Velasquez, :Murillo, .
Cervantes, Calderon). Whom do we, nourish? Our political faith is in the hands of a New Yorker, our best novel was
written by a stranger, Willa Cather, our poetry 9Y a H~r
vard graduate, our :paintin~ is done. by anyone but people
suckled at the teats of our local bi-lingual culture. "Artd who
"

I

C

"
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~l

fosters (i:e. buys) our
cultural' Ids?, Easterners
and ,strangers. It is onl~ an incident t a ~ Santa Fe is the '
residence of art~sts in pai*,.,.,t, ~oetry:,or pr S~,.' What little ei-.
I
devant gjIory thIS town hajs belongs to a aie, DeVargas and
[
~illagra, and they were ~,:,S Spani~h as
Stevenson and
i'
hIS talent are Anglo-Saxpn.
.
1
"
,I,'

Mt;·

Santa

.

Fe.
I

.:

,

DAVI

I, '

!
.,::
,I
(

I,:1

I

NEUMANN.

].

1

AN OPINI9N OF

.

!

~

J AMES O~fE

T? the ~ditor of THE ~EjW MEXICO Qu
S'I,r:
;,

.1

'

~

r,:tLY:

!

i

. Ma~y years ago all ~rtists were on :-St: they did not' 'j
court the "goddess of bluff/
1 " !
.
A visit in Paris thirtr years ago t: t ,e "Gallery of InIdep~ndelilt Artists disclo~ed ~n array f ,~-aubs bearing the
i
~ark of Ith~t unhappy y.ellow goddess. OdfY she has grown
!
Into a "racketeer" takIng toll from t e patrons of every
bra~ch <if art.
II '
"i
If it were only young people w
s~bscribed to the
1
racket the thing might ~e trivial, but toqay finds men of
mature, years looking witlh approval up n, t~e racket's trash.
The~ root of this is fe~r. Older 'peo Ie ~ave a feeling of '~
inferiority. .Y Quth h,as bluffed them in 0 i\~,. How terrible,
I
say these old ones, it I ~OUld be wro g nd youth right.
t,'
What youth says goes; so I had better ay,j he same.
"
This usurpation has proved possi ,Ie only because art
I
has remained undefined. I
,~l'
t
l
It sems likely, and find it seeml ; ' at 110 definition
i
ever ~ill be found for art.l Art embrac s t :ose things in life
t
which, because .they are tpe most real re e most inscrutable.
.i i '
It is wrong, howeve~ to suppose t atl because art has
no definitio~. there are ~~ fixed cri!:eria byiwhich a work of
art may be Judged ~s to Itt broad worth e$ to take an honI
oured place in men's lives.
7

7

'

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

"

II

.f

1.
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The significance of men's works consists essential~y in
their relation to life. Life is good when it is happy. When
the fruits of a man's labours promote happiness those labours are good; when they hinder happiness they are !bad.
Experience ha~ shown that there is but. one sourde of
happiness, namely, the exercise of our faculties,-with' due
regard to the order of thei1' impbrtan~e.
'\....
In enjoying a work of art1't.he e~ercise of one"'s f~cul
ties is b~ pr~x!, through "in:aginatioh.'" Things i~a'1'ned
may be InspIrIng or _degradIng. They may be trIVIa or
significant. They may be boring or enlivening. Judg, ent
of the broad worthiness of a work is hardly possible fo~ the
workman himself.. He is specialist: ,He knows whether
his work is wen done,~he cannot judge of its comnlete
significance or of its broad worthiness. Judgment rpnst
come at last 'from a jury of many men of many types, of
many tastes, and of many life-histories.
Out of these vairi'ed
.
judgments the final verdict win grow.
_' ,
This letter, Mr. Editor, is my apology for venturin~-I,
a mere engineer-to review and to scathe a book by Jaimes
Joyce. My apology is the claim that reviews by men of
mature and varied exper:renceare necessary. Anything
that such as I may say of the art o.r the pure literary merit
of Joyce must be discounted. On these points
the judgments
<
are needed of artists and of literary men.. But on the worthiness of this work (i)f Joyce to take a place of honour in
the libraries of men, the judgment 'of such as' I, is, in an
probability, saner than that of any mere artist. .
Except on the question of its artistic or literary merits .
I a.m com:p~tent ,to pass judgment upon Joyce's ~book.
What a contrast must be dra.wn between the 'egotism of
Joyce in issuing such a work without apology, and the modesty of Keats who, in introducing with diffidence' hiS'- beauti•
ful "Endymion," wrote:
.
,
"The imagination of a boy is healthy" and the mature
imagination of a man is ,!J.ealthy;
the;-e is a space of
I

a

/

"

\

."

'

bi
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life

betwe~n in'which thef8~ul is ina f~rm ~; the character

,u~decided~ the way of 'lift u~certain, th ~mbition thick-

s't!!hted; t1t~nce proceed mfwk'tshne~s,-'and¥l the thousa~~
b~tters wJil,wh [those] metl [1 speak of]
just necessar'tl'y
.taste in gqing over the foll~wing pages."
!
~. . ":ith '.this, in~:r..,o~~.~tionl (th.e P~rtiC. ula [I relevant wor.~~
~f WhICh I have ItalIcized) I Keats Issued
lUre and beautI'ful poem. James Joyce, tithout introd . on or apology,
has issued in his "A portt,it of the artist ,l ~youngman,"
a blatant: and detailed a;ccount of the "c~II' ~auseous
'''mawkish/ness and the thopsand bitters" w l;'c~poiIuted his
young life-unless, indeeq, as" I half sus I c~, the tale of
!
his pollut~ons is egotistic bpn~.
I am, Sir, very trl}ly ~ours,
;t
F . .i . DENTON.
'Albuquerque, N. M.
!

1

• .

I

!

I

'

'

. A Portrait oj the Artist 'as a Young
Man-James. oyce, 1916.
I j

. Here is a biography that bores. Why,s it read? Per-'
haps because of its style. But what is, Sfle?' A way of
writing?, Joyce writes pJainly, in' fa-ir EPglish. That is
good. Ti.ere are "a millicfn ~ubbles li~ hi/fn." Those who
bore as Jbyce bores are seildom published.l
.,
Inspiration? Joyce Inspires indigna'~on. There are .
things in'Ufe thatare dirfY and nasty. T' at is no matter "
of changjing taste. . The~ belong io the Uatrine and the
brotqel. :Some urchins likf talking of such ;hings. The fQrtunate ones get spanked f@r it or' have thei; mouths washed
out with isoap. Joyce. had!a not been spank;. Coming
at a
,
,. time wh~n undisciplined Iself-expression. ;01' urchins was
the fashfon Joyce wrote nasty.. twaddle' ! nd his egotism
found him
a publisher.
,t
,Ii -'-':,
"A portrait of the artist as a young an." Had Joyce
I
".
~
j
'been lcsslof an egotIst he \fould have called !~he book "A por-,
trait of ·the artist as a y~ung pig," or,' st 1 better, had. he
wished t(J) tell by its title tie nature of the hi, ok, Joyce might
have cal~ed it, "A portrait' of a fiarning~fi : nder'ing fool as,

I

N

i

I
I

"

~

I,

I-

, .

I

I
I
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~
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a bloody ape of a young pig." The words printed inltaliCS
are taken from pages·~233 and 285.
.
The book cannot live long but why has it lived 4t all?
the reviewer~s opinion the answer is simple. People
have an inborn love of truth and honesty. Careful trfining
in early youth poisons that love. The less intell~~nl bo~s
and girls respond to the poison. .They become I'~ t for
democracy."
.
The more intelligent swallow less of the poisonl nd. go
through life yearning always for truth.
~.
Tl:Ie less intellige~t amon?, these more ~ntelligen~f'inds
confuse appearanc~ WIth realIty. That wrIter-sa, eywho loves truth, will tell of things as -actually they a e 'The
painter will picture things as actually they are.
.
Go to Santa Fe today and loo~ at Davenport's p~cture.
I mean the one which has the "sentry box" in tHel foreground. H,Sentry box" is euphemism. There are sothe good
people who despise euphemism.' Do they refuse pibk that
are smgar-coated?
.
\
That picture of Davenport's is realism: also it'i~ /truth.
But what a limited, unimIJortant and nasty bit o~ ruth.
The ~'sentry-box". might be overlooked if the rest IQf the
picture had features. It has the features of a packing case.
If I should send an artist, say, to Florence, to make pictures of that city I should be loath to ina;ult his taste and
his intelligence by reminding him that he need spend no
time with brush and easel in the city's sewers.
In the life 9f boys; especially their life in such bad old
schools as Joyce describes, there is much urge to nastiness.
The healthy boy fights down this urge, th~ victory making
.a man of him. He refuses to discuss the urge or to describe
the fight.
.
.
The "self-expression" that urge calls for is w~'ongly
called self expression. Nothing but the hidden sewer within
him will favour it. The sewer is that part of himself which
his higher self,while using, must fight and subdue.

I .

In

I
It.
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~ Sewefs, whether in ci'f~ies or in men,,.B. , ,good aI;ld hon- •
t' ..

orable and necessary ,but they must
be co . oIled and kept
'I>
hidden.
It was not a fau~t in the good old bo~. s of Scott and
Dickens and Jane Austen that they av()ide! mention of the
things ~ith ,,:hic~ Joyce'sJhok is filled.. It ; not a ,priggish
or prudIsl!l thIng In a man that he refrainsf.rom the sort of
talk that ~as d~r to. Rabe. lai~. Such re.fr Irning is a ma.rk
'. II
\
of strengtih both In boo~s and In men.
..
The writer of this review is not a lit 'ary man; he i~
an engineer who loves to! dabble in man !j things. He is.
asking the Editor toprint,iunder "Smoke T ilk," his apology
for writing a review of Jo~ce's book.
!.

.

r

F. 1M. DENTON.
~

;j

~
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~
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Young Heart- Ge~rge St. Clair-Henry Harrison, New Yo k-$1.50.

Dr. St. Clair's volume of poems includes a 10
poem,
A Boy's Heart, and three shorter poems also in bla k verse,
called Three Romantic Poets, Gainsborough, and Andred
del Sarto to Robert" Browning. The first poem is a living
hu:r;n~ document, the others are new approache to well
known histories and bring out aspects of human na ure and
relationship worth considering. The Gainsboroug is both
piquant and amusin'g, though sad enough. Ye~ in. resting
though they are, these poems. in the nature of thing cannot
compare with the first poem in interest.
A Boy's Heart is the story of g'chUd who los'tthis parents early, lived for a while with relatives, was p aced by
them in an orphanage, had a bad time there, wa on the
verge of 'being distorted for life by the treatmen he received, and then came under the in'flue1'!ce of n~ ~ teacher
who 10Yed childrenf and had a true concern for the . This
teacher understood the boy's childish attachment to- her and
dealt fairly with it, so that he came to a new and ynamic
perception of .himself and of the purposes of life.
e poem
suggests briefly his later years; while unsuccessful n stocks
and bonds, the man the child became never let go t. ~ vision
of life and love his first passion gave him.
l
A poet deals with life, death, l,ove-Iove that \. s sometimes death and sometimes life. But his gerieratio makes
it difficult for him to know. how best to handle these ersonal
yet universal themes. He starts out with the int . tion of
being honest with life, of finding just what life., de th, love
mean to hini as an individual; but it may hap' e in the
confusion of the age that unwise critics urge h
to be
"original," to be "different"-and he, not seeing I his way
ahead in the enormous difficulty of his .art, too of~ Ii drifts
into the esoteric, or becomes a smart-aleck, or grd s fashionable and dandified. Or he may even confuse P0 try with,
philanthropy and reform.
[ 256]
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individual point of view. But his heritage from is mother
made him aware of a certain fine racial code whic is understood by the blood rather than by the intellect. For t~at
matter, it is often pointed out in pungent and p~radoXical
sentences. And in any given situation, Juanit is quite
clear as to the correct procedure. He even makes itc~ear ~o
the reader, who, even if it means a complete rlversal (j)f
habit in moral judgment, agrees at least for th moment.
The picaresque zest of the book does not cr wd out 'a
knowledge of Southwestern earth whi~h is as te der as at
is intimate. Juanito knows the desert growth ;d how it
can feed the traveller.; he knows .the ways of ules, arid
t~ere is tenderness ~~ well as laughter in that al o.-~o~F
tImes even profundIty! He knows the tales ~f mISSIQn .padres, and some homely miracles. He knows t e stylistiC
superiority of Spanish oaths. over the Englis~ aths th~t
have been brought ashore by the sailors, an~dI usses tills
superiority specifically and at length. He '
ws some
slashing villains-and some unsung heroes 00. .. .
Walter de Steiguer handles all this in En lish ~rose
that is lik~ a whip. In honeyed words there ma be sting.
.In cpurtesy there may be'insult. Laughter turns i a phrase
to heartache. In the ;most naive and credulo S Ipomept
there may be ~udden worldly wisdom and a ton ' e in tlIe
cheek. 'Always there is the high heart meeting challenge:
" 'Your hinny was born of a cat and siped y a bird,'
said the foreman of arrieros politely to me, and was COlill~
pelled t~ let her be 'the first to make this dangef us ascent;
since one must either accept a compliment 0 • deny its
truth."
Again the same compression and sting: "Tu ing to nis
Secretario, the Governor ordered: 'See that th beam pn.
which he who insulted our 1(inghangs is raise a foot today.' But Don Firmin, speaking with:the kindli 't court~sy
to the Secretario, said: 'Do me the favor ,to leav this be~m
as it is. Your Governor is a foot shorter thtJ.n t e officia1 I
to

.

.
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I
ha:ve just hanged. What need, therefore, to he~ghten the
beam?' "
,
The names on the title page of this book are unknown
names. But tl!e combination is, a good one. So good that
the excitement ov~r their work in the next few months
should be fun to observe.
FRANCES GILLMOR.

Albuquerque.

.
'

The Single Glo'w-Axton Clark-The'Villagra
Press, Santa Fe.-.
l.,.
$1.50.

I

It is l easy to pillory verse and hard to praise it.' I say
Axton Clark is a poet, but to justify'suc;h a statement with. '
out exaggeration as stultifying to the au~hor as to the critic,

is difficult. At"his best he is technicall* impeccable, but as
that is surely not enough, what then? I
. For the most, part he employs two 6f
, the most common
of English pO'etic forms, the sonnet an~ pentameter blank
,verse. Notwithstanding certain e:x;pe~iments with each, his metrical contribution is negligiblel; he is satisfied to
accept inherited measures,. concentrat~ng his energies on ,
what'he has to put in them.
It'·
Nor is he all unwise to rely so bqldly on his content.
Both as to strength and music it is n-o little'thing. His
lyrics sing with lilting assurance, ana in such poems as
The Whirlwind his blank verse has a Isurging power that
will not be denied. These remarks hbld true only of his
better worl(, but there is enough of tha;t to lend the book as
a whole a rather impressive ·unity.
I . '
At the top of his form, then, he has a really fine fee~ing
for words subtly laced with fire~ Hi~ range of subjects,
however, is not large, nor are they i~dividually imposing.
The following two line~ are quote,d .~ith spme reluctance,
as they are by no means indicative o~ the man's capabilities. Yet they express his general ~ttitude so tpn<?i~ely
that here they are:
~!
I
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"But I am briefly glad to share ~ach s~r,'
.

"

.

The haze, :he trains, and thenOblivi~. .

l-

r" .

!

He has a genuIne zest for the world of ~ature, tpItainted with any ",istfulness or sentimentality1 C1llrk lis
a man and as such delights in natural forces fnd ~phe~o
mena, free of false nostalgias. He can look a a bird i in
whole souled wonder without wishing that he, t ,could l~y
an egg.
,'-.--j
Men and wo~en as poetic matter hE! treats but rar,IY
and then not with too sure a touch. He is super cially .p,rsonal, and yet strangely impersonal, mentioning ut seldqm
obtruding, his own identity and point of vie~. t the saJlne
time his point of view is clear enough, and a r freshingly
healthy one it is. Without vaunting or blatancy e looks'\at
the world and likes i~ Neither optimist nor c valier, he
sings of the things that he likes, and does it well
~
What more can be said others, will have to say. Tills
reviewer's acquaintance with his work is too rent to !be
productive of any profounder judgments.
•

.

I

.

JOHN MYERS

Albuquerque:,
Footnote to Youtk--:-Jose Garcia Villa-Charles Scribner
-$2.50.

Sons, 1933.

Here is a. bOOK of more than ordinary ntereslY' 'to
read~rs of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, the firs publish~d
book of Jose Garcia Villa. The author of Footno e to Y O'JAth
spoke his literary prologue to American read rs i1in this
magazine. For a number of the stories in the res~nt COllection, acknowledgments are made, to the uARTE,Rny.
Others of the stories have appeared in Clay, Mr. , illa's personally edited little magazine, and in The Fron ier~ Scribner'8, The Prairie Schooner, and one or two. addi .onal m~gazines. As one who has known Mr. Villa's wor in lleaily
all of these separated sources sees them gathere tog~th~r,
what is the imprvession they make?
'
'

)
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The impression is one of -wide irregUlarity in the values "
of his Writ~ng. In the book ar~ six lyrico-dramatic ~ketches "
written with New Mexico and the Vniversity& of New Mexico 'campus as the setting for the impressions' and expressions geneI-Blting in· the author's mind. There is in them
, too much of ithe "beating of wings,""purple flowers," and
the "rain of ~usic." Like essential youth, Jose Villa is obsessed of love, but it is love that deflected or thwarted
drives him' helpless before it, that unnerves and unbalances the strength .he ·possesses. The pain would be less
incoher'ent if it were harder fought. Jose Villa makes good
his claim to have written sentences ''beauteous as a dancer
in the dawn," sentences that make him forget fbr the while
. girls and boys and himself. And one hopes his· art may con'tinue to make him forget especial~y.·himself. Hi~. love of
words, his love of people, brought intP controlled flow could
raise him into the group of. "half-do~en short story writers. .in America who count," to quote E~ward J'e O'Brien's i~'"
troductory comment, but until control masters the expelling
of imagery and idea in the artful: prose of" this young
w.riter, he will continue the slave Of . his ~vous system., a
captive within the walls of like al}d !4islike, ~nfidence ,and
.
: ' . :
distrust.
.
Nearly all the other tales are of;the Phillipines wher
the author writes with more objective imagination an
where he attains ,true distinction. ! "The Son of Ri~al,' .
"Valse Triste," "Footnote to Y6uth,f'-the title story-ar ' .
powerfully and symbolically writtellL The first is of th
illusion of a miserable boy that the· great and kind Riza
has become 'his father instead of t~e cruel and oppressiv
man his sire by nature; the secone;] is the iife long pai~
summarized in ~wo. peopl~ fro,m fhom youn.g lovew~
snatched; the thIrd IS the cycle rep¢ated by chIldren, thel
children, and their children's cl1ildre:rt of YOllth, mating, an
parenthood. ' They augur the futur~ which',Mr. Villa rna
find-a future where his genius dissipates itself' less in th

i

~..

.

j

~

,

!.:

o

.

,
".

.
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expansions and contractions of his own heart.. erore ~yery
frost and thaw.
That Villa is a singular artist in English prose no! one
reading Fo'otnote to Youth will fail to recogn~e. Thalt he '
sees below the edges of life and penetrates [into .r0methiIii of
its essence is true of all his stories.. That,Iiv' g ~ill~our
fundamental truth under the trial and error t uth"of much
of his present writing is artistic prophecy.
.
J
T. M. PEARCE.!
Albuquerque.
i
i

I

Andrew's Harvest-John Evans
1933-$2.00.

~-vvuna,\

,..-

i!

Company,

The reading of Andrew's Harvest has b
able surprise. Its author, the son of 'Mabel
very much "on his own feet" as regards bot the. matter
and the manner of his writing.
. y, Andrww's
Harvest is the story of a simple man-the ow r of a small
ranch in one of the Western states-who has ~cently lost
his wife, and a simple woman-a. lunch-count waitresswho has recently lost both her job and her re
tion; and
their life together on the tiny ranch wliere t ' , oman, Julie,
has gone to be'wet-nurse to Bill And
., mq, herless newborn baby. Just this. The only oth~rcharact 1's are minor
ones who come in incidentally,,, and-with the possible exception of the doctor-fail to catch the read r's attention
or to leave any impression of vivid' indivi ality. The
whole attention is' focused' upon the man', . ill, and the
woman, Julie. Not upon what they do-thei "doings are
. merely those of the everyday trivial and r tb.er sordid
duties of small-ranch life. It is in what the' think that
the charm and the individuality of the book Ii. Rather in
what Bill thinks, for the book is told in the firs person, and
it· is Bill who tells the story. But Bill feels. ~at Julie is
thinking, and reveals it so that others may f el this, also.
Bill is an introvert-not invert. 'His' wor d lies. not 'in
the realm of .things, or of happenings, but in th t of wonder.

l

p
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ing-wondering about his own th<mghts and springs 0
action, about J ulie s, and about those of the doctor and 0
qld man Smithers, the latter a character b~ought in apparr
ently for the saJ,<e of comic relief, a l~ster of sorts, in a tall
tha.t is, for all its "happy endi.ng ," more tragedy tlufn eithe .
comedy or melodrama. To all wonderers, life, with its im
plications, is, .tragic, whether the wonderer be a dreamin ~
Czar or Bill, the small-ran~h man.
, Inarticulate in speech, even with the woman w 0 ha .
gripped first his passion, and afterwards his tendern s a
well, Bill reveals himself, both in hiS..: bigness, and also in .. / •..
", !
littleness, to the'readers of Andrew's! Harvest. 'It is becau
. ,I
John Evans has striven to lay bare the struggle of a s-o '
~f
tortured by its own doubts and qJiies··onings and regre S I I
-torture which reaches its climax lW 'Bill finds that h'
/ ;
own blundering efforts at caring f, his baby, covering t
more warmly, have resulted in the':child'sdeath from su'focation-that his book gives un: sual promise of mo e
mature work to come. While no I in itself, a great boo, '
Andrew's Harvest more nearly a : oaches gr~atness tha!
any first novel which it has beenl fortune to read in sob
time; one ~hich it is difficult
l~ down "after starti;nJI;.
something whic,h as regards t e av: rage nov~l~ven tho~~
not first novels:"-it is easie . to d: than to refrain froJln'
.
i
d mn~
I
J. B. ONTlOMERy-McGoVERN.
Albuquerque.
J-

fl·!

.

.

~.

l'

;

,

}

;•

Shakespearean Scraps and Other Eli : ethan Fragments-Sam el
A. Tannenbaun-Columbia Universit Press, 1933-$3.75.
On Reading Shakespeare-Logan Pears lIP. Smith-.Harcourt, Brae
and Company, New York-'$1.50.1
'

!

\

Here are two more books to p ove that the interest'~
Shakespeare' is inexhaustible. Th: first, the Shakespere I·
Scraps, is definitely addre'ssed' to i cholars, though anyo ,Ie
fond of figuring out detective sto' y problems will find 1~
fascinat~on in Dr. Tannenbaum's pplicat,i0n of sCie7fiC
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methods to the el~cidation of the Shakespear n t;~. t The
eleven chapters of this scholarly' work deal larg .ly with
problems raised by the famous Shakespearea forgeries 9f
the notorious English scholar, John Payne C Bier,lor with
attempts at identifying the handwriti.ng in v ripu)s manuscripts, in this way throwing new iight on question$ of.
authorship. For the lover of Shapespeare w. 0 is not als{)
a scholar, the most interesting and profitab e chapter is
Number Six, in Which are suggested various emendations
for disputed or disputable passages. In my wn opinion,
Dr. Tannenbaum makes out a most excellent ca e for each of
.' his suggested emendations.. ~
Logan Pearsall Smith's On Reading 8lw, espeare does
not exhibit the exhaustive scholarship of the rst book, although there is no doubt that Mr. Smith has r ad widely in
the field of Shak~spearean research, ,nor that e has made
the best of such scHolarship his own. The firs book is one
for sI1ecialists, mostly; the second may be read and enjoyed
by everybody. In fact, I know of no other book on the subject which offers such an excellent introductio to the reading and study of Shak~peare. The very titles of the chapters are an invitation 0 the reader to sit down at.the feast:
I-On Not Reading hakespeare; II-The i eat Adventure; III-The Great Reward, Poetry; IV-'T~ Great Reward: Character; and so on. Is it not a cha· enge? The
author conveys to his reader much of 't~e fi
gusto, the
. even fierce delight, with which he himself-.ap roaches the
•
reading of Shakespeare, in a bold, intensely p rsonal, ana
intimate .style.. For instance, speaking of S akespeare's
great gift of pathos, he writes thus: (Quotin from King
.

\

1/

Q

John).

~'

Of Nature's g~fts thou mayst with lilies bpast
And with the half-blown rose.
("Bother that .'Half-blown' rose! Its beautf blurs my
eyes, and I can hardly go on quoting.")
.\
There is one POi~t, however, on which I Sruld djffer
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with Mr. Smith, and that is-upon
of t e lAmb1
Hazlitt contention that Shakespear~6 plays are ot suited

',j.J;',',

for the stage~ To me this ilf'the rankjist'here y. uring thd.:;,."
past three years, I have prod~ced he# in Al uqu~ que thred
"
plays of S~ak~speare's, o~ an outd~r. s~. e, WI as cIos'!,J. l
an approXImation as possIble to the ltiondI
ns 0 the Eliza~I
bethan stage, and, with amateur .tors. The were un1
reservedly enjoyed by our aUdienc~1~an of $hom told m~'
that they had, for the first time, appj cia d the wit, humorl,•
'
. beauty, and power of ,these comedies·T
,
.But this is a minor point of di~e ceo In everythin~
else he says, Mr'. Smith is as soun»
d as piquant as ,
fresh nut. And stimulating! ~~ uggestive!, Next W
~
read.ing Shakespeare hims~li, I kno
f no greater delight
~,
than reading beautifully phrased ap II" iations of him. Thi
fbO,ok goes in my library with Rob' t Ing:ersoll~~loquen'
~
oration on Shakespeare and with John Maseji.eld's pr
I"
foundly movillg apprai~al of the pI ;, s. Get" it if you wan
I
to have a good time!
"
~
.; ,

i

t,

'

I
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H.istory and
B. 'B\00t;nd Thomas
Donnelly-University Press, Albuque ! ue, 1933
2.50.

,

~

II·

New Mexico History a,nd CiV i : by La . ing B. Bloo
and Thomas C. Donnelly has been : itten to rovide ate.
q
book in the subject on the secondar ' school evel. As s u c i
it appears in response to a felt ne ' ,and ill certainly b
~,
- welcome if it fills t~is need satisfacf rily.
rofessor Bloo'
II .
." . is responSible, lor the .his~,OrY s~,'ctio Dr. onnelly, for th,t'.

Civi~ro~~:~ b~I::!l:~:~idtob:evi~!1 ~:r~fis:~a::.~~ite •
.history of our State. He was fo;TI an!!. years curator 0._
I,

the ~Iisto~ical Museu~ at Santa ~Et:
conslder:ble research In the arChlY'
City. His knowledge of the source,
and it may be said at once that a gol
t

~
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and he .has ~arried .of
at evI1le and Mexlc'
i
is erefore extensivl
f ature of his book i
K.
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that he has indicated to his readers, both in the ext and'in
the bibliographies appended to each chapter, w at are the
foundations on which our historical knowle<lge r .sts.
It is stated in the preface that t~ history' Hi presented
as an interpretation rather than as vo'mplete a d detailed
,narrative." Undol).btedly a historian's interpre ation ,may
be a most valuable feature of his work; nevert eJess, in a
textbook it would seem desirable to have a reaso ably complete narrative. The book might be improved b including
more information concerning such outstanding , pisodes as
the Pueblo Revolt of· 1680 (including the retreat south and
the founding of EI Paso) and the Confederat invasion
und~r Baylor. As it is, it will be necessary for-, e teacher
to find supplementary read.ing material to cover he n~rra
tive part of the history adequately.'
In the field of interpretation Professor Bloozp is at his'
best in pointing out the efiects of the impact of the various
cultures-Indian, Spanish, French, Anglo-Amd,rican-on
,each other and thei~ mingling in the multicolored ~ife of the
Southwest. It is a further virtue of his work t at he has
incorporated into it some of the results' of recep. research~
This .is' manifest in the chapters dealing ·with the early
Pueblo Indians, with the 17th centuryr history, and with
Franco-Spanish relations on the, frontier. His '!reatment
of the American period is rather disappointing,. ecause it
ignores almost entirely the cultural and economi· development bf the State.
I
~
In the section devoted to civics, Dr. Donnelly as aimed '
"not only to present to the student a Clear pictu e of the
organization and functioning of his own state go ernment,
but also to compare and contrast, here and there t roughout.
the text, New Mexi<¥tn practices with those foun ' in' other
states." The reviewer is entirely in sympathy ith this
general method of approach.' However, the lang age win
not be self-explanatory without a baekgr~uh« knorledge of
political science ~nd economics, and it will be nece' sary for
i

~

J
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the teacher to s'uPpJy this knowledge ,or the benefit of the
'..
.'
~
,. .
.
ordInary hIgh school st,udent.. Chap r ,XVIII on "State
Administratio:r( is noteworthy for aj able explanation -of
the great modern increase in the nUf~<ber and variety of
governmental functions. The author ': ossesses the courage
of his convictions and sometimes state) his own opinion on
controversial issues, as in the-chapters: ealing with the educational system and taxation.
Like all first ~ditions, the ~u~r. contains a cert~in,
quota of typographIcal errors. In a 'hIe on page 367, the
word "Federal" is repeated twice, wi en evidently in one
case it should be "State." On page 1; 4 occurs "Equalite"
instead of "Egalite." On the whole, r;however, the proofreading has b'eeI1- well done~ The' illus ; ations are, generally
good and some u.seful map~ are includ ~; but it would be an
-improvement to add to the number 0 '; the latter. A com...
mendable feature is the glossary of dtI':cult English words
and foreign terms. There is also a go index.
Taken as a whole, New Mexico H ~tory and Civics is a
~aluabl~ and tiJIlely contdb.ution to ~1()Ur scl1.?ol textbook
hterature.
'
"
,i
. '

j

_J .

.

I

l

" . M. BALDWIN.
';

State College, N. M . l !
,

j

!

.

America ~n the Southwest-Thomas M. Pear:e ,and Telfair HendonUniversity Press, IAlbuquer~e, 1;933-$ ~OO.
.

America in_ the Southwest": an an ~~ology, the voices of
a people singing. Singing, not in the: easured cadence of
verse but in the varied individualism~f'p'rose. .Singing of
the Southwest, of its!' blue distances, :ts ancient races, its
conquistadores and frailes. Telling :f the intimacies of
its hidden streams deep in fern and; cardinal flower; its
homely scent of cedar smoke rising I;~om under the backyard wash tub; its jangle of spur, s !rprising on a small
town pavement:. its consumptivecoug . and realtor's boom;
its pageantry arid its homeliness.
''
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Thomas M. Pearce and Telfair· Hendon, the ompilers,
have captured for qs in this Southwestern a:ht~IOIOgy the
echoes of the many-voiced New Mexico. They ve us tHe
land that since the birth of history in the west rn hemisphere has never been-young, but in its daily li~eableness
can never grow old. It is the l~nd of manana only because
its days are ever brighter with the beauty of changing
mo~ntain and desert scene~ morevital with cryst I air and
golden sunshine. .
,
The anthology is planned with a definiten s whi~h
makes for order out of the vastness of material w ich must
always present difficulties in assembling a w.ork ofJhis type.
The compilers answer the three, great questio~s, what,
where, and who. And they answer these questions with a .
w~alth of historical, geographical .~nd biOgraPhiCa~informa
tion chosen for accuracy, color, and style.
The question "what" is most completely nswered.
This s~ection, as Pearce and Hendon ~xphiin in the ttroduction, i~ devoted to "critical articles, bQth popular a d sc~oI
arly, Intended to provoke thought upon the gre· t SOCIal,
political, and economic questions in' an area
ext~nsive as
many European states." The first two article~ in the
section, "Human~zing of a Race" from. Edgar L. \Hewett's
"Ancient Life in the American Southwest," and "The .Dig. gings" by Hartley. Burr' Alexander, areadmirablt chosen
because they open the reader's mind immediately to. the
splendid heritage of esthetic, ethical and soc.ial cult9re given
New Mexico by the Indian. Other selections folIo'frV, ranging from a discussiop of "M~xicans and New Mexico" by
Mary Austin to an interpretation of the southwest~rn cowboy, a discussion of Spanish colonial arts, v;arious Ilcustoms
of the country, and a group of short articles by wei-known
southwestern writers.
'.
I·
The seco.nd q... uestion "where" is answered by\ several
charming descriptions of New Mexico's scenery, ~nd 'that
section is aptly headed "Touch of Earth."
,I
'
:~,

.'

as

I

I
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"Who" iri New Mexico includes cJUeetion of stQries,
anecdotes, and articles, chosen for tel i>urpose of giving
the state and'its
the reader a glimpse itto the inner lif'
people, people who defy the mixing po ~: ho are as varied
as the changing scenes of mesa andm ntain. This section affords, perhaps, the' most entert 'bing reading, for
these are the people of romantic' yest ~ y, o{the western
movies, these are the people of
y, J~~ in spite of ma~
chines and the levelling pr 'sses typifl~ by Montgomery
Ward catalogues are sti ,thank, God for lit, individULLls. ,
, This book was
doubt designed ~{marily for use by
students of Htera .' re, and is esp.eciali~ suited for use in
schools of the ~~thwest, where an U~I'erstanding of the
state, ift,s curtu,~, its prObl,ems, is essenti:1 for y,?ung people •.
who expect t,"Ilve and prospt!r here.' , pt it is also a book "I
which mak splendid r~ading for all of~ps. And fot those . ',
who 101Ve ew Me~ico, who wish to drai ~ every drop of joy
from qu cup ,of life here, it is indispen able.
:

'MARGAR :

l'

I'r
I
J

,I-

I

I
1
l.'

I

PAGE HOOD.

ces.

I
j

i

I'

"

I

t
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,
j

will begin, volum.e four of THE NEW JMEXICO QUA&-,
TERLY. You will meet in the first pages' ~ the magazine
for 1934:
.
;

j

"Songs .of Rio Grande" by John G ~ld FletcherOne of the foremost poets of Am rica interprets'
in .rhythmic beauty Indian'song anq: Rio Grande.
i

"The College Professor and Leade bhip" b~ J. C.
Knode-A college dean and profes r looks at the
teachers in the light of leadership. ;

'"

I

~

"What' Some Men Worshipped" y Maude M.
Bloom-A student of New
Mexico I olk-Iore tells a'
legend of the Black Hills of.New' 'xico.'
~

,

.

,

D .D
.

1Il.
~

The Q~ARTERLY book fbr 1934 will' be' the bkJt reading investment you can make. Christmas subscrip . r,B would be welcomed by others.
~
ti
I~

:~

--------------------- .....
c

.,
:~
I

"

,

~----,...

i

if

Date"---------4----------t----;, .
I
I enclose
for ~ __ L.:.SUbSCriP~on to '
The New Mexico Q u a r t e r l Y . l
•

.
;

---------~-~-~---------------------Hailinsr Address

~

j
I,

Signature

"

,, ,.

j

..,
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I
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In Hopiland

By ETHEL W. MUSGR~,

the narrow ~treet which' wtit~ed t~h the
_ pueblo atop' the hIgh mesa, Ta~old pottery
maker passed. Her feet, brown and bare, rustled on the
smooth white stone like withered oak le~ves. They readily
found the familiar path over which t~e:y h1fd gone since
childhood, but her eyes found strange
the place they
now
.
.
entered. BefQre an open doorway Tapa~o pa~sed, gazing in
,,:ith childlike cur.i?sit~. In the room ,ere ,~wo young IndIan women, neat In gInghaI\\ dresses; itnd,: as the¥. talked
in the language' of the government schoon, one ran a sewing
machine in humming accompaniment. :ijIereused to sit the ;.
women flat on the floor weaving ba~~ts of stout yucca
fibres.
.~
, .
I)
.
A wail quavered for an instant, and the old crone,
turning, saw in a corner a baby asleep l n a high and ugly
iron bed. She noticed the clfr-ve ofjoth J springs under its
trivial weight. How could adepQshoy .l grow sturdy with
straight ahd beautiful back craciJld iniuch a way? And,
its bl,anket-it was from the whitf man's)oom. She thought·
of her own swaddling robe, wove of strJlis of softest rabbit
fur and made large so that s .estill :J sed it. Why" did
mothers no,,!]on~er 'weave ~or heir ba~ies? Was it .that
they knew too lIttle? BewI1de ed by thi' strangeness of.a
room long-known, she slipped 1 to the Istreet once more,
mumbling as she went.
! .
. Two girls approached, the hard'heel
~ of their stiff black
"
.
shoes clicking on the stone roadwaY.i \ had not been so
when Tapayo was a maiden. Then,' w~th feet enca~ed in
soft buckskin dyed warm bro~n and~ ~~stened about her
ankles with beautiful silver buttO.DS bouI:htfrom neighboring Navajo smiths, she had stepped as li '. tly as a fawn..
Now from the head of the street : rill voices sifted,
voices which Tapayo recognized as comi [go from the talking
.[ 199 ]
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box of the white man. ,Her wrinkled fa'ce twisted ·n anger.
What did the youths mean by bringing this Bcrea ing devil
into the pueblo of their fathers? Sutely little bro her Coy~
. ote had slipped through the tiny doors of the box and was
howling to deride' the red man. Hopis living on e rocky
wind-swept mesa high above the desert knew no usic of
gurgling brook nor whispering fore~t,; but their vo ces, high·
and sweet as they chanted the legend of the moon maidens .
or the song of the flute dance, blended in stirring s mphony
with whirring rattle of gourds and regular mo otone of
tom-toms. When, at full moon of August, the cha t of the
Snake Clanltarose, swelled by thunder~makers an'd hythmic
padding of feet, its sounds swept across the s rings of
Tapayo's inner being until she vibrated in aching esponse.
The songs of the fathers were sung half-heart ly now;
. the rites of the sacred dances were performed ith little
understanding. The youth of the village distruste lthe old
even as he doubted the new.
:
At the edge of the mesa, where the street abruptly
ended, the bent figure paused, her unkempt gray ~ir and
short woven skirt fluttering' in the wind. Far a r~ss the '.
desert the setting sun flun~" long red ribbons of ewarting
glory, but already t4e evening air blew cold on her ithered
arms and the left shoulder, bared in the dress of eli' tribal
mothers. A few feet below her in a pockek; on th face of
the p:r:ecipice, a wee burro shifted in his tin~ stall: from a
nearby housetop a captive eagle screamed. ~apay ¥iewed.
the village with dim, anxious eyes. All seemed at tnis moment as it had been for hundreds of years, but s knew
that within those age-old houses a new life was b~i lived.
"Outside it is yesterday," she muttered. "In i .e it is
tomorrow."
. !'
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, The Night Wind

I

I

, By MARGARET PAGE H ~D
The wind creeps down at nighJl
On lacquered paws of whitel
Bare bone~ Creeps down from ~eep
Sunk mou~tain caves where sleet
Discarded (shapes of beasts and men
,
Who lived upon the mesaswhen:J
An age golle by. the sun, swung sYvift
And mountains rose and fell likei drift
Of spume' across the sea.
~
The wind creeps down to say to ~e
·"Hug close your sorrows of toda~i!
"Rejoice that you can cry,' can fe~l, can pray.
"For soon, like those within my dJ~k retreat,
"You too will crumble in. defeat." ~
!
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New Policies in Indian Education '
'1:

\

,."'""'"

:

By

JOHN COLLiER

Ii

of trying to furnish a comprehensive rview of
the Indian schooling situation, I believe it will e mor..e
useful to state a few of the controlling facts and co sider~"1
tions of policy.
- 'i
lndjan Service Money

I

NSTEAD

0-

The Indian Service is working within a reduce
-cut $12,500,000 from the fiscal yeaT 1931 .to t e fiscal
year 1933. The regular budget for the fiscal yea:p 934 can
probably not exceed that for 1933.
Yet the Indian is not adequately served. The
cies are extreme. The health service remains ver inadequate, quantitatively speaking, and, on the whol , below i
par Qualitatively. The means for the relief of dist ess and
for the care of the aged and infirm are grossly ins fficient.
.. The devising and financing of a, modern cr~dit sys em ,~or :
Indians is still in the future. IndianE? to the nu, b~r
100,000 are wholly or virtually landless; and 7,000,0 O.acres ;
of land belonging to deceased Indian allottees are
'aiting I
disposal to whites. Between 12,000 and 15,000 chil re1l are
denied schooling opportunity.
,
Even were all of the needed capital investmen in behalf of the Indians to be provided 'outside of the budget
appropriation, still there would be' a deficiency of s rvices:
And still it remains true that the per capita e penditure for Indian service is disagreeably~large. - .'
-The solution must be found throllg-h the redist ibution
of expenditures within the diminished budget. T's fact, :
among others more prominent and humanly more
~ rest- ;
ing, drives the Indian Service toward the substitutio of day
schools for boarding schools~
\
A d~y school costs, on a liberal bas.is, $1.L25.00 a year
per pupil. A boarding school cos.., on a niggardl basis,
$360.00 per year per pupil. If the unschooled Indi ns are
[202 ]
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to be schooled, ~nd if funds are tp be ,released- for urgent and\
negle~ted health work and other needs,' the substitution o~' .
day schools for boarding schools must go ahel!d and must,
if possible, be expedited.
:.
We aDe now expending $1,500,000 of PublicWorks '
money for the cOJlstruction of day schools, mostly in Ari,~ona and New' Mexico. These day schools shoul«;l accommodate 4,500 children, approximately. The fi~l result is interesting. To school in day schools, rather than in boarding schoolg, 4,500 children, means a net saving of about
.$1,060,000 a year continuously. The capital investment is
liquidated in a year and a half.
There remain in -boarding schools more than 18,000
Indian children. If the number be reduced .by 10,000, the
total of appropriation which can be released for other uses. •
can be computed by any interested reader.

.

~

>c'

The Social Policy Which .,ought to Control, the
School Policy
For purposes of simplification, what follows is limited
to the southwestern area of the Indian country.
.
The. Indians are largely pure bloods.'·· Their cultural
heritage has not yet beG,ome a 'mere folk-lore. It is, on the
contrary, organiG, institutional; psychically, 'socially and
industrially, it is a dynamic reality:' .
i
To the Indians themselves, and· to civilization, this
cultural heritage is of fundamental:'-'-urgent importance.
Its potentialitjes, in the way of future development, can only
be speculated a-bout. Personally, I am convinced that these
potentialities are, or might l1e made, intense and profound
-.exciting to the lover of life and the explorer of the human
spirit. But this, which might seem the romantic view, need
not be insisted on. The moral and industrial "values" of
the Pueblo' and Navajo heritage are acknowledged by all.
One common error must be rebutted. It is the error of
believing that a choice inust be made' between the archaic
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and

thecontempo~ary.

History makesno such Choit'':.

'~he

contemporary, psychologically speaking" is nothing but an
adjustment carried out by th~ archaic. The arch,ic outlives the contemporary, age by age. Many cross-f rtiliza-"
tions, many evolutions have brought the P~ehl;S 0 their
present moment. Navajo industry has been'revolu ionized
within the past seventy. years. r:fh~ ~{archaie'~ has }) en adjusting to the' contemporary all the time.,
Indian policy must rest on a detailed and affilmative
recognitiqn of what is implied aHove. Indian policy cannot
substitute a newly decreed life or way of life for tha which
exists. It can only help the exi$ting life to make 'ks myri'
career.
~
Actually we still are, in the main, although unconsciously, trying to decree Indian ~ife out of our own values
and habits.
And we are continuing to bring. to bear on Indi::;tn'
education t}uit false assumption which we have so disastrously applied to our own educaJtion, J:lamely, the o. nipotcnce of the school. The school is not omnipotent. p orced
from the community, the school is in fact largely
,otent.
And this impotence may be a saving grace, so long as the
school remains, on its p~rt, unilluinined by the real Ii e, Le.,
the community life.
Reduced to a practical statement, the remark here
ventured would mean:
.'
,
The Indian schools" should primarily b'e desi ed to
discover Indian life, and' to discover to that Indian ife Us
own unrealized needs and opportunities.
If such a formula be adopte<;l, are our Indian s hools,
as now conducted, to be cbnsidered successful or nsuccessful?
The Problem the Indians are Facing

im

",

a

It is the use of their land in such :r;.nanneras t conserve and improve, their land; the ,acquisition of more hind;
the use of inherited and native traditions and talenI . s for
'~
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economic betterment and for the enrichment of personal and
commuJ:lal life; and the raising o,f the material'standard of
living without a corresponding disintegration of those social
and psychic achievements which are, in the case of the
Navajos and Pueblos, beacons to ,a, distressed world.
.
These tribes as communities,'and their individual members, must become effectually conscious' of a wide range of
-facts which, as yet, they are only slightly aware of. I
refer, for example, to hygienic facts. Again, to the facts
having to do with purchase and 'market. Again to the
facts having to ,do with the wastage of la.nd through e sion.
Again, to the ,facts having to do with financial edit.
Again, to the facts as to the relatioilbetween populations
and areas of land.
This widening awareness of their own practical life
must come about not tlirough' preachments but thrQugh
·successive actions. Thought, even in the experience of
highly, individualized Aryans, :rpoves only a little way ahead
of action. And thought, among peoples still living the
ethnic life, moVes only ,as action moves~ Hence, what may
be called the social education of the Indian tribes must be
pursued through enterprise, and in most cases the school
should be the center of tliis enterprise or a leading partner
-in i t . . ,
' .
Yet here, a di~rent peril thru'sts itself into attention.
I have said o~our schools (for whites and Indians
alike; our schools as they are, not as they might be) that it
may be a saving grace that they are comparatively power. less, because were they powerful':;theymight sunder their
pupils from the realities of life.
But if our sch~ols (here, I refer to our Indian schools
only) are' to become social promotion agencies, and if they
promote not wisely but too well, there may ensue a disruption-a veritable slaughter--of the anthropological and
communal values of Indian life.
.
There is, between the archaic and the modern, no ne'c,:

.

o
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essary confl~ct. But bet:veen Indilan, hfe and a too-ufhfb~g
f and too-naIve communIty reform effort by com unIty
~ schools, there might be a devastating conflict.
'
Wisdom, knowledge and a right instinct ~ould be our
safeguard. How can we 'achieve these far ideal -wisdom, knowledge and a right instinct?
.
A Suggestion from Mexico
I
Mexico, not too ambitious fOir booklearning amcrg her
~
Indiar:s, and financiallYaPoor as Mexico is, struck oqt on a
new hne ten years ago. Young men and womerl were
brought, in local norm.al schools, into contact with tte best
scientific and esthetic minds of the Republic.
These young men and women, after :two or thre, years
in the normal schools which themselves were India communities, returned to their own people and beca e t~e
teachers. In these 'Mexican schools, the teaching f r chil:"
dren and for adults and the community enterprise f rand
with the whole population are part of one activit ; and
the school's efficiency is measured by its social prod' ctive" ness, not 'by the scholastic grades which its students a hieve.
Thus, in these Mexican schools the wi.sdom of t e folk
and the right instinct of the folk are fertilized and somewhat guided by first-rate sociological, anthrof}ologic I and
esthetic minds of cosmopolitan backgJ;ound. In fur , they
restrain the zeal of the innovators. .
1Can we hope, in our Indian Service: for the free~om to
make a similar ,endeavor? Is there any reas~Qn hy it
should not be successful?
-'.
I believe that our hope in Indian educarrton, f r the
southwestern area at least, is to' be fulfilled on this ine if
at all.

I

ff

f'
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I
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The San Jose Project
By L. S. TIREMAN, MELA SEDILLO BREWSTER '
LOLITA POOLER
.',

" GEOGRAPHIC and economic factors have contributed to
, keep the population of New Mexico largely rural. In
a state with but one city, of 30,000 and with only three or
four of 10,000, the educational problem must'be~la:rgely one
of rural education. In the rural districts the
anish-speak~
ing people predominate. The educational f c~
e, then,
faced with the difficultproble!lls of rural
tiq:n mplicated by the hi-lingual problem. The sol ·0 to these
, problems can best be reached by an experimenta fPproach.
To this end, the San Jose Training and Experimental School
was created.
This San Jose Project is the result q~ the combined
efforts of the State Bosrd of Education, the iGEmeral Education Board, the Honorable Bronson :M. Cutting, the Bernalillo County Board of Education, and the University of New
Mexico. Its control is vest!'ed in a Board of Directors ap-'
pointed by the Regents of the University~ Members of
the Board of Directors are: Mt:s. Mary Austin, authoress;
';'~Major Herman Baca, Disbursement Officer.; Mr. Kenneth
Balcomb, realtor; Dr. H. L. Ballenger, head. of the Teacher
Training at Normal University; Mr. John V.\ Conway, President of the Spanish Americ~n Nprmal; Mr:s. Grace Corri.:.
gan, State Rural School Supervisor; -U. S. Senator Bronson
M. Cutting; Dr. H. W. Distad, head of the T~acher Training
at New Mexico State Teachers College; Miss IMargaret Easterday, Bernalillo County SchooLSuperinterldent; -Mr. Gilberto Espinosa lawyer; ,Rabbi A. L. KroQ~, President of
the. Bernalillo C~n'ty Board of gducation; ~udge Milton
J.
...
Helmick; Mr.. Ralph. Hernandez," business rPan; Mr. Raymond Huff, President of the State Board ot'Ejducation ~ Mrs.
Georgia L. Lusk, State Superintendent of Public InstrucJion; Mr. John Milne, Superintendent of-~.~Albuquerque.f:Ji'"
,
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Schools; Mr. Ray J. McCanna, realtor; Dr. S. P. Nan
Dean of the College ot Education; IVlr. Camillo P
editor of Sancho Panzo; Mrs. E. A. Perrault~ M'em
t,he State Board of Education; Mr. George I. Sanchez,
tor of Division of Information flnd Statistics; Mr.
Sewell, State Supervisor of Vocational Education
Clyde Tingley, Mayor af City of Albuquerque; Dr.
Zimmerman, President of the University of New Mexi
The work of the Project falls under five major
.
SlOns:

dilla,
er of
irecrice
Mr.
J. F.
o.
divi-

1. Experimental/
. The school is located· at the southern edge of Albu uerque. It is typical in that the rooms are over-crowde', the
equipment meager (except for books), :and the comm nity
chiefly Spanish-speaking.
Here is provided a laboratory in which certain ess ntial
data concerning the Spanish-speaking pupil can be sec red.
To this purpose an extensive test program has been in ugurated. Group and individual intelligence tests as \w II as·
accomplishment tests are administered under the dlre tion
of a special research assistant~ In .tl1iS way, a cOlle~ti n of
data, covering a period of years, is b.eing.accumulate' hich
will probably be th~ ~ost complete tha.t· has been ec red
for children of SpanNh-speaking descent. In addi~on the
staff is constantly preparing new instructional mate· ial and
evaluating its usefulness. Since SG little is known a ou the
best method of teaching non-English-speaking children, this
~

J

;i

' . '

;

,

,

1

Dirtc~r~

1. Members of the staff in 1932-33 .were: Dr.. L. S. Tireman,
Mr.
Harlan Sininge.r, SupeJ;'vising Principal; Mrs. Marie ~. Hughes, Field W6rk~ ; Mr.
J. E. Earl, Research Assistant; Mr. V. H ..Cutler, Se~retary; Mrs. Ruth~Phi rick,
8th; Miss Eula Spillers, 7th; Mr. Adolfo Chavez, 6th; Miss Frances 'Smith,· 6tH Miss
Aurora Vigil, 6th; Mrs. Pauline Brewer, 4th; Miss'fhelma Adams, 4th; :M: s ' . lle S.
tone,
Gr.eene, Srd; Miss Niles Strumquist, 3rd; Mrs. Jgabel Lucas, Srd; Miss Gert
2nd; Miss Tony Lucero, 2nd; Mrs•.. Margaret Bigelow, 1st; Mrs. Rose Prieto 1st Miss
Newell Dixon, pre-1st; Miss Vera Wood, kindergarten; Miss Beatrice COfales kindergarten; Mrs. Lolita Pooler, part-time Spanish: ·Mrs. Mela Sedillo Brew?:er, part·
time Arts and Crafts; Mrs. Jennie Gonzales, Cedro, one-room mountain sehool, Mr.
William M. Kunkel, part-time, direetor of orchestra; Mr. Brice Sewell, !part ime,
director of Arts 'and Crafts.
:

d~
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part of the program should e~entualiy be~~lpful to the
teachers of the state.
I',
.
During the -past year the staff worked i intensively in
the field of ~anguage-instruction. ~xample~;of prevalent
language errors were assemble , analyzed, ~nd classified.
As typical errors were located, they were aliocatedto the
several grades for concentrated rill.
~", '
,
"
u
,
Another piece of curriculu research dealt with begin- .
ning reading. Specific steps r levels or a~hieveme~,jrt
preparing primary pupils fOIl r adingwere i~~ntified ) Th~.
is particularly valuable for th! teacher of th~:
'glishspeaki~g pupil~, for progre...s s ·s,' f~ster whe i,ft~iIIS ar .a?a.lyzed Into theIr component arts -and d 11Ite pr ISlOn
made for the mastery of each part.
'1'
The experience o{ the children' of the sJhool ha been
limited. Accordingly, the teacher's are const~':ritlY e deavoring ,to provide situations where' broader'lewpoi11f ca
be secure,d, of' life in gen,era!. Excursiohs, ips, creatIv~
work are used gen~rously to supplement th "vicarious experience ~ecun~d from reading. "The-w.~,!.I ,re j 'ognized principle of learning through active participatW-~1 is well illustrated in the various grades.
"/
~
II. Spani~h Colonial Arts aDA Cr fts. Ii'.
, , Where Spanish Colonial Arts an Cra~ts' are being
introduced as a completel,Y new subject, it t"~ essential to
emphasize the existence of beauty' and practi, bility in the
, very building in which the subject is to be\ t wght. There, fore, the course has offered as part of thetC~,001· work the r,
actual building of a one-room school house'
loying, where
necessary, community labor an'd sup'plying II :the work by
the students themselves.
!.
The purpose in doing this was to interes ,I, Ildren and
adult members of the community in the wfrk-to make """them feel an appreciation for the type of d;1 ellings most
suitable to New Mex;ico, and to thus overcome; e now prev¥
:,',,

f

•

1.

'

1

l

Contributed by Mrs. Mela Sedillo ,1Jrewster.
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alent feeling 'that uDless a building has a tin
mail-order-house furniture it is sometp.ing of w
ashamed.
The first semester of the ,year was devoted t' th completion of the building; the last semester to' t e ctual
introducti,on of the cra,fts. '. Wh~re conveniently arr nged
a part of the work of the second sem~ster might av been
introduced during the first semester., For exam Ie, when
and where there are too many hands for the 'wo k f the
day, or not enough tools, other work-washing f 001spinning-tin making-could have heen begun by extra
\1mnds. This point 'is. mentioned bec..a. u~e above all. t?e ~u.rse
! should be made flexI,ble.
The, graI!d Idea of wrItIng ut a
daily pr.ogram a year in advance a~d following.it to t e let·
ter day in and day out is, as the janitor would sa , a lot of
"chorizo." One never knows when Carmelita's gr ndf ther
is going to die and leave her embroidery to be nis ed a
week late, nor can the teacher ever figure exactly at hat
hour and for what length of' time the tio Crespi an tia
Maria will drop in to visit and to learn. And whe ti and
tra ..arrive, nothing is too important to be allowe to wait
while teacher and pupils interest'them in the WQ k. For
after all it is the community and the adult that t e s hool
wishes to reach through·this program,. '!There will 0 oubt
be much wailing and tearing' of thehafr from th' se who
insist on routine and system, but 'after all they ha e 0 be
sold to the idea just as years' ago p'e'dagogues wer so d to
the idea that the children"should not be made to stu y heir
lessons by shouting them out':'loud..
.
A plan for a typical building with detailed inform tion
as to adobes, vigas, etc., can he secured bywritin$' t the
San Jose Training School. (You see, we' are really! ho ing
some one else will build.)
: .
With two men from thecomrnunity doing the.I "1 ad"
the building was begun. TwentY-1;ive hundre~ adobes can
be made in a week by men and boys. N.o definite tUne as
set for the actual completion of the. laying of the walls, but
I

11-
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by the end of the first semester, walls', roof, flo r, fireplace,
plaster, and a suffic~ent number of coats of yeso J'n the walls
were finished. • Both boys and girls helped in ,!he building
for as a rule the true child will enjoy mixing ~ud, plastering, white~ashing, feeli1g that his own hands ;ftve, made a
place from which warmth and sh~lter ,will be :eceived. It
is well, however, to have' boys .an'd girls come pn different
days. 'PreferablYl several days in .succession ~ather than
every other day.
.
"
~ 111
With the beginning of the second semes4~ilr the boys
were started with the woodwork. Obviously ij here were
reasons for this. Tables for working, benches ~I r washing,
stools ~nd chairs, lacenas, and' for the weavi~g-'.spindles
•
"I
and looms-were very much in demand. Thel boys were
not made to practice on pieces of lumber metli~ds of joinery or deCQ,.l'ation, but using a cheaper grade of ~mber'they
began on whatever ~iece they were to make. (pro, Juanito,
this is not a course in manual trainin,g.) BI'f?ers were
m~,de, naturally, but rather have a few blunde ~ In the finished article coupled with a desire. to continue 0' something
else than a feeling of discouraJiementat tryin' 'to work on
one piece until it is perfect.
i
Wash1ng the wool with arnoleafter it has ~e,en carded
and spun and thus prepared for the vegetable ' y~ing is in
itself a project that can be used not only for th: girls while
the looms are being constructed but it 'can lea :I-toa whole
community craft within 8. very short period. r~n .San Jose
this was done and today several families are eawbihg
money
J"
by spinning. wool on. hand spindles duri-ngispare time.
Again must it be repeated that no set hour w'~h a "please'
pay attention to what teacher will say" is going'to be of anyvalue. Comadre Juana or friend Cuca can, if -hey care to,
discuss all about their children's measles, their': reat grandfather's loom, or their :dJ.other-in-law's grouc befor~ approaching the cards or spindles. It may reqJ,ire a whole
~'aft~rnoon or a whole week to get them "'start'd, but once
I
!
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started it is amazing with what nicety and 'speed h
is done. One whole hour spent in discussing the bu p on
Tomasito's head more than repaid itself when a t e end
of two months to the day Tomasito's mother h~d urned
in over twenty-four pounds of beautifully sp~nlw ol-so
finely: a~d strongly spun that it could be used for 'fa p.'
Tin making and tanning can be introduced sim ltaneously with an effort to allow the child to select tliat which
appeals mostly to him.. It is interesting to note t at . although tanning is not the 'most pleasant member f the
crafts, and c~rtainly not the easiest, no "backing t" or
laziness was displayed py pupils in San Jose when it became obvious to them that they could make beauti I and
serviceable garments from cast-away, stiff hides.
e recall particularly one very windy afterno'on whenT· a and
Ramona insisted on dehairing two big hides (this w rk had
to be done outside of the building) in spite of the w at~er.
They were very anxious to make pocket-books.
By the end of the year, we '-tried to have ever child
experiment ~ith each of the crafts so that upon his return
to school the following fall the teacher may know which
particular craft is most suited to each Child. 'Fh s may
sound like a very broad task, but, as the days go by i is not
difficult to see that' Gomez is positively hopeless :\~t wood
but very expert at tanning,- that Venerand11 is rest . ~s until'
she starts to embrojder, that Maria is at her best ~ aving,
that Hermenez can paint beautiful corn designs an
lk dotted pigs on the walls, and that spirited, cute lit Ie Carmen can do nothing at all, so we let her go back to er conjugations and history with the hope that~chers till not
be too harsh with the child.
.
May we repeat that with this w~rk ~ne canno, be too
particular about hours? . We are thankful, indeed, hat the
children at San Jose are too poor to have annoyed ar€mts '
waiting impatiently for them when the bell rihgs.
hus if \
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the'children feel Jnclined
so
can re: aiit and wor
as late as they please..
j
This, in general, is the type of work ~hat has' been
done at San Jose. By the end of the year 'our girls had
developed into exceptionally fine, spinner. their work
actually m~rketable.. Twice t~at number ( ~ys 'and girls)
.were weaving, and all of them could disti ' nish between
Indian and Spanish weaves~ the old desisrn ,1la~egetable
"
dyes, Pine furnitur.e, Will.. OW and raw.-ihi ;.,e stOo.IS~\W~ere.
made. 'One youngster sold a hundred a~bes. I. two
months enough wool was marketed from'th jcommuntty~
/
make, eight rug;. Forming a quilting grou! sev·eral ~ .
made a woolen quilt and raffled it within .th .community to
help pay for building mat~rial for the sch'ol house. All
their hidden'
the old tin Santo frames weIte·brought out fr
places and carefully studied after being gi len a place of
honor in the ho.mes. ,MotljLer, father, grf ~parents were
" consulted about looms,getgas, santeros,1 "binet-makers,
tanning. A multitud~< of old'songs ~<;l folk;tales, and bits
of folk-information were brought fOrth eit er by the children or the old folks thems~lves in their in brest for' a revival of anytqingthey- felt pertained to the I, elves and the
Spanish peopl~ of New; Mextco.
..
I
As one 'little gr8!ndmQther kept repeing, "At last
they have come to see that lthere ·used.;to b lmany things." .
III. Instruction ~ in~panish-4Bi~ling ; Iism at San
~ I
Jose.
~he tea~hing'~f Spani~h to th~ S~anis ~speaki~g children IS nothIng new, but the teachIngJ!of b . EnglIsh and
Spanish in the lower grade~ is an intiovat· ~1 in the public
schools that, if properly deyeloped, haS unr I; ited beneficial
possibilities in the Southwest whez:e, societ ,I is confronted
with a very special educational problem gr ~ ing out of its
hi-racial population~' \
'~
.
,In so far as the Spanish-Ame.ricans a concerned, it
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Contributed by Mrs. Lolita Pooler.
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is necessary- to awaken in them an appreciation f their
lingual heritage. The thought that thi.s might co tribute
something to the culture of the Anglo is not seriou~l 'entertained by anyone, for Spanish, as it is spoken in N w Mexico, is a decidedly corrupt language-a mixture of s xteenth
century verb forms, English words and incorrect u age resulting from t~e omission of the language in th lower
grades.
The bi-lingual project has its qonception in t e belief
that the bi-lingual "tendencies that now operate as an educational handicap to Spanish-American children in general, can ~e transformed into an educational asse by the
simple process of teaching Spani~h along with E glish in
the lower grades. The vast majority of 'Spanis -American children enter schools from homes in which pa'nish,
only, is spoken. For them bi-lingual classes will offer an
added medium through which to reach. their compr hension.
For the English-speaking children, bi-lingual das es offer
'an. opportunity for cultural development. For b th, .they
. offer a competitive field_. in- which group advant goes and
disadvantages are more or"less equalized and in whi h group
barriers can""be effectivel~ broken down. In a ord, the
project is an attempt, not only to find a satisfactor solution
of a very real educational problem, .but aspire , \through
educational chamnels, to solve the broader ~ ia ~probl~em
of the Southwest:
_
It is too early to predict ultimat~ results, bu present
indications point to a growing interest on the p t of the
Spanish-speaking children themselves in their nati e tongue, '
their folklore, legends, and arts. What is neede for full
-realization of the, ultimate obj-ective is more adequ te school
facilities in the way of space, books, and worki g mate-rials, and a more generous and definite place in tho training
school curriculum.
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IV.· Teacher Training.
/'
.
~' Six sC~lar~h.iPs at institu!ion~ 0 jhigher learning
Ilable to young~men an !.women of SpanIn this state are
ish descent who specially wis~ to PrePu.' themselves for' ,
princi p"81snrp s or·,
erintendenc-ies in t "smaller. towns.
B. Three-month holarships at' the' rrraining Sclloo1
are available to teachers ctually engaged ~n teaching chil·
dren of Spanish descent. During the cu ,:rent year, ese
scholarshi~s have ena.bled tw~n~Y-four ~e~fhers, f~o fo~r
teen countIes, to receIve specIalIzed tralliuilg. Th. serVIce
of the work
is potentially one of. the most important ~
at San Jose and should remain so 'until ot ;er teac)1er train·
ing institutions Il}ake 'a mo:r;e determined ~ffort t~' prepare
teachers for service in non-English-spea '~ng communities.
Of special 'significance to those en aged in teacher
, training is the school at Cedro... Ce'dro is Ila little village in
the Manzano Mountainsefst of Albuquer?ue. It is an isolated non-English mountain village. By 'permission of the
, County Board of Education, the San J ose~:Project has \leen
pe,rmitted to assume control .of the littl~ one-room school
located there. A teacherage was built an~ on~ of the regular staff members installed, as teacher. 1 To this typical
situation we sent our cadets so that they rhight see exemplified in actual practice the principles we ~re developi:pg at
the San Jose School.
~
'
~ This work, coupled witH the Key Sc~ool program, including the Field Wor~er, makes a Signi~,cant contribution
to the supervispry s~ce of the State D~partment.
V. Exten:sion Service.'
':1,
"
Through, the efforts of the State Bo~~ of Education,
Jose. It
is her
a Field Work~r was added to thei staff of Sian
.'
\.,
duty to visit the former cadets and assi~t them in adjusting their work to the principles they. had $ee~ demonstrated
at the, Training School.
i
!,
'
This work has become so valuable- ,that seven county
superintendents have asked the eo-operati~n of the San Jose
,,
;

ff"

\
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t
Project in organizing what is known as Key School. These
are schools geogjrapqically placed so that they ca serve laj
number of adjohdng schools. During the past yea 5~ wer~
selected. Since 1Utis work is confined to centers wh re Span~
ish-speaking pupils predominate, it allows an ext nsion o~
the San Jose service. Mrs. Hughes supplies t m with
some, material, but the most help comes from h r ideas,
plans, and personal supervision. During the past yearsh~
travelled 10,000 miles. Many of the Key Schools a e staffeq.
by former cadets; other'teachers will be &ent to an Jose
as fast as possiijle. This flexible arrangement pe mits th,
influence of Sari Jose to be spread widely throu hout th~,
state.
I '
!
I
- Conclusion
September introduces the fourth year of th Project.
Like other growing organisms, the original plan& ave be~
enlarged from time to time. It is too early to pre ict what
conclusions will be reached, but several things II tand oult'
clearly:,'
i;
L Methods are available for instructing) Spanishlspeaking 'children which will tring better result,s. i
2. Spanish-speaking school children are c pable of
greater achievements than they are now makin in many
schools throughout the state..
3. There is an increasing interest in, and study, of, ,
the problem of the Spanish-speaking child of this
t

..
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By MARY AUSTIN

thing that occurs to the reader confronted with
the original. accounts of the educational problems in
the .two racial gro~ps, herein presented" i~ that it ,will not
be possible to handle them successfully inl the same program
that accommodates the third plain Atnerican .assembly. .
Probably nowhere else woula so serious an effort be made to
bring them all into one educational undertaking, and yet
what everybody knows who is at all tfamliliar with the New
Mexicari situation, is that the three of them get on with singular friendliness \and a surprising 'amount of mutual
accommodation: Atid that the chief iteIn of the solution is
that they all ~now so well that they get ;on best by sticking
to their differences and avoiding any atjtempt to substitut~
anyone of the individual plans for the others. We have
found that~ out by experimenting, and !by recognizing the
plain fact that the three peoples of NeW Mexico do best by
themselves and each other when they keep to their'-distinctive educational ~eed~. It is noteasy~o say just how 'Wee
have arrived at this conclusion, but jwe have tried the
widely spread error of other states ofl running the three
streams in one indistinguishable puddle,: and the agreement
as to its inutility, its waste and misfi~ing, is' unanimous.
We are not sure how much is owed.to the existence in New
Mexico of a group of citizens w.hose btisiness is so largely
creative, citizens who must somehow Qir other deliver the
goods of their special aptitudes, who can't, therefore, waste
themselves on an'educational scheme which makes no allowance for special aptitudes calling for particular frames ,of
educational behavior.' Certainly the influx in the state of ,
numbers of people who are obliged by"their own necessities
to liN'e creatively, has added greatly to the freedom of creative activity, and the need to mak~ rpom for it,,, has had ·
[ 217]
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much to do with the recogriition of inherent creat veness
the item demandiIi'g the most of. our education I systems
~li'ogether. It is undoubtedly the recogriition of ative .cret ';tiveness within each group that makes the vari d peopl¢s
of New Mexico so interesteq in each other and so willing to
give room. and accommodation to its various ty es. And
perhaps recogriition has come the more easily a he crea0 s lies
tive tendency ~n both the less favored -racial
closer to the surface than is elsewhere the case.
lies so
Among the Indian peot>les the creative tre
near the surface that it is difficult to understan why the
governmental complex that has to deal with it, ha "been able
to resist for so long the need of reCOgniz~.ng it., I, myself,
whose business it has been for the last fo ty ye S' to hammer at the governmental sources o~ India educ tion, have
not understood w~y it withstood so long the need ,f reorganizing its work in that direction, ot just how iiL fi ally came'
about that we have finally arrived at a gene~al u derstanding that what the India~ needed was to work c~ atively, as
an artist works" rather than as an artisan. And it was the
long app~enticeship I served at learning what w s the matter with Indian educatio:n that. made it easy for me to. ,see
that the worst thing that happened to the Spanis colonists
was to have the creative element in their work sl ghted and
suppressed. Neither of these groups had arri ed at the
point where they could'take an interest in lear, ing which
was wholly divorced from making things that w re expressive as well as useful; that they had each arri ed at the
point in their own development where'the expres iveness of
wha~ they made hact overtaken 'its utility, ha no· doubt
slowed down their processes and m.ade them a litt e more the
victims than they should have been of the new American
system in which expressiveness had been almost completely
overlaid by the rage for utility. And it may e that the
general American sub-dissatisfaction with mer utility as
a goal, has here in New Mexico a little given w y so.as to
I

r'

..,
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let through a rift. of understanding eve~ to the most sophisticated intelligence. Perhaps the reasOIj why we are able to
see here in New Mexico that the crux' ofithe new educational
requirements of these two generally un-American groups '!
is of 'more expressiveness in.the fields \ which. that education is e:x:ercised. And it. comes out ~lO~e sharply in the'
field of activity because both theie ~oups are somewhat
muscle bound in the field of langufge. }One appreciates the
feeling of racial loyalty which iI;J;' botq. cases, the Spanish
and the Indian, has kept the uri-Ameiican speech for the . ·
dear and familiar things, and ~(the ~ame time one is re! lieved to find that the tendJncy~for thd two alien groups to
come together with the American grdup in the more advarlced stages promises a larger releas~. When neither the
Indian nor the Spanish has' to hold onl to his language defensively, when he can let go' of it wi~out feeling that 'he.
thereby cuts himself 4drift from all ~ntim'ate expressiveness, he will find himself released into do larger communality
.
.
.
.
of experience.,
That of course, is what the- Publiclschools should stand
for, communality of experience, but ~t will have to ·come.
from giving way in both directions. qiving both the Spanish and Indian New Mexican children treater freedom with,
what is specifically their own sllould $ake them free with
what is specifically ours;. and that fr~dom is more nearly
attained when each can speak with np shame and greater
naturalness ,~bout what is his own. 1What we all notice
among Indians is the release, along iwith which comes a
renewal of manhood, which he attain~ now that he is able
to talk freely of the thing he makes,l and the same thing
is beginning to be true of the Spanish.1
I
What 'one sees coming througn Mr. Collier's' article is
the saQ1e thing one discovers shining o~t of the work' that iSJ.
going on according to Mr. Tireman, at San Jose: the psychic
release of being accepted on the basislof what you do 'well
naturally. There is also a great relea~elcomingto the Indian
J:l

,~
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through the recognition o~ himself ~s, ah artist yother
artists. Nothing has been so good for him in Ne :Mexico
as his association with painters and designers who ave also'
the largeness to rate the Indian well. in that field . In the
same way one sees the descendents of' Spanish olonists
eomi~g back out of their inferiority complexes th ough the
revival of appreciation of what they have to offe , music,
wood carving, weaving and exquisite needle wo k. And
one feels assured that the capacity to recreate bea ti:ful old'
handicrafts is the immediate result of the apparen, schisms
in educational schemes, the restoration. of natur lness to
Indian activities and the release in schools that h" ve taken '
their note from San Jose of the l>articular Spanis way of
doing things. The renewal of common respect for; he three
racial groups among each other is the open sign 0 ~he success of having three schemes of education going
among
them, education suited to their racial genius, the r native
aptitudes.
, "
I am inclined to think that this could hap.pe in New
Mexico rather than elsewhere, earliest, because her in New
Mexico we are less pressed upon by the machine- ~de pattern of activities and economics. Here, both for I dian and
Spanish, as well as by choice among the i\merican s, farming for the .majority is still a way of life. One wns and
works a piece of ~ound, and on the. side weave , does a.
little wood carving, works in tin, ,.belongs, to tlJ. villejos
allegros, paints, makes pottery" make~ songs, roduces
beautiful and moving dance drama and the inimit Ie farce
of the Koshares. It must be quite obv.ious that fqr omplete
and happy functioning in such' a life something.. other is
called for in the way of education than our formal egimentation of the school program. This is what exp ains our
apparently jum1:}led and variant educational sys em. To
one who sees them from the side of a racially vari d and on
the whole unified social comple~there appears to e working out here through, the mediuthof the ~public s hool, by
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taking adv~ntage of its extreme capaci y for adaptability, a
singularly rewarding type of sogiety. )~hat the rest of the
United SU!-tes, through the barrier of Istrange langu~ges, is
largely cut off from' participating in t-ij} ramatie and intellectually exciting aspects of the N ~w Mexican experiment, is from the onlooker's point of v~e a disadvantage,
but one that is on the whole protective iJ.l i' final 9peration. '
Too easy aCGess from the outside "wowd ndoubtedly put
spokes in the' wheels of the natural pr~cess. Experiments,
of the magnitude and importance of thi$ one are not always
.brought about by.. intention; they hapUen.
It may be we .
,
shall discover what the rest of the S~es have so largely
missed, how peoples of pI;ofoundly di~lering levels of culture and stages of experience can set
among themselves
a thoroughly': rewarding state of sociq~y. I From the two
papers that appear here it is eviden~ t ,:at ~he pa~ts of the
experiment that is going on are to a gre4: extent unaware of
each other. What we cannot miss, ho r eve~ t is the extent
to which and the
intensity with which, i'! is 11 going on.
•
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The Heart is a'Vine d
By HANIEL LONG
The heart is a vine, climbs when it can.
Fences are good for vines. So are walls.
I have a love of vines-green waterfalls,
Jets from a green fountain... My world bega
In a magic webbing of tendrils and leaves .. ,
I like to drive stakes in the ground
For climbing things... tie the feelers around .' .
The heart, in the hreast too has runners. It weaves.
,~

(

Young Girls
By ALICE CORBIN
Spring is a brittle 'pleasure'
To the young girls on the lorna,
Swift as.water running
Through acequias to the valley.
Autumn brings yellowing aspenS'
Thin gold on the tnouIJtains,
Winter the curled white leaf,
Incense o( burning cedar.
~

,.
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Bi-Lingualism at WI> rk
~

~

(Cultural Bridge-Building in the Arrl rican Southwest)
' A ILFRE,fi ,0 GALAZ
.B Y, H AROLD H UFFMAN,
.
I\s'its name implies, the Bi-lingual dlub is composed of,
.I'\members .who speak two langua1' Spanish and .English. From the very beginning one ,I rpose has been its
guiding principle, social adjustment. ..1 s democratic institution of learning, the University of! w Mexico draws '"
its students from different social stra ': t t, superficially •
at least, are widely divergent econo !~cal , socially, and
culturally. Some of our students co
f om large cities,
other,s from small r~ral communities. I ny of the latter
group not only show occasional de .. ' cies in scholastic
preparation, but are separated for the I: rst time from par~ental supervision and plunged into a PI; ogram of activities'
that is of a faster tempo than that to . ich they are accustomed. The club, primarily, wishes t; act as one of th
University agencies whose function i \ to assist the
w
student.in adjusting himself to campus
artly b ntro-'
ducing him to fellow students, a~d par i~y byes ablishing a
more personal contact between instruc1f»r' and student.
Education, especially in the Univer~hy programs, tends
to become formalized; the objectives'inrl ach department of
instruction deal !ather e;xclusively wjth~ ne parth;ular field.
The Bilingual Club offers a mean;s for~ilsoCializing instruction and linking it up with allied cult~ al elements which
. are ess'ential for a true evaluation, ofl the cultl:lre of the
American S.outhwest. Our state Qffers;, aturallaboratory
,for those·interested in the study of S .nish, archaeology, ,
hi~tory of the Southwest, ~olklore, 'art r nd music, g~ology,
botany, and· other of the natural seien~
s.The Bi-lingnal
...
;'.
.
Club
was
organized
under
the
active
gUIdance
of
Dr.
F.
M.
,
I
,
Kercheville, of the Modern Languages D partment. Naturally most of the emphasis is on the devel pment of a genuip.e
appreciation of the historical and cultur ;1 background in the

a
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Southwest. The 'club is vitally interested in the P n-American movement in all the broader aspects impli d by that
term. We consider that the Sp~nish cultur.ftl h ritage of
the American Southwest is as logically entitl~d t claim for
it~ own the literary and artistic masterpieces of pain and
Spanish America, as the English racial element as to consider Shakespeare, Milton or SheHey to be part f the Anglo-American culture. Our purpose 'is not only to ppreciate
the best in the Spanish and Spanish-America literary
contribution but to make it an integral part of ou own culture. We want to make "El Libro de Buen'~ A or;' "La
Celestina," the Gaucho literature of the Argentine the Modernista poetry of Mexico an~ Central l\merica and the
novels of Galdos, Baroja, and Valle-Inclan a f undation .
on which to build a part, at least, of our own lit rary contribution of the future.
It'is doubtful if the twelve young men of j niorand
senior rank who met with Dr. Kercheville on
certain
night in October, 1931, to effect theorganiz~tion, fthe Bilingual Club were able tq grasp the f~l1 .extent 0 the program as outlined. Most of us, w,er:e vaguely, co scious of
the fact that there is such a thing ;;tS' "culture," an .possiblY
associated the word wifh a knowredge "of how co rectly to
hold a knife apd fork. . Most of us had heard t at there
existed an art colony at Taos. Some' of us kne vaguely
that Mexican "santos," painted in the primitive s ylecommanded fabulous prices.. Least of all· did we con .der that
as "bi-linguals" we were unique or, an education I "problem." Having effected our organization, the next thing to
do was to find something to engage our attention.
.
I.'
Our first meetings were largely devoted to dscussion
and analysis. This was the first occa;sion we had h d to find
out who we were, what we were doing, and wha we expected to do. We were interested in' discovering w at ~ere
the common interests that would tend to hold us' together
and give us a basis for united a~tion. Before this" ycle" of
,

.

-

.
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~red, am~~g

auto-criticism drew to a
we disco
other
, things .that some fifty bi-;,linguals were ;possessed of fifty.
cents each and willi.ng to invest thesame:,1II a banquet. This
banquet marked the emergence of the B [lingual Club from
its period. of ,gestation into tha,t of an act ".~Ie campus organization. This banquet, held in a, down,: Itown hotel, was
marked by the '~local color" (and spice) )1 f a Mexican dinner, tortillas, Ienchiladas, empanadas, ot ~ ,r typical Mexican
dishes. The Club was flattered to have a ~;()ng its guests the
president of the Up.iversity, and the Spa: ish instructors of
the University faCldty. This meeting als I;: marked the'introduction of Mr'. George. Sanchez to the Cl .' . As a group we
have followed the investigation 'and stud~ s of Mr-. Sanchez
'
with the keenest interest and sympathy. ~ ;,
The p'urpose im organizing this club; as not to accentuate differences but: to preserve the best e: ments of. our cultural heritage and to encourage those st ,\ ents who :are for- .
tunat~ enou~h .to ~iossess a practic.al spe1; ing ~owledge ?f
.spanIsh t9 polIsh It up and make It mor~~ ffectIve. And In
, doing this, we certainly do not intend tdl light the signifi-'
cance of the English cultural heritage, i: t to develop both
. uniformly and employ the Bi..lingual Clu) -as a means, as a, .
i
cultural-bridge, to this ~nd.'
,

,

;

:

.

,;.
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,
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1

Bi-lingual Conference I
j
"
The significance of the Bi-lingual Clu: was considerably
enhanced-by the Inauguration of an ann: I Bi-lingual Conference July 26, 1932. This confe~ence v/ s opened by President J. ,F. Zimmerman.' Among the no; -fac.ulty ,speakers . .
at the conference'were Congressman De f' is Chavez, Judge
John Simms, Mexican Consul Manuel C. arcia, and George
Sanchez of the State Department of E" cation. Faculty
members'of the 'University. of New Me ' p who a.ddressed
the conference were IDr. L. S. Tireman: ;'Rural 'Schools of
Mexico," Professor Arthur Campa: "La' ancionPopular,"
Dr. Bloom: "Historical Backgrounds ~ th~, American
Southwest," and Dr. White: "Internatioft I Relations
with
: .
.

~

I
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,1Latin America." The second annual Bi-lingual Co ference
was held July 17 and 18, 1933, with topics as diver e as "EI;
Soneto en la Literatura Espanola," and "Economic enetration in Pan-America."
Plans are now being laid for the organizati n of a
Spanish Institute of the Southwest at the Universit of New
Mexico. This Institute will seek to unite the wor of the
Bi-lingual Club and the Bi-lingual Conference wit special
fields of research in history, archaeology, and Spani h.
The Bi-lingual Club and ConfeFence are uniqu in the
Southwest and hav~within the'. th~ promise of gre' t good.

Autumn Pass,ing
By MAUD

CROSNO

Lovely leaves are falling, .
Like bright ,drops of blood and gold
Upon this wintering world.
Beauty is dying.

I

I cannot turn to mountains
Marked with her bright-flung leaves,
Or to snow who barely knew her
To spend my grief.
Beauty is dying before ·my ~oor;
I can only hold her briefly
In stricken, trembling. hands,
But I can do no
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The NavaJ·o Indian and Ed:gcatio:h
~.l

By DOROTHY CHILpS HOG l: R

.

11

Indian teday is viewed as a m: eum show pi ceo
Rich women make &of .him a hobbY'rariJ 'ethnologists inspect him WI,·th the imperfect microsc~ Of"" th~iJj scie ceo
This is all very well, and may lead to mom I t-qps scover es
which will benefit mankind.' But the' In .. n'ea not esta: 'lish hims'elf with any integrity in our ci~liia'·on 'if he is
tre~ted only as a ,co~orful puppet and a bfplog cal ,phenomenon. He cannot forever remain_ the tias inating aboriginie unless he is fenced~in li~~ an aninjl n a zoo. Nor,
,on the other hand, can he surVIve a whol1 sale dose of our
civilization given without any regar9 for'~ he psychological
differences between his race and ours.
j
,On every side cries of the harm don: ill the past are
heard. First, it is argued that the govern : ent made an unpardonable mistake by trying to shove willte man's culture'
down the throat of the red man. Th~ i~overnment took
Indian children from their homes and plac~d them in boarding schools where they were taught by a m~thod suitable for
white children, but entirely foreign to the ~ulture of the Indian. The children were made to discard ~heir colorful native costumes and, were put into the qgly cl~.,',;,fthes of the white
man. They learned reading and writing' and arithmetic.
They were taught codes of sanitation whe~e good plumbing
and bath tubs played an important paJilt, a ~anitation that is
entirely impractical in a country where w er holes are far
apart and where the families live in one..;rop ed hogans.
Secondly, their own religion was condtmn d, and Catholic and Protestant missionaries fought i}o sav the souls
of the primitive. As a matter offact the II)dian 'had iving
religi~n and was' quite capable of s~tVi~g *is 'own soul. .
So much for the past. But why dIg ~1> the past? Is t
not better to face facts as they are today?~ It is too late to
retrace our steps and preserve the culturel of the .Indian as
'!
[ 227]
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it was when the Spaniards first explored the S uthwest.
For better or for worse the contact with the Whl e man's
culture has already been made. A fence should h ve been
erected around the reservation long ago if the ele ents of
Indian civilization, such as integration of life and eligion,
group rhythm and other esthetic qualities so admi able in
Indian life, were to live forever. - As it is, the youd er generation is conscious 'of strong conflicts. In the fun mental
principles by which they live, they prefer by na . re the
ways of their forefathers. They may profess Cat olicism
or Protestantism but in their hearts, most of them till believe in the religion of their tribe. _ Ol,l the other na d they
are puzzled about the different social. and economi principles which they observe in their dealings with th' white
map. They begin to covet the comforts of our in ustrial
age. They -like automobiles and canned food. It i of no
use at this point for the sentimentalist to set up a cr about
a situation which has already been "brought about., hat is
more, were it possible to preserve the original cultur of the
Indian intact, there is much doubt: as to whether it would
be best for the Indian, completely" surrounded, ~s he i , with
',
white man's culture.
We come now to the point of what can be, and is" being,
done today. The Indian in the pa~t has been for ed to
imichoose between two ways of living :": one, to attempt
tation of the white man, and two, to revert back com letely
to his own life in the hogan. What, he needs now is· elp in
transition from the old life in the hogan to a life.in hich
he does not feel hopelessly ~t odds wi~h the commerci I age
in America.
Here, let me say, that the governnlent has learned from
past experience. It is today instituting a sane progr m in
which the Indian will have .more independence. Th ·first
. big step the Indian bureau is taking is to bring about some
correlation between the life of a child" at school and hi life
at home. With money from an allotment from the ublie

.
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~Uilding

Works Fund, the government is
Jeries of day
schools. Here the Indiah child may learn tlij fundamental
things which will be a part of his'daily life ~i.'a grown person. He will need simple arithmetic to carry,' n trade. He
will need to speak English for the same' re Ion. Beyond
this a transitional program of practical edu~ I tion nfay be"
worked out in which the learning of the child~ t school can·
be integrated ~with the life ~n the reservation which he returns after completing his education.
;
,
The second step which the Indian Burea~ is taking in
the Navajo country is to improve the land. HAs everyone
who is familiar with the Southwest knows, tli~ Navajo reservation is mostly. an arid, semi-desert land iJ~i the states of
Arizona and New.Mexico. Springs and act~re rivers are
far. apart. There are few roads. Using~mqney from the
Emergency Copservation Funds, the Indian! Iagencies are
supervising a vast program
of spring and wenI,.,development,
.
")
,
.
. road construction ..a nd reservoir building. ~he work has'"
been in progress ·for six months. The. progratn will be continued for six more months with a possibility &carrying on
for a total of two years. . The Indians are p~\d' as laborers
to work on these projects under'! competent ~upervision of
trained .construction engineers, and the India~$ are learning
to.,hold responsible positions th~ms~lves. l. J
Thirdly, the government is doing all in i~ power ~o revive the art of rug weaving. The Iridian ~a1' m~de a:!poor
grade article for competition with the machinJe produc~ .. It
is the hope of the \ndian' Bureau to e1\iSoura.,ge fine hand_~rafts by establishin'g a paying market for ha'd-made products. In connection with this,' adult educatio~'is being f~
teredo For example, the older people who knbw the secrets
of native dyes and weaves are encouraged
teach their
friends and' relatives.
"
·1' '.
This, briefly, is' the outline of work und~r the present
I.ndian B llreau, aided by allotments of mon~y ~rom the PU.bhc Works Fund and Emergency ConservatIo1JJ Fund.. It IS,
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in short, a program to help the Indian establish himse f in a
self-respecting position on the· American continent' a it.is
today.
,
In conclusion, it appears that if the Indian Burea continues to carry out its -present programs, and is' not influenced too greatly by the sentimenta~ists,,the ~ducation f the
Indian will be no problem in the future.
'-

if)

People
By VAN DEUSEN· CLARK

People come and people go "
And people act and bow j us!.so
Or tip their hat or place their tie~,
Like other people passing py.

i

, i

1

All the same, all alike',
.
.
" .~
From morning till noon, from noon to nighr.
Even I am afraid to be
'
Different from people passing me."
,
!'

I

I
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The Sewing, M~hine
•

By KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS
the hot road rolled th~ 'little. wago~ tha~ carr·' <l the
chIldren from the out-lYIng' ltanehes to school n the
town. The passengers called it Hie "Covered Wago ."- It
had carried them for many years, guided QY the p esent
driver's father. Since Cecilio had
fallen heir to both agon
.
and occupation, he had painted the rIckety wooden top a violent blue, and had cut an oblong window in each si e, so
that it lent a sprightly air to the- calm New Mexico landscape.
Cecilio cracked his long whip 'threateningly' ove the
back of the rusty and aged white'" horse that. pulle the
-wagon. He didn't actually hit him,,:for the horse was ather
dearer to him t4an most of his. own brothers and s sters,
an~ besides he knew as well as anyone that his present· peed
was as much as the old horse was ,capable
. of. Even th children realized that something unusQ3:lwas on foot, and speculated shrilly as to the reason for the unnatural urry.
Loud and bitter were their complaints when Cecilio set them
all down at a cross-road, instead of taking each one 0 his
indivi4ual ranch as he did on other days.. ' Their. v luble
Spanish protests and derisive hoots filled the quiet fternoon sunshine.
,
"What do they pay you for, anyway, making us wear
out our shoes with walking?" .
"My father pays a tax; he will go to the School'
and have you fired,'old thin monkey.'"
"I guess your old mother told you to hurry hom "and
you are too afraid to be out late."
To taunts and profanity Cecilio answered-not a ord,
but he hurried' the last brown boy ~n tattered overall out
of the wagon, closed the two swinging doors which s ured
the back, mounted the seat and drove off---"stiff"'llifd aIm,
[232] \
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vouchsafing no reply of any kind to the rai f~f clods that
bade him goadby. .
' ~
A quarter of a mile farther on, he turn 1:' into a bare,
wind-blown, clean-swept yard, white with t\ e alkali that
, was in the soil. Before ,him was his home; a t w, little" obIQng, adobe house, with one white-washed dod; and no windows in front, and, with round timber vigas!~.r~truding at
the top. From these were hung to dry four b Ilhant scarlet
strings of chile pods. Behind the house stre ~. hed a barren
waste of, a field,
ich might pr9duce a littl~ ~~ile and a
patch of beans d orn in summer, although!ilt looked as if
it would hardl pay for the cultivation.,
~I
Cecilio un itched the horse, gave him ;;tn~rmful of hay
and a bucket of "water, and carefully placed ti""e wagon ~
little shed made of brush and branches' lai ~ over rough
boards, where its brilliant' paint would be ~ otected from,
any sudden showers. He did his work daintill', so as not to
soil his clothes, which were new, and were of a style and
,color that might have startl~d a less placid ,: east than his
own. They had caused no lIttle unpleasant' ¢ mment from
the school children the first time he had wori~'them.
,
His trousers were a peculiar purplish H ue; his shirt
was pink China silk, and had short sleeves, l~ om which his
bony, almost black arms protruded; his sho ~ were bright
tan and very shiny. His hair was long and r. iny with oil;
it was cut in exaggerated side-burns that fu : her shadowed
,his gaunt cheeks. ,In Cecilio himself a close ~ server might
have detected an artistic something to accoun,~ for his e~cen
tricities; his features were rather delicate" aid there was,
certain grace in his long, bony fi~gers.
'II.
His old mother came to meet him at the l oor. ~She had
been watching r.orhi~ for the last half-hour~as she did every day. Cecilio was twenty-six, but he was!~er baby. Her
face was dark and wrinkled and soft; she ',~s so thin and
bent that' she app;~red deformed, but it wa; II only with her '
years and years of unceasing work. Her ~es were sunk,
-
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but they were not dim. They had a, sparkle that mad them
seem to snap. She had a black shawl over' her head, ,a faded '
gray calicoskirtn and a ragged black sweater buttone 'over
her' thin old chest.
"What's the matter?" She had not missed the .gnificance of the unwonted speed of the, old horse.
"Nothing. Why?" The schpol children's taUlil had
left Ceciilo slightly huffy on the subject of his spee y re- .
turn, and seeing this, his mother questioned him no more.
She started breaking up a SIngle. splintered s ck to
make a tiny fire in the low little iron sto~e..
Cecilio washed his hands with a piece of strong ellow
soap, in a chipped blue granfte basin, and passed a roken
black comb through his hair.
.
Just as he finished, an automobile stopped in fr nt of
the house, and he rushed to oben the door, his face ushed,
with excitement. His mother looked on impassively from
the stove, as Cecilio helped a stout, perspiring, big nosed
man carry in a beau1{iful new sewing-machine, and se it in
the middle of the ~osaic of gun'nysacks that cover> d the
dirt floor.
"Yes, sir," continued the man, puffing, and wipe
red face with a bandanna handkerchief, "that's t
best
sewing machine for the money in t_he United States. '. Well,
for that matter, I better say in the worlq, because yqu know
they don't make none better than in th~ United ;States"
Cecilio nodded encouragingly, . though. he undestood
little of what tpe man said, and was, in fact, gazing d eam-.
iIy into the shiny varnished depths of the machine. '
'·'Yes, sir, you may think a hundred and five dol' rs is
a lot of money, but :jtfter you see how good thatm chine
. runs, and start making your
. own clothes. and doing your
mending on it-. And like you say, you're makin this
thirty dollars a month driving this school bus, and y say
you got paid-today, well, you can just give me the thir dollars down, and then ten dollars a month,
and it will b paid
.....

.

.
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.
f?r before sc~ool's 'over, and you'll have th~ fse of it all the
tIme too. ThIs old lady your grandma?"
l'i
"Mama," mQrmured Cecelio.
:I
"Yeah? Well, now, I guess she's the 0 ',.you're getting
it for-. You ain~t married?"
"No.'"
,
. "Better off. Well, you want me to sh
her those attachments I spoke of,-,tucking, gathering, nd so on? You '
can kinda tell her what I say--'"
I'
"No, sir."
"Well, all right. They're right here ~ this drawer,
and here's that book of "directions, and e rything, s,o I
guess you'll get along fine. Anyway, of co ,rse I'll be back
this time next month and get my paymen ' and I can tell
. you anything you want to know then. Yo' ~eemed to ctltch
on to it pretty good when I &howed it to IOU there where
you were waiting, at the school. Gosh, I ne 'r thought I was
going to make a sale tpere! 'Well, you si Ithis agreement,
and give me that thirty dollar check you s f they give you,
and it's yours."~
,
I
' .When the saJesman had gone, Cecili 'IQPened the machine; inspected wheels and ~eedles and g gets, gewed an
experimental seam in his own handkerchie, he old woman ~
approached and felt the smooth grain of t I elwood with" her
, hard'little hand.' She and her -son under I ood each other
with few words."I'm going to get cloth," Cecilio tol her, 'ffor a few
cerits a yard. I've. heen looking at tho e cl~res~es the girls
order from those bIg books. -I can mak t, em Just as good, . ,/
and sell them to everybody.' Baby clothes, 00... I'll make
enough to pay for the machine, maybe so much that I Can
just ',stay at horrie' and sew .and. not tak the children to
schb(i)l every day."
I',
!
He worked over the machine lovingly: hile his mother
put the supper on the table. There wer' two tin saucers
and two cups. They had black coffee, billed and reboiled
I
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until it retained no semblance of its· original flavor, without
sugar or milk. In their saucers. they had ",war ed-over
beans, and these they ate with pi,cces broken fro a tortillo, made ofkneaded dough rolled flat to,the size f a dinner plate, and baked deliciously on top..of the stov , which
was always' kept wiped clean for this purpose.
After they had eaten, the woman washed the ishes in
.a saucepan, in a cupful of tepid water, and set th m' on a
little shelf. Cecilio puttered over the machine unt it was
time for hiin to go to bed in the corner of the kite
. pile of ancient folded blankets and home-made quil .
Their home had two low rooms. This r'
kitchen, living-room, and bedroom. The other as the
"cuarto de recjbo" into· .which important gues s were
ushered. It had a wide window filled with flo rs and
vines growing in 'lard buckets.. There was an old ur-poster bed for the ,other, and two strai,ght chairs a·g. inst the
wall. The whitewashed, mud-plastered walls had b en decorated with an intricate pattern of concentric re rings,
designed by Cecilio in his spare time. Besides seve al enormous, brightly colored pictures of saints, there we e many.
large pictures drawn on pieces of brow,n wrappin paper
ironed smooth. These were of an~ular houses su ounded
by vari-colored flowe!s, and surmounted by gigan ic ~irds
and airplanes in full flight. These were dra n with
crayons, and were displayed in prominent positio s, some
enclosed in cardboard frames with' scalloped edges.
The next day was Saturday,and Cecilio walked to town
and came home with bolts of pink, green, and yell w gjng-'
ham, bought on ;credit. Day after daY' he labor d, fashioning garments. that sometimes surprized even imself.
His mother cut them out, for her ideas of size w e more
accurate than his. Her old hands trembled as the guided \
the rusty scissors. Cecilio stitched them on the achine,
and then embellished the more elaborate dI:,esses with a
spidery kind of embroidery which was ·his own i vention.
I

,
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At night, when the little oil lamp gare in;, ffie ent light for .
.' sewing~ he oiled and cleaned the machi i 1; n t because it
needed it, but merely for the sensual pIe 1 ur it gave him
to be near its shiny bulk.
\
jI
He found no dffficulty in ,B'elling his
tions., regard, less of his price, but collecting for the l, as a different
t of f~rmers,
. matter-.-- Most of his neighbors were the p j
and saw little cash from one year's end
n~other. Somel
times he would hear that one of his deb , \bad sold a pig,
~:r'·
or a goat, and he would hurry over to c 1~\ :~ut· it always ~. ..
seemed that he arrived too late, and e" 0 ld. be given a
;~:f
little sack of last year's beans or an. 01 ro ~ st r for his troua habit
'ble.· Yet he co.uldn't stop sewing; it ad 19o Ito
I
with him. Every cent he could scr. pe :'gether went for
. I
· i '
more cloth, and he often gave away (lress s, Where he knew
I
they would arouse1he loudest grati ude a ~ admiration:
'I
Very soon, of course, he foun it im ~ssible to keep up
I
his payments. The first month is ardo l~as still ·burning
brirrhtly, and he'had the. ten doll rs read iifor.the salesman . 'i
the day he called. The sec
onth he lput hi/m off for a / .
week, and finally gave him six do lars. B the third month,
the six had shrunk to three, and ,he four.· m..onth he found
.'that there was no possible way i Whic fie c6uld raise any
money at all. The general store had
~hisheed his check
that month, because he owed them for a ~~w overcoat, cloth
and thread, and a sack of flour.
!I
For a week before the colle ·on ;,ay, he had been
~ed with his head
, spending most of ,his time sitti.ng on
in his hands, trying to think of some a 1iin which he could
satisfy the fat little demon. If'the c le1,iG-D day had been'
on a Saturday, Cecilio would have p eke, his mother into
the covered wagon' on Friday evenil]. ,a' hey could have
gone to visit a cousin in Tome u til . te Sunday night.
Nothing so. simple as this would an e 1~1 however, for the
collector was to come on Thursday, nd ~lnight even arrive
before Cecilio got home from school. n~ I ot his passengers
1
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who was in the fifth grade had read and explain d to him
his copy of the contract, and so far. as Cecilio co ld understand its intricacies, it seemed to mean that his failure to
meet the last payments in full was enough to ca se him to
lose the machine, as well as arty. equity he might wn in it.
So Cecilio sighed, ,and tossed in his sleep, an ate only
a little dr~ tortilla and coffee, in a way that aused his
mother, the deepest anxiety, especially ,after she ound him
poring over an old Sunday newspaper someone ad given
him, which contained lqrid pictures, illustratin different
spectacular- ways of ending one's life.·.
She cooked dishe,s which were usually re erved .for
Feast days, trying to tempt him out of his melanc oly mood.
She served big bo~s of dark brown, fragrant bea s,cooked
to a tender su~ence with bits of bacon rind.' She made
dishes of the pulp of the brilliant red chile p s, -savory
with garlic and "oregano,"· an herb she raised with' her
flowers 'in the window. She even made• the sac ed "chiles
rellenos," a mixture of ground cooked pork, -r ·sins, and
green chile made into croquettes, dipped in egg nd fried,
and served with a hot sauce made of brown suga and more
raisins.
Cecilio barely tasted these delicacies, and rna e no comment on their surprising appearance. On Thutsiiay'morn':'
ing he left with the wagon before his mother w~s up, and
without eating br~akfast.
.' ,
,
All day the blackest dread hung oyer her mi,d. If the
man came and took the machine away, what might not
Cecilio do?
At three o'clock, the familiar rickety autom bile drove
into the yard, and the old woman's heart seem.ed to stop as
she saw the horrible scowl on the face of the fa man.
"Is HE here?"
A shrug gave him the answer that he already knew.
"Has he got the money ?-dinero? Tenny
dinero?"
Another shrug\ of denial.
D
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His mother watched him slyly out of the co ner of her
~e.
.
. When supper was overj and _while she w swashing
the dishes, he took out of his pocket several fol ers, cards,
and booklets~ spread them' out on the table, an pored intently over them, an excited color glowing in hi~ dark face.
When the woman finished her task, she c me to the
table, and looked over his shoulder. I:Ie turn sparkling
'v
eyes to' hers.
"You see this? It's a 'camera'-one of tho e boxes to
make pictures. I can send for it right now wit ut paying
anything, and then just send them five 'dollars in, 0 weeks,
when I get the check. You have to buy 'fillu s,' too,-'
little papers that make the pictures. I can 'buy ·x of them
for forty-five cents; then I can take pictures of weddings,.
tne comand babie~, and everyone. I send them back
pany, and' tbey make them big, for, maybe, fift cents for
the six. Then I can sell each picture for ten cents, and
make,-Oh, ever so much money.' Everyone ants pictures of himself. They will ask me'to all the eddings to
take the pictures of the 'novios.' . Then' there r~ picture
'" .
frames here ... "
His voice lapsed into an indistinct murm1,lr
over the folder.
His old mother- sighed contentedly, and lit a iny brown
~
cigarette.

.
'
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A violet ,buds on a hill;_
In the vale a daffodil.

~
I~
n

.

,

AU the old men, one by ope,
Venture out into the sun. ij
i'

!~

For all they've seen; for ~1l they see,
Spring remains myster

a

I

•

I

,

Sudden brooks brawl rive:, ward;
uncertai~ thundering is. tardo
.
All
the old men. ,
leave the sun,
,
Seek their.roof-trees
one py
one.'
(
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New Mexican Clpuds
·1

.By OTTO REUTINf;ER
.
~

They splotch the sage and ~~ite-covered sand
With smoothly sliding shadows rbn the length
Of infinitely stretching sun-SCOl:hed land.
Swayed by the winds that snap ~nd tear the sky
And shred the billowiness in cha l, ging forms,
They. roam the endlessness .of. ,h11rpened blue,
l
S.weetenin.g the earth with OdO ' fresh and cl~ar,.
Brightening the pine and cedarjs green anew,
Ripping arroyos with the.cloud prst's sear,
Manifesting beauty's greatness ·n
Sublimity to the eye, yet we en WI
"

q
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Life Forms in Pueblo Potter
f)

OR centuries the Pueblos have been usi

many life
, forms in their pottery decoratfon. some~f ;these ha~
become so conventionalized 'as to ,be almost u ~ognizable.
Others can be proved to be animal or bird f rmsonly by
tracing the patterns back thrOUgh, various st ges11to more
natural forms.
..
,About five hundred different life forms ha e be n found
on the ancient Mimbres pottery' from southern Ne I Mexico
alone ( but only about twen~y-five of these are eco izable.
We find man, swallow, quail, parrot, owl, ante ope, bad~er,
'bear, snake, mountain-lion, thunder bird (e gle) , grasshopper, beetle, fish (although the Pueblos ha ~ Ii t ea~n '
fish for possibly thousands of .years and ow onsider
'"
them, poisonous), and others. The Mimbres p opl painted
these designs in black on a whitish backgroun.
ne bird
(probably representing' a quail) has 'a very atu ,al head
and beak, with nearly round body, and convent onalized tail
much too long in proportion to the 'rest of,the b y.' IThe one
wing shown is very much conventionalized, ut, glives the
.effect of just alighting on the ground. The he d, beak, and
wing are solid black, but the body and most 0 the tail are
covered with diametrically crossed 'black lines '-with a perpendicular wiqe black stripe near the end,' tho gh th~ very
end is, divided into "feathers" ,and these are I ft the color
of the background-merely outlined. .
A thunder bird that I copied from an an~· nt Mimbres
food bowl was a slightly conventionalized he d with beak
open, perfectly square body~ two long ~'i ngular tail
feathers, -and very triang-ular w,"ings. Its hea , s solid black
with one white eye being shown. The win ,and' tail are
solid black. The body is basically whit,e, wi h very thin
lines forming three squares inside, and with solid black
square in the center.
[242 ]
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A Mimbres mountain-lion in ; y note-book is VerY,i
much conventionalized. The body .~ oblong and contains~1
a white cross at the left front shoul er and another incor-:,
porated in ,a geometric pattern wh·~h covers most of the
body. The tail is ,black al)d white: nd dispropo_rtionately!!
• long. The head (turned sidewisi is black with~!'
diamond shaped eye and a white c '~ar at the base of the':
l neck..' In som~ Mimbres decoratio Ilithe tail of the. moun-I]
tain-lion completely encircles the b !Y. . I ' , :
I have also in my note-book a ketch ffOm a Mimbres!, .
food bowl. This apparently represe II.J a grasshopper. Th!
head is very realistic, with open m tlth, white eye, and twO!
antepnae. Th~ body is black with !IWhite diampnd shaped
space containi~g'. a geometric desi _ land dots representin
seeds (for fertIlIty). There' are on f three legs, and these,
The tail is ,white,
protrude from just back of the he'.
1
with a geometric striped design, Io~, and curved like th
blade of a knife. The head' and bo·y of this grasshoppe
are inclosed in a white area. This . bite space has aver
striking resemblance- to the head 0 I a rabbit, with' an in
dentation 'for its mouth, and two big ~ong ~ars. These ({om
plicated designs, with small white ~rossesbetween, them,
encircled the inside of the bowl, mai-ing a pleasingly beau
tiful decoration.
. ~, .
~
Another Mimbres food bowl th~:t I have seen contain
in the center three conventjonalize life forms. What
believe to reptesent a gr{tsshopper s·: nds on two legs wit
its' front legs. 'in the
air. What·!t. IlIre for a' beetle stand
,
on its hind legs on the grasshopper'~ back and holds to th
antennae of the gra'sshopper,with itf front feet. Fastene
to the nos~ of the beetle is a fish, influch the same positio
that a dirigible rides at its moorin ~ All thre~ life form .
.
.-....
contain geometric designs in white.;I
The .ancient Hopi, of the Litt.~ Colorado Riv~r dis'
trict in Arizona, used various parr .~ designs in black an
red. As the people conventionalize~ these parrots, eac
i
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successive design looked'iess and less like bird. It was
only by tracing backward that'their signific nce was discovered. Both ancient and modern Hopi hat made use of
very conventionalized serpents. These ar &aIled "sky
dragons," "winged serpents," "horne~ erpents," or
"Awanyu." This Awanyu is,the qominant etigious symbol of all modern Pueblos. It symbolizes Jundity, the
bringing of rain, and the meeting of heaven a d earth. (At
Unshagi, New Mexico, in August of 1932, excavated a'
beautiful Hopi potsherd with the tail of th Awanyu on .
it. This fragment may have been buried in at rubbish
heap five hundred or more years ago, yet it w ~practically
the same ware that the Hopis are making toqa ) The modern Hopi, by the way, are probably produc· g the most
beaut,iful of all colored Pueblo pottery. This i polychrome
with a soft buff background; the Awa,nyu d ign is used
ext~nsively.
These 'conventionalized serpen were also
used by the people of Pecos~pueblo (extinct sin e 1838).
The ancient Casas Grandes people f Chih ahua, Mexico, use'd life forms in .their decorat· n that" ere unique.
The human, bird, or serpent forms w re usuall within triangular or rectangular spaces of i volved. g ometric designs. The serpents are so extremel conventi na,lized that
they \yould be hard to recognize wlhout the orns, which .
identify them beyond a p<?ssibility of d'oubt. ,<~
One very beautiful geometric design is in t e form of a
perfect square, at the c-orners of which are th triangular
bodies of birds. Each bird has a mere crook a d two lines
to repr~sent its head 'and tail. This is one of the
ancient
.
so called black-on-whi±es.
These same Casas Grandes people molded any small
polychrome bowls, pots, and jugs inte shapes that suggest
animals or. birds; the decoration on these js geonletric. The
owl figure is probably the most common of th~se. There
are also bear forms and heads of birds and turtl~s (th~ turtle being another symbol of fecundity) for handl s on many
of these pieces.
#'

,'I...;;

.
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The now .extinct people of
Plateau, \n
northern New Mexico, used many triangular bird forms on
their· pottery. Some of these were v,ry lifelike; others
were extremely conventionalized.' Thes~ were u~ual1y outlined with a heavy glazed black line, !Which added much
to the decorative effect. The Pajarita+ also made a few ~
pieces. that faintly resembled the shape~of bodie~ of birds,
but wIthout heads.
. i j
,
The ancient people of the famous Mesa Verde area, of
C~lorado, used bird patterns on their ~ottery. These designs were mor~ lifelike than those of C4sa Grall,des.
.
Most of the modern Pueblo pbtters~ make use of some
animal,. bird, or plant life forms. Cochlti incorporates' the
cloud symbol into their hirds and flower~ with pleasing results, thus adding potency to their pray~:rs for rain.
nto
Domingo uses many flower desi~s with distinctiv petals
and leaves in !red and black. There hate been und over
a hundred types of flowers and the sam~ ,appro mate number of leaf groupings, all from simple ba~ic patt ns. Santo
Domingo rain birds can usually be disti.guished y curved
lines representing wings (although I hihve seen e same
type of wings occasionally used on Zi~ birds), ~nd: two
straight litles typifying the beak. In tlle beak, th lower
line is shorter tl~an the upper. These fi*e potters
Santo
Domingo have be&,un to use red' ju.st re¢ently, an -only to
pl.~ase the white peoijle. They stiTI"use t~e black one on a
whitish background.
ij,j
.
The women of Zia make some of thE! best
all Pueblo
pottery. Every niece is made as ·carefully as ough it were
to be used in their own homes and then ~an ed ,down as an
heirloom or buried with a loved one. Nb pains are spared
in modeling, baking; or decorating. Wh(le their pieces are
n5t ~o beautiful .as some from other pu1blos, their ware ~s
probably as servIceable s the best. Th~ most common ZIa
rain bird is a complicat d pattern with I~mall head having
two ears, often three pe ectly straight \tail feathers, nar-
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-row curved wings, two long- bent legs, and a bod with white
diamond design containing egg apd seed symb Is for fertility. I have a Zia water bottle on my shel , however,
which has a typical Acoma parrot -design, alth ugh, othe~
wise, the canteen is the usual Zia type in ever w y.
Sari Ildefonso potters have produced man beaut~ful
patterns containing serpent, feather, and Ie
symbols.
Some of their rain. birds are very fine. Inco porateq. in
these birds we find cloud and altar symbolsr These are
done in black and red on a whitish background. But these
people are now creating mostly the beautiful bla k polished
ware with striking designs in dull biack.- The wanyu is
often seen on these modern piec~s. San Ildefo, 0 is today
probably the best known of all Pueolo ceramics.
Among the modern Pueblos, undoubtedly, th peQple of
Zuni use t,he mo.st bird and animal forms. The Zuni 'deer
is easily recognized anywhere, by its one large hite spot
on the rump, and the red arrow running down it throat ~o
about the region of its heart. The Zunis use se eral relatively small birds, usually in solid red or black. Although.
there are many of these little birds, varying in eir decorativ'e curved lines, nearly' all of them may be ecognized
as representing one species of bird. They are ca ed by the
Indians "road runners," even though there is not he slight~
est resemblance to that bird. The Zunians also m ke use of
the thunder bird, t~dpole, frog,' dragon-fly, Aw nyu" and
others. A thunder bird that a Zuni boy sketche for me,
inaicating the proper colors, is beautiful in itsd sign and
color arrangement. The head is turquoise blue, ith shoJ;'t
neck. The eye is indicated by an inverted black V," with
a yellow dot in the center. The beak is mediu yellow,
large. and curved, with a black curved. line to sh w where
. the upper and lo}Ver parts join. The wings at straight
and solid black, with inverted altar symbols at he ends.
The body is nearly square, and divided into thre sections
(the lines of division curving down from a poi t in the
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top center); th~-left
section is turqti lise
blue, the middle
,
'I
;
b~ack, and the right yellow., ." A blac I and white narrow.
checked
baldric passes from the left " oulder to. the hip. '1I
.
Below the body is a belt of three stri ts, upper. and lower ;!
,white, and the center stripe medium red~ There is a triangui
lar red apron below this. The tail .spr': ads fan-like; white i·
to near the end, ~here it is sc~lloped; ;!hen black with saw .\ I'
teeth at the end, indicating tips of fea ·-ers. This thunder
bird, however, is not used on pottery,': or the Zuni' do not
use the blue and yellow on ceramics.
J;
.
, Of the manY"birds on the~beautifu ~Acoma pottery, exi
cept for the parrot and thunder bird'1there are no recog- . ,
nizable species. <This does not imply ~y lack of observa- . r
tion on the p~rt of the Acoma potters, ,or the Pueblos are
,
natural students of nature. Neither dq~s it suggest a lack
of artistic ability, for their art i.. S based~on sound principles·
;
of design, and much of it is done with ~urprisingskill. It
is safe to assume, therefore, that a cer. in degree of realism was delibet:ately sacrificed to' symho' m, and that their .
ability to paint the characteristic featu~e of the eagle, the
quail, or any other bird or animal was a}ppl ed to the decorative arrangement of the ~ore importadt symbolism.
The 'thunderbird (so important ~n~ a study of the
r
Acoma pottery), ~although we find smhe specimen's of it
on the pottery of the pre-historic Casar Grandes w,ar~, is
probably not extremely old' in the Soathwest. The, best
authority 011 Indian ritualism, symbol~~, and mythology
says that the original rain diety 'of the~iPueblos was not a
thunder.~!rd, but at} old woma~. He fjlso states that the
thunde):" bIrd came from the PlaIns ar~a:~imuch as other cul. t~ral elements have gradually Sift.ed ~11-!rom there sine.
including the feathered headdr~ss'and t~~ (beaded vest. -,
The double thunder bird. is! undoU~dIY. the l"tesi of
the life for,ms to appear on Pueblo po1!ltery. We nr.ve no
definite knowledge of where this originJ!ted or when it ~rst '
appeared in Pueblo decoration, We find~t on no prehistfe
IIi.
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pottery. This, I believe, is a possible'solution to he problem: the Mohammedan COnqUests. carried the dou~le eagle
emblem to Spain. Then, four hundred years a 0, when
, / Charles V was king of Spain and Austria' and HoI Roman·
emperor of Germany, the double eagle became m~ch 'used
in Spain. It was during this reigri that Cortez c~nquered
Mexico. The ~ouble eagle, therefore, became Wide; known
in tha~ country" and gradually worked" its way.) n th into
New Mexico. So far as I know, it is only used a ong the
Pueblos by the ·Acoma potters, where it is called thf.' ~ouble
thunder bird. It is most often seen on their cant ens, or
water b o t t l e s . ' ,
The Acoma parrots are interesting both i'n des·gn and
history. They are usually painted in red, orange~ a d black
on a whitish background. The head is curved, with a large
parrot-like' bill, and a cock's comb on top of the ,hea. The
body and the-one wing are oUtlmed in graceful curv . , Two
or three large tail' feathers are straight with round d lends.
The eye is usually a round white spot with a biack do in the
center. The wing is apt to have two white dots tc> re resent
seeds, and the body usually has"eithErrlcioud or egg S~I
mb~ls.
One may at first wonder where the Pueblos of New exlCO
learned of the parrot. These birds were at one ti e, no
doubt, indigenous to the state. Archaeologists believe that
they were sacred to the Pueblos, for they have been! found
buried in crypts with much care. That the parrot' is' not
new to these people is, I believe, proved by the fa¢t that
~hey have words for parrot in at least three of t~e six
Pueblo tongues; The Towa word is ze-la-ma, the Tewa word
is tan-si, and tIle Keres word is p.hau..wi-ki.
And so, from beginning to end, one "may find the': study
of life forms in Pueblo pottery decoration interesting~ from
the standpoint of ethnology, natura(history, or esthetics.
of

.-
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A COMMENTARY RE: "SANTA FE, A STmt IN INTEGRITY" 1
Dear Editor of the QUARTERLY:,
ti,
HIS screed is not intended to comb4ft Mr. Stevenson's
, thesis which is well taken ~nd abl~~.a~gued. It is intended to shout do:wn the inevitable acc1ar~m with which our
self-complaisant claque of apotheosise~! chamber-of-commel'ce-minded psuedo-cognoscenti and :'Isciolists hail any
i remarks that enable them to feel justi :,d in having fore- ,
gathered more or less permanently in S~nta Fe.' If there '
is anything viable in the ihtellectual lif ~ of Santa Fe it is
yet to manifest itself, .and the avatar, -whch is not yet come
over the horizon, is-a single wotk of ~igh merit whose .,
author has his roots here and not elsewh~ reo .
,
A point of 'light, in the enveloping :night of spiritual! I .~
'~nd intellectual pov~ty i~deed! Does fro Stevenson b~heve that the place of reSIdence of alre~dy mature people
constItutes any kind of: seat of culture., R. L. Stevenson
'
•
r
went to live and lies ~,*ied in the sout .!seas island which.
he loved. Did 'that constitute the islan; a focal point of
i!
culture!? Nonsense! It is to E~giand, there he was b~rn . I:,
and educated that one must look to undelj'stand sqch genIus
I
as Stevenson possessed~ His residence ~in t e south seas
I
'argues nothing save thqt it was a place ~n w ich he found
I
it pleasant to live. And so too ~Gauguin:
What of enduring v~lue has come ou lof Sa ta Fe in the, 'II
more tman ?OO y.ears of lts existence? It~ peo e have lived
through, something of ~n epic during, $riod in its long
i
history~ , If the town 'tas, as is allegei a' , nter of cul!
ture oUJg'ht there not to have. been sometmng a tiny poem, . ~
a thin vol~me of prose, ~ noble building, kpi ce of music, a
I
~

~I ~

,I

T

~

I

i

."

statue, ,a labtOrfatsorYtadi~c~veLry,kafcommjnd hgth~ersonadli~f
-emerge ou 0 an .L'le.; 00 or ~n" Irs
lng, an I
your criteria are rigid e~ough you will l<X!fk n vain.
I

I

1

The fEW

,

MEXICO QUARTERLY.!
,
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I believe that we of the Southwest are prone to l~e our
perspeetive'in our remote province. The feeble li~ht rwhich
. Mr. Stevenson descries is too pitifully feeble. If you iel~mi
nate our modern group of alien talent '(which i~clud~s Mr.
Stevenson) which, faint'as its genius may be, outlshines any
indigenous culture, what have wfl:? We have 'an 'i!nbred
stock whose artistic heri,tage la~ overgrown and ~ndis
cerned until in very recent years it was exhumed and touted
by university nourished gentlemen and ladies from the East
of whom Mr. Stevenson hi~self is one. Our own Sarita Fe
,bred people, Spanish and Anglo alike, ~ithout a visiWe exception, were building (when they were financially ,able)
brick bungalows and jig-saw renaissance houses, u~tiI a
group of oil pajnters from the East realized that·there was
something worth having that could be done in adobe. '
Any injection of foreign (to San1a Fe) skill which is
not nurtured by the actual milieu of the place is no index to
any local vigor. Italy, in the days of her spiritual risorgimientQ welcomed Byzantine artizans' and <ireek scholars.
Do our local folk love or understand the artIsts and the intellectuals from elsewhere? It is Olily a people w.hoare on
the ascendant in the harsh world of political power and
empire who welcome and nourish tpe ar~s and sciences.
Athens was a great military power in her days of artistic and cultural greatnes~, so' was Florence, so was
France, so were Rome, and China, and Egypt, ana Assyria,
and Babylonia, and the Arabic world, apd so to~ were the
Mayas, and the Aztecs, and the Peruvians. '
}.
l
We here aJ:e ~evoted to a decayi'ng past, which in its
inception was a peripheral appendage of a world-~onquering
spirit, that of sixteenth century Spain, (Velasquez, :Murillo, .
Cervantes, Calderon). Whom do we, nourish? Our political faith is in the hands of a New Yorker, our best novel was
written by a stranger, Willa Cather, our poetry 9Y a H~r
vard graduate, our :paintin~ is done. by anyone but people
suckled at the teats of our local bi-lingual culture. "Artd who
"

I

C

"
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fosters (i:e. buys) our
cultural' Ids?, Easterners
and ,strangers. It is onl~ an incident t a ~ Santa Fe is the '
residence of art~sts in pai*,.,.,t, ~oetry:,or pr S~,.' What little ei-.
I
devant gjIory thIS town hajs belongs to a aie, DeVargas and
[
~illagra, and they were ~,:,S Spani~h as
Stevenson and
i'
hIS talent are Anglo-Saxpn.
.
1
"
,I,'
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Santa
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I
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. Ma~y years ago all ~rtists were on :-St: they did not' 'j
court the "goddess of bluff/
1 " !
.
A visit in Paris thirtr years ago t: t ,e "Gallery of InI,
dep~ndelilt Artists disclo~ed ~n array f ,~-aubs bearing the
i
~ark of Ith~t unhappy y.ellow goddess. OdfY she has grown
!
Into a "racketeer" takIng toll from t e patrons of every
bra~ch <if art.
II '
"i
If it were only young people w
s~bscribed to the
1
racket the thing might ~e trivial, but toqay finds men of
mature, years looking witlh approval up n, t~e racket's trash.
The~ root of this is fe~r. Older 'peo Ie ~ave a feeling of '~
inferiority. .Y Quth h,as bluffed them in 0 i\~,. How terrible,
I
say these old ones, it I ~OUld be wro g nd youth right.
t,'
What youth says goes; so I had better ay,j he same.
"
This usurpation has proved possi ,Ie only because art
I
has remained undefined. I
,~l'
t
l
It sems likely, and find it seeml ; ' at 110 definition
i
ever ~ill be found for art.l Art embrac s t :ose things in life
t
which, because .they are tpe most real re e most inscrutable.
.i i '
It is wrong, howeve~ to suppose t atl because art has
no definitio~. there are ~~ fixed cri!:eria byiwhich a work of
art may be Judged ~s to Itt broad worth e$ to take an honI
oured place in men's lives.
7

7
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The significance of men's works consists essential~y in
their relation to life. Life is good when it is happy. When
the fruits of a man's labours promote happiness those labours are good; when they hinder happiness they are !bad.
Experience ha~ shown that there is but. one sourde of
happiness, namely, the exercise of our faculties,-with' due
regard to the order of thei1' impbrtan~e.
'\....
In enjoying a work of art1't.he e~ercise of one"'s f~cul
ties is b~ pr~x!, through "in:aginatioh.'" Things i~a'1'ned
may be InspIrIng or _degradIng. They may be trIVIa or
significant. They may be boring or enlivening. Judg, ent
of the broad worthiness of a work is hardly possible fo~ the
workman himself.. He is specialist: ,He knows whether
his work is wen done,~he cannot judge of its comnlete
significance or of its broad worthiness. Judgment rpnst
come at last 'from a jury of many men of many types, of
many tastes, and of many life-histories.
Out of these vairi'ed
.
judgments the final verdict win grow.
_' ,
This letter, Mr. Editor, is my apology for venturin~-I,
a mere engineer-to review and to scathe a book by Jaimes
Joyce. My apology is the claim that reviews by men of
mature and varied exper:renceare necessary. Anything
that such as I may say of the art o.r the pure literary merit
of Joyce must be discounted. On these points
the judgments
<
are needed of artists and of literary men.. But on the worthiness of this work (i)f Joyce to take a place of honour in
the libraries of men, the judgment 'of such as' I, is, in an
probability, saner than that of any mere artist. .
Except on the question of its artistic or literary merits .
I a.m com:p~tent ,to pass judgment upon Joyce's ~book.
What a contrast must be dra.wn between the 'egotism of
Joyce in issuing such a work without apology, and the modesty of Keats who, in introducing with diffidence' hiS'- beauti•
ful "Endymion," wrote:
.
,
"The imagination of a boy is healthy" and the mature
imagination of a man is ,!J.ealthy;
the;-e is a space of
I

a

/
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betwe~n in'which thef8~ul is ina f~rm ~; the character

,u~decided~ the way of 'lift u~certain, th ~mbition thick-

s't!!hted; t1t~nce proceed mfwk'tshne~s,-'and¥l the thousa~~
b~tters wJil,wh [those] metl [1 speak of]
just necessar'tl'y
.taste in gqing over the foll~wing pages."
!
~. . ":ith '.this, in~:r..,o~~.~tionl (th.e P~rtiC. ula [I relevant wor.~~
~f WhICh I have ItalIcized) I Keats Issued
lUre and beautI'ful poem. James Joyce, tithout introd . on or apology,
has issued in his "A portt,it of the artist ,l ~youngman,"
a blatant: and detailed a;ccount of the "c~II' ~auseous
'''mawkishness and the thopsand bitters" w l;'c~poiIuted his
young life-unless, indeeq, as" I half sus I c~, the tale of
!
his pollut~ons is egotistic bpn~.
I am, Sir, very trl}ly ~ours,
;t
F . .i . DENTON.
'Albuquerque, N. M.
!

1

• .

I

!

I

'

'

. A Portrait oj the Artist 'as a Young
Man-James. oyce, 1916.
/ j

. Here is a biography that bores. Why,s it read? Per-'
haps because of its style. But what is, Sfle?' A way of
writing?, Joyce writes pJainly, in' fa-ir EPglish. That is
good. 1'i.ere are "a millicfn ~ubbles li~ hi/fn." Those who
bore as Jbyce bores are seildom published.l
.,
Inspiration? Joyce Inspires indigna'~on. There are .
things in'Ufe thatare dirfY and nasty. T' at is no matter "
of changjing taste. . The~ belong io the Uatrine and the
brotqel. :Some urchins likf talking of such ;hings. The fQrtunate ones get spanked f@r it or' have thei; mouths washed
out with isoap. Joyce. had!a not been spank;. Coming
at a
,
,. time wh~n undisciplined Iself-expression. ;01' urchins was
the fashfon Joyce wrote nasty.. twaddle' ! nd his egotism
found him
a publisher.
,t
,Ii -'-':,
"A portrait of the artist as a young an." Had Joyce
I
".
~
j
'been lcsslof an egotIst he \fould have called !~he book "A por-,
trait of ·the artist as a y~ung pig," or,' st 1 better, had. he
wished t(J) tell by its title tie nature of the hi, ok, Joyce might
have cal~ed it, "A portrait' of a fiarning~fi : nder'ing fool as,

I
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a bloody ape of a young pig." The words printed inltaliCS
are taken from pages·~233 and 285.
.
The book cannot live long but why has it lived 4t all?
the reviewer~s opinion the answer is simple. People
have an inborn love of truth and honesty. Careful trfinin g
in early youth poisons that love. The less intell~~nl bo~s
and girls respond to the poison. .They become I'~ t for
democracy."
.
The more intelligent swallow less of the poisonl nd. go
through life yearning always for truth.
~.
Tl:Ie less intellige~t amon?, these more ~ntelligen~f'inds
confuse appearanc~ WIth realIty. That wrIter-sa, eywho loves truth, will tell of things as -actually they a e 'The
painter will picture things as actually they are.
.
Go to Santa Fe today and loo~ at Davenport's p~cture.
I mean the one which has the "sentry box" in tHel foreground. H,Sentry box" is euphemism. There are sothe good
people who despise euphemism.' Do they refuse pibk that
are smgar-coated?
.
\
That picture of Davenport's is realism: also it'i~ /truth.
But what a limited, unimIJortant and nasty bit o~ ruth.
The ~'sentry-box". might be overlooked if the rest IQf the
picture had features. It has the features of a packing case.
If I should send an artist, say, to Florence, to make pictures of that city I should be loath to ina;ult his taste and
his intelligence by reminding him that he need spend no
time with brush and easel in the city's sewers.
In the life 9f boys; especially their life in such bad old
schools as Joyce describes, there is much urge to nastiness.
The healthy boy fights down this urge, th~ victory making
.a man of him. He refuses to discuss the urge or to describe
the fight.
.
.
The "self-expression" that urge calls for is w~'ongly
called self expression. Nothing but the hidden sewer within
him will favour it. The sewer is that part of himself which
his higher self,while using, must fight and subdue.

I .

In

I
It.
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SMOKE TALK

I

I
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-'

~ Sewefs, whether in ci'f~ies or in men,,.B. , ,good aI;ld hon- •
t' ..

orable and necessary ,but they must
be co . oIled and kept
'I>
hidden.
It was not a fau~t in the good old bo~. s of Scott and
Dickens and Jane Austen that they av()ide! mention of the
things ~ith ,,:hic~ Joyce'sJhok is filled.. It ; not a ,priggish
or prudIsl!l thIng In a man that he refrainsf.rom the sort of
talk that ~as d~r to. Rabe. lai~. Such re.fr Irning is a ma.rk
'. II
\
of strengtih both In boo~s and In men.
..
The writer of this review is not a lit 'ary man; he i~
an engineer who loves to! dabble in man !j things. He is.
asking the Editor toprint,iunder "Smoke T ilk," his apology
for writing a review of Jo~ce's book.
!.

.
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Book Reviews
Young Heart- Ge~rge St. Clair-Henry Harrison, New Yo k-$1.50.

Dr. St. Clair's volume of poems includes a 10
poem,
A Boy's Heart, and three shorter poems also in bla k verse,
called Three Romantic Poets, Gainsborough, and Andred
del Sarto to Robert" Browning. The first poem is a living
hu:r;n~ document, the others are new approache to well
known histories and bring out aspects of human na ure and
relationship worth considering. The Gainsboroug is both
piquant and amusin'g, though sad enough. Ye~ in. resting
though they are, these poems, in the nature of thing cannot
compare with the first poem in interest.
A Boy's Heart is the story of g'chUd who los'tthis parents early, lived for a while with relatives, was p aced by
them in an orphanage, had a bad time there, wa on the
verge of 'being distorted for life by the treatmen he received, and then came under the in'flue1'!ce of n~ ~ teacher
who loyed childrenf and had a true concern for the . This
teacher understood the boy's childish attachment to- her and
dealt fairly with it, so that he came to a new and ynamic
perception of .himself and of the purposes of life.
e poem
suggests briefly his later years; while unsuccessful n stocks
and bonds, the man the child became never let go t. ~ vision
of life and love his first passion gave him.
l
A poet deals with life, death, l,ove-Iove that \. s sometimes death and sometimes life. But his gerieratio makes
it difficult for him to know. how best to handle these ersonal
yet universal themes. He starts out with the int . tion of
being honest with life, of finding just what life., de th, love
mean to hini as an individual; but it may hap' e in the
confusion of the age that unwise critics urge h
to be
"original," to be "different"-and he, not seeing I his way
ahead in the enormous difficulty of his .art, too of~ Ii drifts
into the esoteric, or becomes a smart-aleck, or grd s fashionable and dandified. Or he may even confuse P0 try with,
philanthropy and reform.
[ 256]
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individual point of view. But his heritage from is mother
made him aware of a certain fine racial code whic is understood by the blood rather than by the intellect. For t~at
matter, it is often pointed out in pungent and p~radoXical
sentences. And in any given situation, Juanit is quite
clear as to the correct procedure. He even makes itc~ear ~o
the reader, who, even if it means a complete rlversal (j)f
habit in moral judgment, agrees at least for th moment.
The picaresque zest of the book does not cr wd out 'a
knowledge of Southwestern earth whi~h is as te der as at
is intimate. Juanito knows the desert growth ;d how it
can feed the traveller.; he knows .the ways of ules, arid
t~ere is tenderness ~~ well as laughter in that al o.-~o~F
tImes even profundIty! He knows the tales ~f mISSIQn .padres, and some homely miracles. He knows t e stylistiC
superiority of Spanish oaths. over the Englis~ aths th~t
have been brought ashore by the sailors, an~dI usses tills
superiority specifically and at length. He '
ws some
slashing villains-and some unsung heroes 00. .. .
Walter de Steiguer handles all this in En lish ~rose
that is lik~ a whip. In honeyed words there ma be sting.
.In cpurtesy there may be'insult. Laughter turns i a phrase
to heartache. In the ;most naive and credulo S Ipomept
there may be ~udden worldly wisdom and a ton ' e in tlIe
cheek. 'Always there is the high heart meeting challenge:
" 'Your hinny was born of a cat and siped y a bird,'
said the foreman of arrieros politely to me, and was COlill~
pelled t~ let her be 'the first to make this dangef us ascent;
since one must either accept a compliment 0 • deny its
truth."
Again the same compression and sting: "Tu ing to nis
Secretario, the Governor ordered: 'See that th beam pn.
which he who insulted our 1(inghangs is raise a foot today.' But Don Firmin, speaking with:the kindli 't court~sy
to the Secretario, said: 'Do me the favor ,to leav this be~m
as it is. Your Governor is a foot shorter thtJ.n t e officia1 I
to

.
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I
ha:ve just hanged. What need, therefore, to he~ghten the
beam?' "
,
The names on the title page of this book are unknown
names. But tl!e combination is, a good one. So good that
the excitement ov~r their work in the next few months
should be fun to observe.
FRANCES GILLMOR.

Albuquerque.

.
'

The Single Glo'w-Axton Clark-The'Villagra
Press, Santa Fe.-.
l.,.
$1.50.

I

It is l easy to pillory verse and hard to praise it.' I say
Axton Clark is a poet, but to justify'suc;h a statement with. '
out exaggeration as stultifying to the au~hor as to the critic,

is difficult. At"his best he is technicall* impeccable, but as
that is surely not enough, what then? I
. For the most, part he employs two 6f
, the most common
of English pO'etic forms, the sonnet an~ pentameter blank
,verse. Notwithstanding certain e:x;pe~iments with each, his metrical contribution is negligiblel; he is satisfied to
accept inherited measures,. concentrat~ng his energies on ,
what'he has to put in them.
It'·
Nor is he all unwise to rely so bqldly on his content.
Both as to strength and music it is n-o little'thing. His
lyrics sing with lilting assurance, ana in such poems as
The Whirlwind his blank verse has a Isurging power that
will not be denied. These remarks hbld true only of his
better worl(, but there is enough of tha;t to lend the book as
a whole a rather impressive ·unity.
I . '
At the top of his form, then, he has a really fine fee~ing
for words subtly laced with fire~ Hi~ range of subjects,
however, is not large, nor are they i~dividually imposing.
The following two line~ are quote,d .~ith spme reluctance,
as they are by no means indicative o~ the man's capabilities. Yet they express his general ~ttitude so tpn<?i~ely
that here they are:
~!
I
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...
"But I am briefly glad to share ~ach s~r,'
.

"

.

The haze, :he trains, and thenOblivi~. .

l-

r" .

!

He has a genuIne zest for the world of ~ature, tpItainted with any ",istfulness or sentimentality1 C1llrk lis
a man and as such delights in natural forces fnd ~phe~o
mena, free of false nostalgias. He can look a a bird i in
whole souled wonder without wishing that he, t ,could l~y
an egg.
,'-.--j
Men and wo~en as poetic matter hE! treats but rar,IY
and then not with too sure a touch. He is super cially .p,rsonal, and yet strangely impersonal, mentioning ut seldqm
obtruding, his own identity and point of vie~. t the saJlne
time his point of view is clear enough, and a r freshingly
healthy one it is. Without vaunting or blatancy e looks'\at
the world and likes i~ Neither optimist nor c valier, he
sings of the things that he likes, and does it well
~
What more can be said others, will have to say. Tills
reviewer's acquaintance with his work is too rent to !be
productive of any profounder judgments.
•

.

I

.

JOHN MYERS

Albuquerque:,
Footnote to Youtk--:-Jose Garcia Villa-Charles Scribner
-$2.50.

Sons, 1933.

Here is a. bOOK of more than ordinary ntereslY' 'to
read~rs of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, the firs publish~d
book of Jose Garcia Villa. The author of Footno e to Y O'JAth
spoke his literary prologue to American read rs i1in this
magazine. For a number of the stories in the res~nt COllection, acknowledgments are made, to the uARTE,Rny.
Others of the stories have appeared in Clay, Mr. , illa's personally edited little magazine, and in The Fron ier~ Scribner'8, The Prairie Schooner, and one or two. addi .onal m~gazines. As one who has known Mr. Villa's wor in lleaily
all of these separated sources sees them gathere tog~th~r,
what is the imprvession they make?
'
'

)
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'\
The impression is one of -wide irregUlarity in the values "
of his Writ~ng. In the book ar~ six lyrico-dramatic ~ketches "
written with New Mexico and the Vniversity& of New Mexico 'campus as the setting for the impressions' and expressions geneI-Blting in· the author's mind. There is in them
, too much of ithe "beating of wings,""purple flowers," and
the "rain of ~usic." Like essential youth, Jose Villa is obsessed of love, but it is love that deflected or thwarted
drives him' helpless before it, that unnerves and unbalances the strength .he ·possesses. The pain would be less
incoher'ent if it were harder fought. Jose Villa makes good
his claim to have written sentences ''beauteous as a dancer
in the dawn," sentences that make him forget fbr the while
. girls and boys and himself. And one hopes his· art may con'tinue to make him forget especial~y.·himself. Hi~. love of
words, his love of people, brought intP controlled flow could
raise him into the group of. "half-do~en short story writers. .in America who count," to quote E~ward J'e O'Brien's i~'"
troductory comment, but until control masters the expelling
of imagery and idea in the artful: prose of" this young
w.riter, he will continue the slave Of . his ~vous system., a
captive within the walls of like al}d !4islike, ~nfidence ,and
.
: ' . :
distrust.
.
Nearly all the other tales are of;the Phillipines wher
the author writes with more objective imagination an
where he attains ,true distinction. ! "The Son of Ri~al,' .
"Valse Triste," "Footnote to Y6uth,f'-the title story-ar ' .
powerfully and symbolically writtellL The first is of th
illusion of a miserable boy that the· great and kind Riza
has become 'his father instead of t~e cruel and oppressiv
man his sire by nature; the secone;] is the iife long pai~
summarized in ~wo. peopl~ fro,m fhom youn.g lovew~
snatched; the thIrd IS the cycle rep¢ated by chIldren, thel
children, and their children's cl1ildre:rt of YOllth, mating, an
parenthood. ' They augur the futur~ which',Mr. Villa rna
find-a future where his genius dissipates itself' less in th

i
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expansions and contractions of his own heart.. erore ~yery
frost and thaw.
That Villa is a singular artist in English prose no! one
reading Fo'otnote to Youth will fail to recogn~e. Thalt he '
sees below the edges of life and penetrates [into .r0methiIii of
its essence is true of all his stories.. That,Iiv' g ~ill~our
fundamental truth under the trial and error t uth"of much
of his present writing is artistic prophecy.
.
J
T. M. PEARCE.!
Albuquerque.
i
i

I

Andrew's Harvest-John Evans
1933-$2.00.

~-vvuna,\

,..-

i!

Company,

The reading of Andrew's Harvest has b
able surprise. Its author, the son of 'Mabel
very much "on his own feet" as regards bot the. matter
and the manner of his writing.
. y, Andrww's
Harvest is the story of a simple man-the ow r of a small
ranch in one of the Western states-who has ~cently lost
his wife, and a simple woman-a. lunch-count waitresswho has recently lost both her job and her re
tion; and
their life together on the tiny ranch wliere t ' , oman, Julie,
has gone to be'wet-nurse to Bill And
., mq, herless newborn baby. Just this. The only oth~rcharact 1's are minor
ones who come in incidentally,,, and-with the possible exception of the doctor-fail to catch the read r's attention
or to leave any impression of vivid' indivi ality. The
whole attention is' focused' upon the man', . ill, and the
woman, Julie. Not upon what they do-thei "doings are
. merely those of the everyday trivial and r tb.er sordid
duties of small-ranch life. It is in what the' think that
the charm and the individuality of the book Ii. Rather in
what Bill thinks, for the book is told in the firs person, and
it· is Bill who tells the story. But Bill feels. ~at Julie is
thinking, and reveals it so that others may f el this, also.
Bill is an introvert-not invert. 'His' wor d lies. not 'in
the realm of .things, or of happenings, but in th t of wonder.

l

p
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ing-wondering about his own th<mghts and springs 0
action, about J ulie s, and about those of the doctor and 0
qld man Smithers, the latter a character b~ought in apparr
ently for the saJ,<e of comic relief, a l~ster of sorts, in a tall
tha.t is, for all its "happy endi.ng ," more tragedy tlufn eithe .
comedy or melodrama. To all wonderers, life, with its im
plications, is, .tragic, whether the wonderer be a dreamin ~
Czar or Bill, the small-ran~h man.
, Inarticulate in speech, even with the woman w 0 ha .
gripped first his passion, and afterwards his tendern s a
well, Bill reveals himself, both in hiS..: bigness, and also in .. / •..
", !
littleness, to the'readers of Andrew's! Harvest. 'It is becau
. ,I
John Evans has striven to lay bare the struggle of a s-o '
~f
tortured by its own doubts and qJl1es··onings and regre S I I
-torture which reaches its climax lW 'Bill finds that h'
/ ;
own blundering efforts at caring f, his baby, covering t
more warmly, have resulted in the':child'sdeath from su'focation-that his book gives un: sual promise of mo e
mature work to come. While no I in itself, a great boo, '
Andrew's Harvest more nearly a : oaches gr~atness tha!
any first novel which it has beenl fortune to read in sob
time; one ~hich it is difficult
l~ down "after starti;nJI;.
something whic,h as regards t e av: rage nov~l~ven tho~~
not first novels:"-it is easie . to d: than to refrain froJln'
.
i
d mn~
I
J. B. ONTlOMERy-McGoVERN.
Albuquerque.
J-

fl·!

.

.
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Shakespearean Scraps and Other Eli : ethan Fragments-Sam el
A. Tannenbaun-Columbia Universit Press, 1933-$3.75.
On Reading Shakespeare-Logan Pears lIP. Smith-.Harcourt, Brae
and Company, New York-'$1.50.1
'

!

\

Here are two more books to p ove that the interest'~
Shakespeare' is inexhaustible. Th: first, the Shakespere I·
Scraps, is definitely addre'ssed' to i cholars, though anyo ,Ie
fond of figuring out detective sto' y problems will find 1~
fascinat~on in Dr. Tannenbaum's pplicat,i0n of sCie7fiC
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methods to the el~cidation of the Shakespear n t;~. t The
eleven chapters of this scholarly' work deal larg .ly with
problems raised by the famous Shakespearea forgeries 9f
the notorious English scholar, John Payne C Bier,lor with
attempts at identifying the handwriti.ng in v ripu)s manuscripts, in this way throwing new iight on question$ of.
authorship. For the lover of Shapespeare w. 0 is not als{)
a scholar, the most interesting and profitab e chapter is
Number Six, in Which are suggested various emendations
for disputed or disputable passages. In my wn opinion,
Dr. Tannenbaum makes out a most excellent ca e for each of
.' his suggested emendations.. ~
Logan Pearsall Smith's On Reading 8lw, espeare does
not exhibit the exhaustive scholarship of the rst book, although there is no doubt that Mr. Smith has r ad widely in
the field of Shak~spearean research, ,nor that e has made
the best of such scHolarship his own. The firs book is one
for sI1ecialists, mostly; the second may be read and enjoyed
by everybody. In fact, I know of no other book on the subject which offers such an excellent introductio to the reading and study of Shak~peare. The very titles of the chapters are an invitation 0 the reader to sit down at.the feast:
I-On Not Reading hakespeare; II-The i eat Adventure; III-The Great Reward, Poetry; IV-'T~ Great Reward: Character; and so on. Is it not a cha· enge? The
author conveys to his reader much of 't~e fi
gusto, the
. even fierce delight, with which he himself-.ap roaches the
•
reading of Shakespeare, in a bold, intensely p rsonal, ana
intimate .style.. For instance, speaking of S akespeare's
great gift of pathos, he writes thus: (Quotin from King
.

\

1/

Q

John).

~'

Of Nature's g~fts thou mayst with lilies bpast
And with the half-blown rose.
("Bother that .'Half-blown' rose! Its beautf blurs my
eyes, and I can hardly go on quoting.")
.\
There is one POi~t, however, on which I Sruld djffer
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with Mr. Smith, and that is-upon
of t e lAmb1
Hazlitt contention that Shakespear~6 plays are ot suited

',j.J;',',

for the stage~ To me this ilf'the rankjist'here y. uring thd.:;,."
past three years, I have prod~ced he# in Al uqu~ que thred
"
plays of S~ak~speare's, o~ an outd~r. s~. e, WI as cIos'!,J. l
an approXImation as possIble to the ltiondI
ns 0 the Eliza~I
bethan stage, and, with amateur .tors. The were un1
reservedly enjoyed by our aUdienc~1~an of $hom told m~'
that they had, for the first time, appj cia d the wit, humorl,•
'
. beauty, and power of ,these comedies·T
,
.But this is a minor point of di~e ceo In everythin~
else he says, Mr'. Smith is as soun»
d as piquant as ,
fresh nut. And stimulating! ~~ uggestive!, Next W
~
read.ing Shakespeare hims~li, I kno
f no greater delight
~,
than reading beautifully phrased ap II" iations of him. Thi
fbO,ok goes in my library with Rob' t Ing:ersoll~~loquen'
~
oration on Shakespeare and with John Maseji.eld's pr
I"
foundly movillg apprai~al of the pI ;, s. Get" it if you wan
I
to have a good time!
"
~
.; ,

i

t,

'

I

Albuquerque.
New

~exico

~

fEORGE S • CLAIR.

17

I..

..'

CiViC8-!f'nsin~

I

.

H.istory and
B. 'B\00t;nd Thomas
Donnelly-University Press, Albuque ! ue, 1933
2.50.

,

~

II·

New Mexico History a,nd CiV i : by La . ing B. Bloo
and Thomas C. Donnelly has been : itten to rovide ate.
q
book in the subject on the secondar ' school evel. As s u c i
it appears in response to a felt ne ' ,and ill certainly b
~,
- welcome if it fills t~is need satisfacf rily.
rofessor Bloo'
II .
." . is responSible, lor the .his~,OrY s~,'ctio Dr. onnelly, for th,t'.

Civi~ro~~:~ b~I::!l:~:~idtob:evi~!1 ~:r~fis:~a::.~~ite •
.history of our State. He was fo;TI an!!. years curator 0._
I,

the ~Iisto~ical Museu~ at Santa ~Et:
conslder:ble research In the arChlY'
City. His knowledge of the source,
and it may be said at once that a gol
t

~
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and he .has ~arried .of
at evI1le and Mexlc'
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is erefore extensivl
f ature of his book i
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that he has indicated to his readers, both in the ext and'in
the bibliographies appended to each chapter, w at are the
foundations on which our historical knowle<lge r .sts.
It is stated in the preface that t~ history' Hi presented
as an interpretation rather than as vo'mplete a d detailed
,narrative." Undol).btedly a historian's interpre ation ,may
be a most valuable feature of his work; nevert eJess, in a
textbook it would seem desirable to have a reaso ably complete narrative. The book might be improved b including
more information concerning such outstanding , pisodes as
the Pueblo Revolt of· 1680 (including the retreat south and
the founding of EI Paso) and the Confederat invasion
und~r Baylor. As it is, it will be necessary for-, e teacher
to find supplementary read.ing material to cover he n~rra
tive part of the history adequately.'
In the field of interpretation Professor Bloozp is at his'
best in pointing out the efiects of the impact of the various
cultures-Indian, Spanish, French, Anglo-Amd,rican-on
,each other and thei~ mingling in the multicolored ~ife of the
Southwest. It is a further virtue of his work t at he has
incorporated into it some of the results' of recep. research~
This .is' manifest in the chapters dealing ·with the early
Pueblo Indians, with the 17th centuryr history, and with
Franco-Spanish relations on the, frontier. His '!reatment
of the American period is rather disappointing,. ecause it
ignores almost entirely the cultural and economi· development bf the State.
I
~
In the section devoted to civics, Dr. Donnelly as aimed '
"not only to present to the student a Clear pictu e of the
organization and functioning of his own state go ernment,
but also to compare and contrast, here and there t roughout.
the text, New Mexi<¥tn practices with those foun ' in' other
states." The reviewer is entirely in sympathy ith this
general method of approach.' However, the lang age win
not be self-explanatory without a baekgr~uh« knorledge of
political science ~nd economics, and it will be nece' sary for
i

~

J
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the teacher to s'uPpJy this knowledge ,or the benefit of the
'..
.'
~
,. .
.
ordInary hIgh school st,udent.. Chap r ,XVIII on "State
Administratio:r( is noteworthy for al able explanation -of
the great modern increase in the nUf~<ber and variety of
governmental functions. The author ': ossesses the courage
of his convictions and sometimes state) his own opinion on
controversial issues, as in the-chapters: ealing with the educational system and taxation.
Like all first ~ditions, the ~u~r. contains a cert~in,
quota of typographIcal errors. In a 'hIe on page 367, the
word "Federal" is repeated twice, wi en evidently in one
case it should be "State." On page 1; 4 occurs "Equalite"
instead of "Egalite." On the whole, r;however, the proofreading has b'eeI1- well done~ The' illus ; ations are, generally
good and some u.seful map~ are includ ~; but it would be an
-improvement to add to the number 0 '; the latter. A com...
mendable feature is the glossary of dtI':cult English words
and foreign terms. There is also a go index.
Taken as a whole, New Mexico H ~tory and Civics is a
~aluabl~ and tiJIlely contdb.ution to ~1()Ur scl1.?ol textbook
hterature.
'
"
,i
. '

j

_J .

.

I

l

" . M. BALDWIN.
';

State College, N. M . l !
,

j

!

.

America ~n the Southwest-Thomas M. Pear:e ,and Telfair HendonUniversity Press, IAlbuquer~e, 1;933-$ ~OO.
.

America in_ the Southwest": an an ~~ology, the voices of
a people singing. Singing, not in the: easured cadence of
verse but in the varied individualism~f'p'rose. .Singing of
the Southwest, of its!' blue distances, :ts ancient races, its
conquistadores and frailes. Telling :f the intimacies of
its hidden streams deep in fern and; cardinal flower; its
homely scent of cedar smoke rising I;~om under the backyard wash tub; its jangle of spur, s !rprising on a small
town pavement:. its consumptivecoug . and realtor's boom;
its pageantry arid its homeliness.
''
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The

NEW M E X leo

Q i.r ART E R L

Thomas M. Pearce and Telfair· Hendon, the ompilers,
have captured for qs in this Southwestern a:ht~IOIOgy the
echoes of the many-voiced New Mexico. They ve us tHe
land that since the birth of history in the west rn hemisphere has never been-young, but in its daily li~eableness
can never grow old. It is the l~nd of manana only because
its days are ever brighter with the beauty of changing
mo~ntain and desert scene~ morevital with cryst I air and
golden sunshine. .
,
The anthology is planned with a definiten s whi~h
makes for order out of the vastness of material w ich must
always present difficulties in assembling a w.ork ofJhis type.
The compilers answer the three, great questio~s, what,
where, and who. And they answer these questions with a .
w~alth of historical, geographical .~nd biOgraPhiCa~informa
tion chosen for accuracy, color, and style.
The question "what" is most completely nswered.
This s~ection, as Pearce and Hendon ~xphiin in the ttroduction, i~ devoted to "critical articles, bQth popular a d sc~oI
arly, Intended to provoke thought upon the gre· t SOCIal,
political, and economic questions in' an area
ext~nsive as
many European states." The first two article~ in the
section, "Human~zing of a Race" from. Edgar L. \Hewett's
"Ancient Life in the American Southwest," and "The .Dig. gings" by Hartley. Burr' Alexander, areadmirablt chosen
because they open the reader's mind immediately to. the
splendid heritage of esthetic, ethical and soc.ial cult9re given
New Mexico by the Indian. Other selections folIo'frV, ranging from a discussiop of "M~xicans and New Mexico" by
Mary Austin to an interpretation of the southwest~rn cowboy, a discussion of Spanish colonial arts, v;arious'lcustoms
of the country, and a group of short articles by wei-known
southwestern writers.
'.
I·
The seco.nd q... uestion "where" is answered by\ several
charming descriptions of New Mexico's scenery, ~nd 'that
section is aptly headed "Touch of Earth."
,I
'
:~,

.'

as

I

I
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"Who" iri New Mexico includes cJUeetion of stQries,
anecdotes, and articles, chosen for tel i>urpose of giving
the state and'its
the reader a glimpse itto the inner lif'
people, people who defy the mixing po ~: ho are as varied
as the changing scenes of mesa andm ntain. This section affords, perhaps, the' most entert 'bing reading, for
these are the people of romantic' yest ~ y, o{the western
movies, these are the people of
y, J~~ in spite of ma~
chines and the levelling pr 'sses typifl~ by Montgomery
Ward catalogues are sti ,thank, God for lit, individULLls. ,
, This book was
doubt designed ~{marily for use by
students of Htera .' re, and is esp.eciali~ suited for use in
schools of the ~~thwest, where an U~I'erstanding of the
state, ift,s curtu,~, its prObl,ems, is essenti:1 for y,?ung people •.
who expect t,"Ilve and prospt!r here.' , pt it is also a book "I
which mak splendid r~ading for all of~ps. And fot those . ',
who 101Ve ew Me~ico, who wish to drai ~ every drop of joy
from qu cup ,of life here, it is indispen able.
:

'MARGAR :

l'

I'r
I
J

,I-

I

I
1
l.'

I

PAGE HOOD.

ces.

I
j

i

I'

"

I

t

.,
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'FE'BRUAR

I
It

,
j

will begin, volum.e four of THE NEW JMEXICO QUA&-,
TERLY. You will meet in the first pages' ~ the magazine
for 1934:
.
;

j

"Songs .of Rio Grande" by John G ~ld FletcherOne of the foremost poets of Am rica interprets'
in .rhythmic beauty Indian'song anq: Rio Grande.
i

"The College Professor and Leade bhip" b~ J. C.
Knode-A college dean and profes r looks at the
teachers in the light of leadership. ;

'"

I

~

"What' Some Men Worshipped" y Maude M.
Bloom-A student of New
Mexico I olk-Iore tells a'
legend of the Black Hills of.New' 'xico.'
~

,

.

,

D .D
.

1Il.
~

The Q~ARTERLY book fbr 1934 will' be' the bkJt reading investment you can make. Christmas subscrip . r,B would be welcomed by others.
~
ti
I~

:~

--------------------- .....
c

.,
:~
I

"

,

~----,...

i

if

Date"---------4----------t----;, .
I
I enclose
for ~ __ L.:.SUbSCriP~on to '
The New Mexico Q u a r t e r l Y . l
•

.
;

---------~-~-~---------------------Hailinsr Address

~

j
I,

Signature

"
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j
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